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INTRODUCTION 
 
 This report describes the activity of the EURATOM-CIEMAT Association during 
2011 and it is organized following mostly the scheme of the 2011 work program 
annexed to the association contract.  
 
 Even if in the last years a big effort has been devoted to the generation of a 
strong technology programme, still a big fraction of the Association´s activity is related 
to the scientific exploitation of the TJ-II device. TJ-II contributes to the development of 
the stellarator as a potential steady state, disruption free, reactor but it also 
contributes to the study of specific tokamak phenomena from the point of view of 
basis plasma physics, taking advantage of its specialised diagnostics, in some cases 
unique in the EU programme, and its configuration properties. Chapter 1 shows a 
number of contributions which are directly related to specific ITER problems: L-H 
transition physics, momentum transport, impurity transport, fast particle physics, 
Tritium retention and extraction, role of nitrogen on W sputtering reduction, carbon 
transport and deposition. 
 

Another strong point of the TJ-II activity has been historically the development 
of auxiliary systems, in particular diagnostics. Those activities are reported on chapter 
2 and they cover the development of new edge probes, the installation of the second 
Heavy Ion Beam Probe, the new Doppler reflectometry system, the Diagnostic NBI, as 
well as results from newly installed systems, like the double pulse Thomson Scattering. 
 
 The specific stellarator physics results are reported on Chapter 3: role the 
magnetic topology (rationals), confinement transitions, confinement scaling, 
stellarator divertor based on flux expansion and installation of a liquid lithium limiter. 
This chapter also includes the theory developments for stellarators: design tools for 
reactor relevant stellarator configurations, island dynamics, neoclassical transport, and 
advanced data analysis techniques applied to TJ-II. Other more general theory 
developments like gyrokinetic theory or probabilistic transport are also included, as 
well as theory developments for heating and diagnostic systems. Details of the 
operation and improvement of engineering TJ-II systems are also reported in chapter 
3.  
 
 International collaboration is mainly devoted to the joint experiment JET, with 
results reported in chapter 1: operation regimes, installation and operation of the new 
fast camera, pedestal and ELM studies and disruption prevention. Other international 
collaborations are related to the development of diagnostics, interferometry, for W7X 
or the plasma control techniques for TCV, reported in chapter 3. Activities on LHD 
involved during 2011 mainly theoretical developments on heating systems, chapter 1 
and island divertor, chapter 3. 
 
 Emerging technologies is one of the areas of growing interest at the 
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Association.  Chapter 4 includes a broad description of experimental activity, with lines 
of development on: functional materials, insulators, structural metallic materials like 
tungsten and ODS alloys, structural and functional SiC. Modelling activities, devoted to 
radiation effects modelling and validation, insulators behaviour, effects on tungsten 
and activation phenomena are extensively reported in section 4.2.  
Other technology areas include RH, RAMI studies and Blanket development and 
Chapter 4 also contains the description of the activities in fusion technology facilities 
and the status of the Technofusion project.  
  
 Chapter 5 describes training activities, focused on the Erasmus Mundus Master 
in Fusion Physics and Technology and the participation in Goal Oriented training 
systems: blankets (EUROBREED) and remote handling (GOT-RH). Also in chapter 5 we 
include activities on public information, technology transfer and Socioeconomic 
studies, which for 2011 were concentrated on the further development of the EFDA 
Times model. 
 
Chapter 6 describes, only for information, the IFMIF and JT60 activities in the 
framework of the Broader Approach.  
 

Finally Chapter 7 describes the Keep in Touch activity on Inertial Fusion. 
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1.- Provision of support to the advancement of the ITER Physics 
Basis 

 
1.1 Development of candidate operating scenarios 
ELM physics and control  
 Investigation of edge impurity and particle sources during Edge Localized 
Modes (ELMs), disruption mitigation and plasma start-up using fast intensified 
cameras in JET. 
 
 The KL8 Fast Camera with wide-angle view of JET has been upgraded with a 
two-stage image intensifier (similar to the one routinely operated in TJ-II) and a filter 
wheel to allow spectroscopic plasma imaging filtering atomic lines in the visible range. 
The image intensifier was specially designed for a compact shielding against magnetic 
fields, since it includes a GEN I tube to preserve the lifetime of the phosphor and the 
linearity of the system. The camera now successfully records the filtered atomic 
plasma emission at high speed, up to 50000 frames per second with short exposure 
times down to 1-10 μs. 
 The upgraded FC7 system has allowed improving the time resolution due to the 
amplification factor of the intensifier (in the order of 30) to access to relevant physics 
on: 
 ELMs physics: The KL-8 Fast Intensified Camera allows to capture the whole 
divertor region at speed up to 100 kfps and with exposure times down to 1μs to 
characterize the dynamics of ELMs at the divertor (see Figure) The fast camera 
experimental set-up is a unique diagnostic to make such kind of studies, where 2D 
spatial resolution at high speed is necessary. A classification of ELMs and divertor 
dynamics is under investigation to link this behaviour to ELM standard theory. 
 
 In addition, the present experimental set-up allows to resolve spectroscopically 
fast events, such as the Beryllium ejection during ELMs. 
 
 Disruptions mitigation: This experiment consists in the mitigation of disruptions 
by injection of Ar gas. The KL8 diagnostic (fast camera with intensifier) has been used 
to monitor the Ar II lines through the plasma. 
 
 Breakdown experiments: The KL8 diagnostic has been used to validate an 
optimized plasma starting position and its dynamic evolution. The KL8 is the JET 
primary and key diagnostic on JET plasma breakdown studies. 
 
 Pellet studies: This system will also play a role in pellet ELM pace making 
investigations, detecting both the ablating pellet and the interaction of the triggered 
ELMs with plasma facing components. 
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 The dynamics of an ELM (#82582) at the divertor as recorded with 50 kfps and 4 μs exposure time without filter. 

The figure shows 32 frames of the de-averaged images. 

1.2 Energy and particle confinement and transport 

1.2.1 L-H physics 

1.2.1.1 Investigation of the role of mean / fluctuating radial electric fields and 
influence of rational surfaces in the L-H transition. 

 TJ-II experiments have shown that, at the L-H transition a pronounced radial 
electric field shear develops together with an abrupt reduction in plasma turbulence. 
The time evolution of both, Er-shear and density fluctuations as measured by Doppler 
reflectometry, indicates that the reduction in density fluctuations precedes the 
increase in the mean Er-shear but is simultaneous with the increase in the low 
frequency oscillating sheared flow. These observations, together with the amplification 
of long-range spatial correlation in the potential fluctuations are consistent with L-H 
transition models predicting plasma bifurcations triggered by zonal flows. Further 
experimental evidence supporting the central role of zonal flows has been observed in 
experiments performed close to the L-H transition threshold conditions.  A coupling 
between flows and turbulence is found which reveals a characteristic predator-prey 
behaviour. This intermediate oscillatory transient stage has been seen in the L-H 
transition experiments in some other devices. However, in these experiments, as in 
the Kim & Diamond predator-prey theory model, only the temporal dynamics of the 
turbulence-flow interaction is studied. In TJ-II, dedicate experiments have been carried 
out to study the spatial evolution of the turbulence-flow oscillation pattern. Radial 
outward and inward propagation velocities of the turbulence-flow front are found. The 
results indicate that the edge shear flow linked to the L-H transition can behave either 
as a slowing-down, damping mechanism of outward propagating turbulent-flow 
oscillating structures, or as a source of inward propagating turbulence-flow events. 
These results have been published in [Estrada2011_1]. 
 
 Besides, further experiments have been carried out to measure the 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Estrada2011_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Estrada2011_1.pdf
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wavenumber spectra of density turbulence in L- and H-mode plasmas by means of 
Doppler reflectometry. A pronounced suppression of the density fluctuation level is 
observed in H-mode close to the radial position of maximum Er-shear. Furthermore, 
intermediate scale density turbulence is reduced preferentially. This effect can be 
interpreted within the framework of vortex stretching feeding energy through 
Reynolds stress into zonal flows, while shear decorrelation of turbulent structures 
might not play a central role in TJ-II. Moreover, it is shown that in both L- and H-mode, 
the phase velocity of density fluctuations does not depend on the structure scale. 
These results have been published in [Happel2011]. 
  
 During the H-mode impurity accumulation and the concomitant increase in the 
radiation losses often bring the plasma into the H-L back-transition conditions what 
allows a comparative study of L-H and H-L transitions. The spatiotemporal evolution of 
density turbulence and plasma flows has been studied at the H-L back-transition using 
the Doppler reflectometer system. The behaviour of density turbulence and flows at 
the H-L back-transition shows different features as compared to the L-H transition. 
Moreover, different behaviour is found when exploring radial positions at both sides of 
the Er-shear position or further inside the plasma column. As the plasma approaches 
the H-L back-transition the Er profile gradually evolves with a reduction in the Er-shear 
of about 20%. Right at the back-transition the Er-shear vanishes in a time scale of the 

order of 100 s. The time evolution of the density turbulence shows the distinctive 
behaviour at both sides of the Er-shear layer location. While a gradual increase in the 
turbulence level is measured at the inner radial positions, no change in the turbulence 
level is measured outside the Er-shear layer location as the plasma approaches the H-L 
back-transition. The reported evolution of the turbulence is explained as a combine 
effect of the Er-shear reduction and the radial spreading of turbulence from the plasma 
core to the edge barrier. These results, published in [Estrada2011_2] point to the 
possible role of radial spreading of turbulence in determining the width of transport 
barriers. It is worth mentioning that this article has been selected by the Nuclear 
Fusion Editors as part of the 2011 Highlights Collection. 

1.2.1.2 Confinement transitions and global resonances 

 A new phenomenon was detected at the TJ-II stellarator. The line-integrated 
density measured by a microwave interferometer systematically shows bursts of 
fluctuations at regularly spaced values of the mean density across a very large number 
of discharges. Related modes are also observed with other diagnostics, such as the 
magnetic pickup coils and the heavy ion beam probe. The mode is tentatively 
identified with an acoustic mode, and its relation to confinement transitions at TJ-II is 
discussed [NF2011_Milligen1]. 

1.2.2 Momentum transport 

1.2.2.1 Investigation of the interplay between radial structure of fluctuations 
and toroidal long-range correlations 

 The magnitude of turbulent transport is probably the dominant parameter 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Happel2011.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Estrada2011_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/NF2011_Milligen1.pdf
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affecting the global confinement properties and hence the understanding of 
turbulence is a fundamental issue for the success of magnetic nuclear fusion. At the 
same time, the development of inverse cascade of turbulent energy spectra and 
condensation of the spectrum can form meso-scale structures that can control 
turbulent radial diffusion. Among these structures zonal flows (ZFs) are known to play 
a role in regulating plasma turbulence and consequently anomalous transport. Long-
range toroidally correlated structures, with characteristics in agreement with the ones 
of the ZFs have been observed during the development of the edge shear flows in TJ-II. 
These long-distance correlation between floating potential signals are amplified either 
by externally imposed radial electric fields or when approaching the L-H confinement 
edge transition 
 
 The radial structure of plasma fluctuations has been investigated in the plasma 
boundary region of the TJ-II stellarator. For density above the threshold for edge-
sheared flow development potential fluctuations propagate predominantly radially 
outwards in the scrape-off-layer side of the shear layer, whereas in the edge region 
side the radial propagation is predominantly radially inwards with an effective velocity 
in the order of 1–10 km s−1. Results suggest that edge sheared flows play a role as a 
source of inward and outward propagating plasma potential fluctuations 
[Pedrosa2011_1]. 
 
 Furthermore, the interplay between long-range toroidal correlations, local 
cross-field particle transport and radial structure of the edge fluctuations has been 
investigated. Experimental evidence is presented that both the radial correlation and 
the turbulent particle transport are reduced in the region dominated by zonal flows 
(ZFs). Experimental findings show the key role of ZFs in the edge plasma transport 
regulation  [Silva2011]. 
 
 The influence of the presence of different rational surfaces on the radial 
structure of floating potential as well as on long-range toroidal correlations has been 
investigated in the plasma edge of the TJ-II, during fine dynamical iota-scans in the 
magnetic configuration. Long-range correlation shows a clear radial structure with a 
characteristic radial decay length in the order of 1 – 2 cm due to frequencies below ≈ 
20 kHz indicating a radial structure associated to ZFs. The obtained results provide 
direct evidence of the development of long-range toroidal correlations consistent with 
the theory of ZFs and linked to the magnetic topology (low order rationals) in low 
magnetic shear configurations [Pedrosa2011_2]. 

1.2.2.2. Driving mechanisms of zonal flows: Investigation of radial-poloidal 
Reynolds stress component.  

 The absolute values of Reynolds and Maxwell tensors have been measured for 
the first time in the edge of an stellarator. When compared, Reynolds tensor has been 
found to dominate both in ECH and NBI phases.  Interestingly, no automatic 
cancellation effect has been observed. 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Pedrosa2011_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Silva2011.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Pedrosa2011_2.pdf
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1.2.2.3. Damping physics of zonal flows: feasibility studies to quantify 
neoclassical viscosity in TJ-II, studying the influence of modulated external 
biasing on parallel / perpendicular flows. 

 Experiments with external biasing modulations and gundestrup probe 
measurements where carried out in search of phase differences among the forcing 
radial current and the flow components. The interpretation was made in terms of a 
model presented in [VelascoISHW_2012]. Phase differences were not observed due to  
(1) the weak coupling of perpendicular and bootsrap-parallel flow components in the 
edge of TJ-II and (2) power supply frequency limit (~1 kHz) below viscous poloidal 
damping frequency (~ 10 kHz). Quasi-steady modulation was proved to provide 
experimental radial conductivity (proportional to the poloidal viscosity) order-of-
magnitude compatible with neoclassical estimates. 

1.2.2.4 Dynamics of zonal flows 

 A method to extract the zonal flow (flux-surface-collective) component from a 
set of distant potential measurements displaying long range correlations was proposed 
and tested [AlonsoNF2012], [AlonsoISHW2012]. The method provides a time-resolved 
zonal flow amplitude that was shown to be correlated with all H-alpha monitors 
around the TJ-II stellarator. This showed that fluctuating, global, floating potential 
oscillations dynamically modulate outward particle fluxes. The dynamics of zonal flow 
excursions was studied and casted acceleration forces and damping times in order-of-
magnitude agreement with measured Reynolds stress forces and neoclassical damping 
respectively. This will be further investigated in future work.  

1.2.3 Impurity transport studies 

Influence of plasma density and heating on impurity confinement and dynamics.  
 We performed an experiment to study low-Z parallel and radial impurity 
transport with trace impurity seeding of boron and carbon by laser blow-off in the TJ-II 
stellarator. Toroidal transport was observed to be quite rapid (~ 0.1 ms), roughly 
consistent with expectations of collisionless (kinetic) parallel ion transport. Radial 
impurity de-confinement of injected impurities to the plasma wall was measured to be 
much slower (~ 10 ms). The data suggested a slightly higher radial confinement time 
for carbon than for boron, but no clear charge state dependence was observed in 
contrast with expectations for neoclassical transport in the low collisionality regime. 
[SPEC_1]. 

1.2.4 Fast particle physics 

Fenomenology of fast particle driven instabilities 
   Preliminary results were presented in PLASMA 2011, the international joint 
Conference organized by the Japanese Union of Societies on Plasma Sciences in 
November 2011, in Ishikawa, Japan [1242_Fastpart]. 
 
        New experiments using a dynamic configuration scan, in collaboration with 
Japanese researchers from Kyoto University and NIFS (National Institute for Fusion 
Science, Toki City), have been designed and performed on May 2011 to clarify the iota 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/VelascoISHW_2012.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/AlonsoNF2012.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/AlonsoISHW2012.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/SPEC_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/1242_Fastpart.pdf
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dependence of the fast particle-driven modes observed in TJ-II. Detailed analyses are 

under way. 

 

1.3 MHD stability and plasma control 

1.3.1 Characterization of the electromagnetic nature of plasma filaments in 
TJ-II  (in collaboration with RFX-Padova) 

 The analysis of measured data reveals a clear relation between electrostatic 
variables, mostly in good agreement with available filament theory. Electromagnetic 
fluctuations are much stronger during ECH phase than NBI phase, which is a surprising 
result. The presence of large populations of suprathermal electrons (caused by the low 
density of such discharge phases) has been proposed as an explanation. Conditional 
averaging of parallel current with respect to filament occurrence reveals clear 
correspondence between the two, but parallel current does not seem to have a 
definite sign (being orientated with almost equal probability in both directions), 
thereby resulting in a net zero current. However, when sufficiently high values of 
density are reached during NBI phase, a probability asymmetry can be observed, thus 
yielding a net total current. 

1.3.2 Plasma control 

 Extensive activity has been carried out in this area and applied to the TCV 
tokamak concentrated on the study of the control of kinetic and magnetic variables in 
a tokamak with the standard set of magnetic diagnostics, additional heating systems 
and non inductive current drive sources. The focus has been put on: 
a)Deploying tools useful for the operators to increase discharge reproducibility 
b)Develop a streamlined system, which is robust in the sense that can it work even if 
non inductive current sources /additional heating / profile diagnostics are scarce, but 
scalable in the sense that if those are present the system increases performance. 
c)Prioritise a system that can work in any plasma discharge or scenario, for the whole 
of the plasma discharge duration 
d)Use advance control theory and methodologies. 
 

1.4 Power and particle exhaust. Plasma-wall interaction 

1.4.1 Studies of de-tritiation methods for ITER 

 Activities oriented to the prevention and removal of carbon co-deposits in ITER 
under carbon-based divertor scenarios were continued. Analysis of the Textor 
ammonia/methane injection experiments (Dec 2010) indicate a clear correlation 
between Quartz MicroBalance recordings of C deposition and the production of H/DCN 
from chemical reactions between the injected ammonia and the carbon-bearing free 
radicals responsible for the formation of co-deposits [141SCAV PSI-12]. Collaboration 
with the Josef Stefan Institute in Liubliana was continued and a laser interferometric 
system for in situ recording of the film growth/ inhibition in ammonia-methane ICRF 
lasmas was installed [141ICRF PSI-12]. A collaboration was established with the 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/1410SCAV%20PSI-12.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/141ICRF%20PSI-12.pdf
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Toronto team for the thermo-oxidation of carbon tiles from DIII-D by NO2 and its 
comparison with more conventional O2 at several temperatures and pressures. 
Measurements of D contents by LID and mass spectrometry were addressed [141NO2 
PSI-12]. No clear evidence of water formation during the removal of the co-deposits by 
oxidation by NO2 has been found yet. The enhancement in the removal rate observed 
in Ciemat when O2 is replaced by NO2 has also been observed by the Toronto group. 
 

1.4.2 First wall nitriding for ITER-Like-First-Wall: JET and AUG 

 Reduction of the sputtering yield of W by in situ nitriding. Several methods 
were used for the formation of a WN layer on W samples. SIMS analysis indicates that 
a very thin (2nm) layer is produced by exposing W samples to a N/He GD. Other 
plasma- assisted techniques were used in the MHEST association, Romania. Exposure 
of WN samples to Asdex Upgrade divertor plasmas didn't lead to any conclusion due to 
the poor S/N ratio of detected W near the sample. N seeded discharges were 
performed in JET under the new ILW scenario. The Ciemat team was involved in the 
analysis of the mass spectrometric data. Evidence of ammonia formation was 
recorded, with obvious implications in the particle balance analysis of D and N [142JET 
PSI-12]. Nitriding of Be in D and He plasma mixtures with N2 was attempted in Pisces B, 
in order to assess the practical implications of the in situ nitriding technique. No 
deleterious effects were found [142BeN Pisces] 
 

1.4.3 Deposition in Gaps 

 Analysis of the deposition pattern into a 1mm gap near the injection hole 
located on a devoted limiter revealed that physical sputtering of carbon dominates 
over the radicals produced by cracking of methane injected through the hole. Similar 
pattern for Li deposition into the gap, with a characteristic decay length of 2mm, was 
observed [143Gaps 11]. 

1.4.4 Edge transport and particle and impurity source 

Dust studies in TJ-II 
 Dust was studied in TJ-II with a Fast Camera [Dust_1] and [Dust_2] and two 
main topics were investigated: 1) Spectroscopic imaging and 2) Surface biasing. Most 
relevant conclusions ordered by topics are: 
 

 1) The number of dust events detected with filters (Hydrogen H, Carbon C III 
and lithium Li I), and their lifetime is much smaller than without filters. The light from 
dust detected with filters is mostly a cloud of about a few centimetres instead of a 
spot (the general case without filters). Without filters only the strongest glowing 
particles show these clouds.  We believe that without filters the main contribution of 
the visible emission is Blackbody radiation coming from the glowing particles mainly in 
the S.O.L. of the plasma. The emission with filters is atomic line radiation coming from 
the atoms or ions first ejected from the dust particle by evaporation due the plasma 
heating and then excited by electrons of the plasma (till ionised). This is visible only in 
denser plasma regions probably inside the separatrix, therefore the lifetime is short 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/141NO2%20PSI-12.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/141NO2%20PSI-12.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/142JET%20PSI-12.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/142JET%20PSI-12.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/142BeN%20Pisces.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/143Gaps%2011.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Dust_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Dust_2.pdf
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since it is limited by total evaporation of the particle dust. An unexpected result was 

the very low H emission (lower than the lithium and carbon emission), since 
hydrogen should be strongly present in the particles. This can be due to the fact that it 
is desorbed before the dust enters the plasma. 
 
 2) When the limiter surface was biased negatively (< - 20 to -150 V) we 
observed a very strong dust ejection. This was attributed to the electric field that 
accelerates the negatively charged dust particles (due to electron ambipolar diffusion) 
to the positively biased electrode or to an enhancement of arcing events. The 
threshold voltage to enhance dust ejection increases inversely with the plasma 
density. 

 

1.5 Physics of plasma heating and current drive 
Effects of fast ions on electron distribution function. 
 The steady-state distribution function of neutral beam injection (NBI) fast ions 
is calculated numerically for the LHD and TJ-II stellarators using the code ISDEP 
(Integrator of Stochastic Differential Equations for Plasmas). ISDEP is an orbit code that 
solves the guiding centre motion of fast ions using Cartesian coordinates in position 
space, allowing arbitrary magnetic configurations and the re-entering of particles in 
the plasma. It takes into account collisions of fast ions with thermal ions and electrons 
using the Boozer and Kuo-Petravic collision operator. The steady-state distribution 
function is computed with a time integral following Green’s function formalism for a 
time-independent source. The rotation profiles of the fast ions are also estimated, thus 
computing their contribution to the total plasma current. In addition, energy slowing 
down time and escape distribution are studied in detail for both devices. [FAST-IONS-
BUSTOS]. 

 

1.6 Theory and modelling for ITER 

1.6.1 Plasma Heating (NBI)  

 Preliminary calculations for NBI heating in ITER have been performed using the 
code ISDEP. The steady state fast ion distribution function in 3D (“D in velocity space 
plus the radial dimension) is obtained. From the distribution function interesting 
results have been calculated like the flux of fast ions, the confinement time and the 
induced toroidal and poloidal rotation. The function is observed to be non-monotonic 
in velocity space and the toroidal rotation changes its sign radially. The collision 
operator used for this calculations is under revision to check its validity for this high 
energy ions (of 1MeV). 

1.6.2 Computational Developments 

 Fusion still present several open problems that need to be overcome before the 
commercial fusion is available. A large computing capacity is needed to overcome such 
problems. Plasmas are complex systems to study, especially if they suffer the effect of 
the confining magnetic field of the device. The problem is that plasma physics is in fact 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/FAST-IONS-BUSTOS.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/FAST-IONS-BUSTOS.pdf
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almost all the physics since a lot of disciplines are playing a role in understanding 
plasmas. Plasmas are self-organised and complex systems that exhibit a non-linear 
behaviour and that require kinetic theory and fluid theory, both including 
electromagnetic equations, to be understood. Both supercomputers and computing 
grids are needed for these activities. The long term objective in fusion research 
modelling is to “build” a numerical tokamak and a numerical stellarator, which implies 
the full knowledge of the relevant physical phenomena that happens in a fusion 
device, including plasma physics itself, the properties of plasma waves, and plasma-
wall interaction (PWI). These numerical fusion reactors could help to save a lot of 
money since all the scenarios and exploitation regimes that can be expected in fusion 
reactors can be simulated before doing the experiments.  With these tasks in mind, all 
the large scale computing tools available are necessary: computing grids and high 
performance computers (HPC). The latter have been customarily used for plasma 
modelling by fusion community from a long time ago, while grids are used in fusion 
only recently. In fact, grid activities for fusion research started as a pilot experience in 
2004, in the frame of EGEE Project. [Grid-computing-for-fusion-research] 
 
 Beyond the use of computing grids and HPCs, it is necessary to establish 
workflows among applications that can run on different architectures and can deal 
with different plasma models and phenomena. The results of a a first example of this 
complex flow can be found in [cpp-cappa] 

______________________________  

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/Grid-computing-for-fusion-research.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_001/cpp-cappa.pdf
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2.- Development of plasma auxiliary systems 

 

2.1 Heating and current drive systems 

2.1.1 Electron Bernstein Waves Heating experiments in TJ-II 

2.1.1.1 General maintenance and improvement tasks 

 The calorimetric system for gyrotron power measurements has been modified 
in order to uncouple the water cooling of the load from the general TJ-II cooling 
system thus avoiding interferences with its cooling cycles. 

2.1.1.2 Redesign of the grooved polarizers and waveguide coupling. 

 A comprehensive study of the Gaussian beam shape, at the entrance of the 
waveguide, by IR calorimetric means was performed during 2010. It showed that the 
beam at the waveguide entrance was wider than expected. Moreover, a slight 
astigmatism was also noticed. After several contacts with the gyrotron manufacturer 
(GYCOM), also responsible for the design of the phase correcting mirrors, it was 
suggested that the grooved polarizers were not large enough to properly encompass 
the whole beam and therefore they had to be refurbished. Their diameter was 
increased from 280 to 445 mm. Then, new measurements aiming to characterize the 
system were undertaken. 

2.1.1.3 Beam IR measurements after the internal mirror 

 After its redesign, the internal mirror of the EBW system was installed at the 
beginning of the year and a new LabVIEW interface specifically designed for the mirror 
movement was developed. Moreover, a full electromagnetic analysis of the field 
radiated by the old mirror was carried out assuming a perfectly Gaussian output from 
the waveguide launcher [2113ECRH1]. The result of the analysis showed strong 
distortions of the final beam shape in respect to the desired beam characteristics. 
Thus, the need to redesign the internal mirror was justified. At first, the measurements 
were taken directly after the new internal mirror, by placing an IR target inside the 
vacuum vessel during the summer shutdown. The result was compared with the 
expected position of the beam and a difference of approximately 8 degrees was found 
[2113ECRH2] in every case. This deviation from its original position may be responsible 

of the failure of the experiments taking into account that the OX conversion angular 
window is very narrow. On the other hand the beam displacement when the mirror 
angles were modified was consistent with the expected movement as well as the beam 
shape. 

2.1.1.4 Waveguide coupling measurements 

 Because of the unexpected result described in the previous section, the beam 
coupling to the waveguide was again investigated. It was found that although the 
beam size had diminished due to the larger size of the new polarizers, the beam at the 
waveguide entrance was still not the proper one. An incorrect coupling could be 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2113ECRH1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2113ECRH2.pdf
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responsible of the tilting observed in the launched beam radiated by the waveguide. 
Moreover, when the stellarator operation was resumed, it was found that the vacuum 
window of the waveguide was broken, showing a pattern that could be indicating the 
presence of unwanted modes of propagation. According to the waveguide 
manufacturer, a linearly polarized LP14 mode could have caused the window damage 
[2113ECRH3]. Discussions with GYCOM are still underway at the time of writing this 
report. 

2.1.1.5 Polarization changes induced by the waveguide bends. 

 A theoretical calculation of the changes in the wave polarisation produced by 
the waveguide bends is now available. The calculation was performed following the 
data supplied by the waveguide bends manufacturer. 

2.1.1.6 Polarization measurements 

 The behaviour of the new polarizers was characterized in low power conditions 
(using a GUNN diode to simulate the gyrotron radiation with the same polarisation) 
before and after the waveguide bends. Automated measurements allowing for good 
reproducibility of the results were performed. The comparison with the theory is still 
in progress. 

2.1.2 Second harmonic X mode breakdown experiments.  

 The influence of a small amount of OH current on the ECRH breakdown 

efficiency was characterized for a constant pre-fill pressure p0  2-310-5 mbar, using 
the first gyrotron (L1) delivering 270 kW and two values of the launching direction (N|| 
= 0 and +0.3). During the performance of these experiments we noticed a strong effect 
related with the level of supra thermal electrons existing in the device before the start-
up. In fact, breakdown time was approximately constant independently of the OH 
current level whenever this strong level of supra thermal contribution was detected. It 
was noticed that by changing the delay between the build-up of the plasma discharge 
and the flat-top of the currents in the device coils, the level of these supra thermal 
component could be suppressed and finally reproducible results were obtained. In this 
way, it was demonstrated that for N|| = 0, the most efficient breakdown occurs roughly 
when EOH = 0.02 - 0.03 V/m. For N|| = +0.3 no changes were noticed [2120ECRH3]. 

2.1.3 Suprathermal ion flows.  

 After upgrading passive spectroscopic detector systems, we investigated 
relative flow of the suprathermal component with respect to the thermal one for 
protons, carbon and helium under different ECRH and NBI heating conditions in TJ-II 
stellarator. We observed the rotation behaviour of the suprathermal component was 
different with respect to the thermal one, in particular for the case of the protons 
[SPEC_2].  

 
2.2 Plasma Diagnostics 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2113ECRH3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2120ECRH3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/SPEC_2.pdf
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2.2.1 Development of plasma diagnostics in TJ-II 

2.2.1.1. Development of electromagnetic probes in the TJ-II stellarator (in 
collaboration with RFX-Padova) 

 A new probe, featuring both magnetic and electrostatic sensors and capable of 
measuring simultaneously most relevant signals of filaments, has been designed and 
constructed. After being commissioned and operated for over several hundred 
discharges, it can be stated that the design choices were correct since good signal 
levels were obtained in all the available sensors without suffering any serious physical 
damage due to thermal stress or physical sputtering nor causing any significant 
perturbation of the plasma, even when operated in relatively deep regions of the edge 
(down to   = 0.8). Thanks to this, local, 3D magnetic fluctuation measurements were 
obtained for the first time in a stellarator.  

2.2.1.2. Measurements using multi-probe arrays to characterize the radial 
structure of long-range correlations. 

 The rake-type array of Langmuir probes installed in TJ-II has been used to 
obtain the radial profile of the radial electric field and its gradient, the density gradient 
and the radial and long-range correlation between potential signals. Measurements 
were obtained in ECRH and NBI plasmas and in different magnetic configurations. It 
has been theoretically shown that ZFs can be developed in the proximity of low order 
rational surfaces that gives a great interest to the rational surfaces as a way to drive 
ZFs. Due to the TJ-II flexibility it is a perfect laboratory to this kind of studies as the 
rational surfaces can be moved from the edge to the core plasma, also in a dynamic 
way.  

2.2.1.3. Test of Gundestrup probe for flow dynamic studies (in collaboration 
with IST) 

 Gundestrup probes were tested in TJ-II. The operation of the probe in the 
standard Ion Saturation Current mode proved to be difficult, arguably due to 
secondary emission in the high flux compression region where the probe was installed. 
The probe was then operated in floating potential mode which showed data 
interpretation problems. In the future, probes will be tested in a lower flux 
compression poloidal position. 

2.2.1.4. Installation of the second HIBP injector / analyzer for zonal flow 
studies in TJ-II. 

 The installation of the second Heavy Ion Beam Injector (HIBP2) is in progress in 
the TJ-II. During 2011 we have installed all injector and analyzer mechanics produced 
in Kurchatov Institute (Russia), Kharkov Institute (Ukraine) and CIEMAT (Spain) with 
good fitting results. Furthermore, we installed the vacuum pumps and its control. The 
data acquisition and control follows the ITER standards for data acquisition with 
National Instruments modules. The Unidad de Electrónica of Ciemat has developed a 
set of SMD preamplifiers boards that are under construction and that will be installed 
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in the HIBP2 analyzer in the first trimester of 2012. A couple of two sensors have been 
developed in general workshop at Ciemat. Also we have installed all the high voltage 
power supplies for the injector. The HIBP2 system commissioning will be carried during 
the TJ-II 2012 autumn campaign.  

2.2.1.5 Development of a pellet injector for TJ-II  

 The construction of the compact 4 barrel pellet injector (PI) for the TJ-II was 
completed during 2011 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
(where the main hardware PI is being built) [Combs], [McCarthy1]. In parallel, the 
preparation work for its installation continued at TJ-II. In the first instance, the pipe 
guns where the pellets are formed, the microwave cavity detector and electronics for 
determining the pellet velocity and mass, the internal thermal connections, the 
vacuum systems and auxiliary systems were completed in 2011. See Figure 1. The most 
critical part of this assembly was the alignment of the mechanical propulsion systems 
with the pipe guns, this work being rather delicate due to the small sizes of the pellets, 
i.e. between 0.5 and 1 mm in diameter. [Combs]. Testing of the system, i.e. production 
of the pellets at 10 K and subsequent firing of the solid pellets, began in early 2012. 
See Figure 2. 
 

 
1.- Photo, provided by ORNL, of the principal vacuum chamber of the pellet injector (where the pellets will be 

formed) with the cryocooler fitted on top. The light gate section of the injector assembly is seen to the left of the 
main chamber and the microwave cavity is located at the left end of the vacuum chamber 

 
 In parallel, at Ciemat two in-house designed gas manifolds, consisting of fast 
acting pneumatic gas valves, needle valves, gas pressure regulators, pressure 
transducers and gas storage cylinders, were tested and systems for their remote 
control were developed. Of these, one will be used to provide predetermined 
quantities of gas for forming pellets while the second will provide short gas pulses, at 
high pressure, to the pellet propulsion mechanisms. This system is based on 
programmable PLC modules (SIMATIC S7-1200 by Siemens) that will enable control of 
these gas modules, using LabView tools, via a PC located in the TJ-II control room. In 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/Combs.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/McCarthy1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/Combs.pdf
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addition, a dedicated support table for the PI was fabricated in the TJ-II workshop and 
installed during 2011. In addition, below floor supports for mechanical vacuum pumps 
were fabricated and installed and an electronics cabinet with 220 VAC and 110 VAC 
supplies was installed. 
 
 It is expected that the final testing of the PI will be completed at ORNL by the 
end of March 2012. Once these tests are completed satisfactorily it will be shipped to 
Ciemat for reassembly and installation on TJ-II during the 2012 summer shutdown. 
 

 

2. Image showing a 0.5 mm H2 pellet as it passes through the light gate diagnostic. Signals produced in the light gate and 

microwave cavity provide information to determine its velocity. 

2.2.1.6 The Diagnostic Neutral Beam Injector and associated instrumentation 

 In order to maximize the scientific return of both the TJ-II diagnostic neutral 
beam and its associated optics, studies were made on performing beam emission 
spectroscopy (BES) from a tangentially viewing port in sector B1. BES, which is used to 
study density fluctuations in plasmas, requires good spectral separation between the 

H line emission from the plasma and the Doppler-shifted H line emission from the 
neutral hydrogen beam, this being approximately 3.4 nm for the proposed system. In 
order to remove unwanted plasma light a narrowband filter centred on 659.6 nm, with 

a Full-Width at Half-Maximum bandwidth of  = 1 nm, and a two avalanche 
photodiode modules, with high sensitivity (around 650 nm) and internal gain plus 
frequency response up to 1 MHz, were procured. Initial results, which were reported 
at the 38th EPS conference in 2011 [McCarthy2], demonstrated signal levels of the 
order ≤108 W per fibre channel, thereby giving confidence that BES studies could be 
done on TJ-II. After this initial test, 4 additional avalanche photodiodes were procured 
and installed, thereby providing signal from 6 locations across the plasma minor 
radius. 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/McCarthy2.pdf
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2.2.1.7 Doppler reflectometry system: Design and construction of a new 
Doppler reflectometer  

 The construction of the new Doppler reflectometer in the 50-75 GHz frequency 
band, done by the IST Microwave Reflectometry Team, has been started during 2011. 
The frequency generator system is already done and the detection part will be finished 
within the next few months. Regarding the front end, a system like that of the present 
Doppler reflectometer has been disregarded due to the lack of available equivalent TJ-
II vacuum vessel ports. We plan to install the new system sharing the waveguides and 
front end of the present system. Although optimized for a lower frequency band, the 
use of the same front end will facilitate the analysis of the experimental results. Band 
rejection filters have been designed and developed in collaboration with the 
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid to protect the new system against the high power 
of the gyrotrons used to heat the plasma. They are the subject of a publication in IEE 
Microwave and Wireless Components Letters [Montejo2011].    

2.2.1.8 Studies on double pulse Thomson scattering measurements 

 The diagnostic has provided during 2011 in a regular way electron temperature 
and density profiles for TJ-II discharge documentation & physics studies.  
The new Power Supply Unit (PSU), built by the laser company (INNOLAS, Rugby, UK) 
and delivered to CIEMAT in late 2010 was installed in TJ-II in early January 2011, and it 
has been used intensively in the spring and autumn 2011 plasma campaigns. The new 
hardware, that includes the Power Supply and the new Pockels cell, has allowed 
making a successful proof-of-principle test of the double pulse operation (NBI-heated 
plasmas) in the TJ-II stellarator. Double pulses of up to 6 Joules per pulse have been 

achieved, for a time delay between them of 500 s. The combination of relatively high 
energy per pulse, and high density in NBI plasmas has provided first double 
pulses/profiles with enough quality so as to think that it is possible to do physics of fast 
transient phenomena in that kind of plasmas. The purchase of the new Power Supply 
has been partially supported under Project ENE2009-10181, leaded by Dr. María 
Antonia Ochando, CIEMAT. 
 
 The main focus of the TS system has continued to be in providing the highest 
quality possible profiles in single shot operation. 
 
 The Thomson Scattering group in-kind collaboration (with Dr. R.F. Álvarez-
Estrada, UCM, and Drs. J. Guasp and F. Castejón, CIEMAT) in theoretical/numerical 
relativistic Thomson Scattering (ITER oriented) has continued during 2011, and the 
results obtained up to now have been published in [Pastor2011]. Further results on 
theoretical TS power spectrum under very general conditions regarding the energy of 
the electrons and/or the laser intensity, and on TS from non-Maxwellian or anisotropic 
Energy Distribution Functions are ready for submission to peer-reviewed journals. 
Software/Hardware (SUN workstation) and Hardware (ruby laser) maintenance 
policies, which have been shown to be operative in the past, have been continued 
during 2011.  

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/Montejo2011.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/Pastor2011.pdf
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2.2.1.9 Array for electron temperature measurements. 

 After the tests performed with the single-channel electron temperature 
diagnostic, based on the filters method [M4F_1], a multichannel array has been 
constructed. The system, shown in figure II.2.1.10.1, has been installed in port D1 side 
of TJ-II. It consists in four linear 16-ELO AXUV arrays (from IRD) equipped with four 
beryllium filters of 25, 35, 50 and 75 μm thicknesses [M4F_2]. The compact mechanical 
design is fully high-vacuum compatible, including the electronic boards. As it is directly 
attached to the port flange, collimators size (i. e., spatial resolution) for the initial 
operation phase, has been selected to guarantee acceptable signal to noise ratios, 
even from the extremely unpolluted plasmas produced under freshly coated lithium 
walls. Also, pairs of neighbour detectors have been short-circuited at the amplifier 
input, leading so to eight viewing chords. In next experimental campaigns more 
viewing lines could be used, simply narrowing the collimators size and decoupling 
detectors. 

 
Fig 3  Left) General view of the M4F diagnostic system attached at the port flange.  

Right) Detail of the collimators with filters and bare arrays arrangement. 

2.2.1.10. Phosphor for fast-ion-loss detectors.  

 We continued our collaboration with Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik, 
Centro de Microanalisis de Materiales and Centro Nacional de Aceleradores to 
characterize phosphor materials which can be used in plasma probes. We studied the 
luminescence of scintillator screens of P46, P43, P56 and TG-Green when irradiated 
with deuterium ions and α-particles with energies up to 3 MeV. A logarithmic decay of 
the efficiency with beam current was observed for all scintillators. We concluded that 
the TG-Green and P46 scintillators were the best-suited materials, in terms of relative 
efficiency and degradation with ion dose, for fast-ion loss detection in fusion devices. 
[SPEC_3]. 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/M4F_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/M4F_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/SPEC_3.pdf
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2.2.1.11. 2D imaging of edge plasma ne and Te  

 A technique for 2D imaging of fusion edge plasma electron density and 
temperature based on the well-established He I-Ratio method has been investigated 
[de la Cal_PPCF2011]. The source of the helium atoms is the surface-thermalised 
recycling flux from the limiter. Due to the relatively short ionisation lengths of atoms 
inside the plasma (in the range of few centimetres) the emission cloud is well localised. 
The tangential view can be interpreted (in a first approximation) as a 2-D poloidal 
emission-cut of the plasma. The 2D visualisation of this region is done with the help of 
a special camera set-up, that obtains simultaneously the images of two specific filtered 
He I lines; these measurements provide the input to retrieve via image-software the ne 

and Te images of the plasma edge. Alternatively, helium can be puffed through a tube 
in the limiter and the emission cloud above the nozzle is used for the 2D imaging. A 
modelling of the line-integrated plasma emission of one of the He I lines along the 
camera chords was analysed with the 3D-code EIRENE verifying the strongly localised 
emission. Different examples such as local plasma cooling by strong gas puffing on the 
dynamics of Te during plasma edge modes were investigated. Finally, the technique is 
being used to investigate the ne and Te structure of intermittent plasma structures 
(Blobs). 

2.2.2 Development of plasma diagnostics in W7-X  

 Implementation of the phase measurement algorithm in the fast IST acquisition 
platform. Studies of the noise and error sources.  
 
 To try out the two color interferometer, a compact and small device is being 
constructed using CO2-NdYAG lasers. The phase measurement FPGA based algorithm 
[Esteban2011].  is being improved, and an output signal prepared to be employed for 
control use. In quasi stationary W7-X plasma pulses, the control signal given, must 
have a tendency line very reliable. The signal must be processed on-line using several 
techniques and sources of error. One of this is the crosstalk. One algorithm is being 
developed. The algorithm can eliminate crosstalk from one channel until 100 KHz, and 
also at low frequency. We are preparing a more general algorithm to eliminate other 
type of crosstalk and sources of error: 50 Hz network, temperature thermo-optical 
effect, lasers stability. A preliminary study of the error sources and scheme has been 
carried out.   
 CIEMAT involvement in the W7-X diagnostic programme will be developed in 
two step process: 
 
Step 1. Microwave reflectometry: we plan to adapt the planned in-vessel optics for x- 
and o-mode and its frequency range such that the V-band hopping reflectometer from 
CIEMAT could be plugged in W7-X.  
 
Step2:  Further involvement in W7-X  physics/diagnostic programme with emphasis on 
electric fields, flows and turbulence studies. 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/de%20la%20Cal_PPCF2011.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/Esteban.pdf
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2.2.3 Diagnostic development in ITER 

Reflectometry  
No specific activities related to ITER Plasma Position Reflectometer have been carried 
out during 2011. 
 
Thomson Scattering  
Keep-in-touch activities of the Thomson Scattering Group in TJ-II with the Consortium 
to build the LIDAR TS system for ITER have been maintained during 2011.  
 
Wide Angle Infrared /Visible Viewing System 

Keep-in-touch activities with the Consortium to build the Infrared/Visible system for 
ITER have been maintained during 2011.  

2.2.4 Reflectometry simulations 

 Development of a 3D full-wave code relevant for ITER (reflectometry code 
consortium). 
  
 A three dimensional (3D) simplified kernel was developed during the last part 
of 2010. The kernel has the essential algorithm’s difficulties found in a complete 3D 
modelling but absorbing boundary conditions, launching and receiving antenna, 
plasma turbulence, etc. were intentionally omitted. However, these aspects which are 
needed for a complete 3D modelling are expected to have no significant impact in the 
code optimization stage. By the end of 2010, the kernel run only on a single processor 
machine, i.e. no spatial parallelization was performed. During 2011 most of the work 
has been focussed in the spatial parallelization of this simplified 3D kernel with only 
partial success. The basic approach was similar to the one previously tested with a 2D 
code. In our procedure the 3D computational domain is divided into smaller sub-
domains which are computed in parallel by different  processors.  Many  parallelization 
schemes are possible in 3D and only one of them was tested with no satisfactory 
results. A poor scaling with the number of processors was found for this particular 
spatial discretization. The performance deteriorated very quickly above 20 processors 
which is clearly below the expectations. Therefore, more studies are necessary to 
improve the performance of the 3D parallel code. In addition, the kernel was 
developed to allow the incorporation of temporal parallelization (turbulence 
parallelization) in a straightforward manner. This aspect was identified and reported 
last year as a point of relevant concern for the code optimization.  

2.2.5 Advanced data analysis techniques 

2.2.5.1 Application to TJ-II and JET data bases  

 Big efforts have been devoted to the application of advanced data analysis 
techniques in the TJ-II and JET databases. One of the main achievements has been the 
results in classification and regression problems with estimators based on statistical 
significance. With regard to classification, the output of a statistically hedged classifier 
provides not only the class to which the input sample belongs to (as the typical 
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classifiers) but also the statistical confidence of the prediction. Concerning regression, 
the hedged prediction includes both an estimated value (as any regressor) and its error 
bar. The developed predictors are based on conformal predictions that make the only 
assumption of randomness in the formulation of the respective classification or 
regression models. This means that all training samples are considered to be 
independent from each other and identically distributed from the same (but unknown) 
distribution. The need to satisfy a unique hypothesis is a big advantage in comparison 
with other methods that require, in addition to the randomness assumption, a priori 
knowledge about the underlying data distribution. 

 
 Several works about classification and regression with an explicit estimation of 
their accuracy and reliability have been carried out. One of them has compared the 
computational time of two different classification methodologies based on conformal 
predictors. It was applied to a multi-class image classification problem with images of 
the TJ-II Thomson Scattering [2260ADA_1]. Two contributions on machine learning 
methods with conformal predictors were presented in the 8th IAEA Technical Meeting 
on Control, Data Acquisition and Remote Participation for Fusion Research. June 20-24, 
2011. San Francisco (CA), USA. The first one [2260ADA_2] summarized in addition to 
off-line and real-time conformal predictor classifiers in a 5-class image pattern 
recognition problem, the automatic prediction of L/H transition times in JET (with the 
estimation of a probability confidence interval), as well as a non-parametric model of 
L/H transitions in JET with the corresponding error bars of the predictions. The second 
contribution showed the accuracy and reliability of H/L transition times prediction in 
JET by using conformal predictors [2260ADA_3]. 
 
 To finish with reliable machine learning methods, it should be mentioned an 
overview of conformal predictors applications in experimental nuclear fusion 
[2260ADA_4] that was presented in the 2nd International Conference ‘Frontiers in 
Diagnostic Technologies’. November 28-30 2011. Frascati (Rome). Italy. In particular, it 
should be emphasized a novel method to determine from projections the number of 
local perturbations in the plasma emissivity. 
 
 In relation to the recognition of disruptions, it was implemented a real-time 
recognition system based on data acquisition cards with FPGAs. The data acquisition 
uses a PXI/PXIe hardware platform with FPGAs for local processing [2260ADA_5]. The 
algorithm comes from a previous version developed in MATLAB using floating point 
representation. 
 
 We are finishing now the development of parallel codes for both genetic 
algorithms and Bayesian classifiers. Other works in 2011 concerning advanced data 
analysis techniques are the following: the use of GPUs with new high speed data bus 
interfaces to improve the performance of the self adaptive sampling rate data 
acquisition system of the JET’s correlation reflectometer [2260ADA_6], development 
of image processing methods for noise reduction in the TJ-II Thomson Scattering 
diagnostic [2260ADA_7] and the automatic determination of L/H transition times in 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2260ADA_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2260ADA_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2260ADA_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2260ADA_4.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2260ADA_5.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2260ADA_6.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2260ADA_7.pdf
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DIII-D through a collaborative environment [2260ADA_8]. 

2.2.5.2 Bayesian profile reconstruction at TJ-II 

 An integrated data analysis system based on Bayesian inference has been 
developed for the TJ-II stellarator. It reconstructs the electron density profile at a 
single time point, using data from interferometry, reflectometry, Thomson Scattering, 
and the Helium beam, while providing a detailed error analysis. In this work, we 
present a novel analysis of the ambiguity inherent in profile reconstruction from 
reflectometry, and show how the Integrated Data Analysis approach elegantly resolves 
this ambiguity. Several examples of the application of the technique are provided, in 
both low-density discharges with and without electrode biasing, and in high-density 
discharges with an (L-H) confinement transition [RSI2011_Milligen]. The technique was 
applied to the analysis of the profiles during a confinement transition 
[NF2011_Milligen2] and was used to help understand MHD mode activity during the 
transition [NF2012_Milligen]. 

2.2.5.3  Development of a new analysis technique to detect zonal flows  

 A new data analysis technique was developed, specifically for the detection of 
(very) low frequency oscillations with a significant long-range correlation. The 
technique was applied to Langmuir probe data obtained at the TJ-II stellarator in 
discharges with spontaneous confinement transitions with and without electrode 
biasing. A succession of low-frequency and very low frequency oscillations was 
observed, preceding the confinement transition. It is suggested that these oscillations 
are related to zonal flows and GAMs [NF2011_Carreras]. 

2.2.5.4 The analysis of bicoherence at HSX 

 The effect of biasing on edge fluctuations has been studied in the HSX 
stellarator using Langmuir probes. Biasing leads to an increase in the bicoherence of 
the poloidal electric field, as well as a simultaneous increase in long-range correlations 
of the floating potential, measured using toroidally separated Langmuir probes. These 
observations are consistent with zonal flow formation. A comparison has been made 
between experiments in an optimized quasi-symmetric magnetic configuration (quasi-
helically symmetric—QHS) and a configuration with the symmetry intentionally 
degraded (mirror). The observed differences are insignificant and most likely unrelated 
to the change in configuration [NF2011_Wilcox] 

 
2.3 Plasma fuelling 
Retention and Recycling of H/He in solid Lithium.  
 The exchange between H/D isotopes on Li films was investigated. Mass 
spectometric recordings of H2 release in D plasmas agree with high-resolution emission 

spectra of D and H lines. Similar values for HD and H2 release were found. A 
maximum interchange of D/H+D ratio of ~0.6 was achieved after saturation, possibly 
due to slow diffusion of the underlying H atoms from the bulk of the film on room 
temperature walls, previously inferred from He/H interchange experiments 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2260ADA_8.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/RSI2011_Milligen.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/NF2011_Milligen2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/NF2012_Milligen.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/NF2011_Carreras.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/NF2011_Wilcox.pdf
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[2310TabHWrksp11]. Fast electrons under very low wall recycling conditions (fresh 
film) could account for the large release of H2 observed at the beginning of the 
experimental day [2310MTLevon].   

 
2.4 Real Time Measurement and Control 

2.4.1. Advanced data acquisition systems 

 EPICS technology is an essential element in the prototypes of fast controllers 
for ITER. In particular, a prototype based on the PXI/PXIe platform has been developed 
and it uses EPICS for monitoring purposes [2410DAQ_1]. In addition to this, a 
prototype of the data archiving for the ITER fast plant system controllers has been 
implemented [2410DAQ_2]. Both works were presented at the 8th IAEA Technical 
Meeting on Control, Data Acquisition and Remote Participation for Fusion Research. 
June 20-24, 2011. San Francisco (CA), USA. 

2.4.2 Prototype of an ITER Fast Plant System Controller 

 ITER CODAC Design identified the need for slow and fast control plant systems, 
based respectively on industrial automation technology with maximum sampling rates 
below 100 Hz, and on embedded technology with higher sampling rates and more 
stringent real-time requirements. The fast system is applicable to diagnostics and plant 
systems in closed-control loops whose cycle times are below 1 ms. Fast controllers will 
be dedicated industrial controllers with the ability to supervise other fast and/or slow 
controllers, interface to actuators and sensors and high performance networks (HPN).  
  
 The objective has been to build two prototypes of a fast plant system controller 
(FPSC) specialized for data acquisition and constrained by ITER technology standard 
decisions and aiming at providing an insight into the specific needs for plant systems 
fast controllers. Two solutions have been considered: (i) implementation using PXIe 
solutions; (ii) implementation using ATCA (Advanced Telecommunications Computing 
Architecture) based solutions. The PXIe solution clearly leverages on COTS 
(Commercially available Off-The-Shelf) components widely available on the market 
while for the case of ATCA (as well as MicroTCA) the markets are not yet mature for 
industrial solutions. 
 
 IST-IPFN has been in charge of developing the ATCA form factor. CIEMAT and 
co-workers (UPM) have been in charge of developing the PXIe prototype. The Beta 
versions of both form factors were finished in 2011. The scientific production of the 
CIEMAT/UPM team can be summarized in several contributions to Conferences 
 
-4th Pan-European Big Physics Symposium, 7th February 2011. Paris, France 
[2420FPSC_1]. 
-24th Symposium on Fusion Engineering, June 26-30, 2011. Chicago, USA [2420FPSC_2]. 
Moreover, joint contributions (IST-IPFN/CIEMAT/UPM) to Conferences have been 
presented (see below) and several joint articles have been published [2420FPSC_7],  
[2420FPSC_8]: 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2310TabHWrksp11.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2310MTLevon.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2410DAQ_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2410DAQ_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2420FPSC_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2420FPSC_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2420FPSC_7.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2420FPSC_8.pdf
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-8th IAEA Technical Meeting on Control, Data Acquisition and Remote Participation for 
Fusion Research. June 20-24, 2011. San Francisco (CA), USA [2420FPSC_3]. 
-8th IAEA Technical Meeting on Control, Data Acquisition and Remote Participation for 
Fusion Research. June 20-24, 2011. San Francisco (CA), USA [2420FPSC_4]. 
-Big Physics Symposium. NIWeek Conference 2011. 2nd-4th August 2011. Austin, Texas, 
USA [2420FPSC_5]. 
-2011 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imaging Conference. October 23-
29, 2011. Valencia, Spain [2420FPSC_6]. 
All objectives have been successfully met. 
 
 
 

______________________________ 
 
 
  

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2420FPSC_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2420FPSC_4.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2420FPSC_5.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_002/2420FPSC_6.pdf
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3.- Development of concept improvements and advances in 
fundamental understanding of fusion plasmas 

 
3.1 Optimization of operational regimes for improved concepts 

3.1.1 Influence of magnetic configuration in the development of Transport 
Barriers  

 The influence of plasma shape on turbulent transport is a key point in the task 
of stellarator optimization. Up to now, Neoclassical transport reduction, fast particle 
confinement, Mercier and ballooning stability criteria are included in a new optimizing 
algorithm called DAB (Distributed Asynchronous Bees, see Section 3.2) 
[metaheuristics]. We are exploring the possibility of including some criteria regarding 
the plasma shape to reduce turbulent transport in stellarators, following the work 
[Myninc-turbulence]  

3.1.2 Studies of MHD mode activity during confinement transitions 

 The detection of MHD mode activity was used to understand the evolution of 
profiles during a confinement transition, and to reconstruct the poloidal velocity 
profile (and hence the important See 1.2.1 and 1.2.2.1 radial electric field) 
[NF2012_Milligen]. 

3.1.3 International stellarator confinement and profile data base and 
neoclassical transport  

 Participation in the on-going activities of the International Stellarator 
Confinement and Profile Data Bases during 2011 
The Ciemat team has participated actively in the above-mentioned activities through 
the participation in the 8th Coordinated Working Group Meeting (CWGM8) organized 
by NIFS in March 2011. Two contributions were presented by video-conference in the 
CWGM8 by Ciemat members: 
- “Signature of turbulence spreading during the H-L back-transition in TJ-II plasmas” by 
T. Estrada [3121_CWGM8_Spreading] 
-“Alfven eigenmodes measured in the TJ-II stellarator” by E. Ascasíbar 
[3121_CWGM8_AE] 
 
 New profiles have been introduced in the NC international stellarator Heliotron 
Database. NC simulations have been performed to give the transport properties in 

those plasmas. [velasco_etal_ISHW2012] 

3.1.4 Studies of the flux-expansion divertor concept  

 The comparison of the results of the kinetic calculations performed for the TJ-II  
configurations that present flux expansion are on-going. These results are crucial in 
order to define the strategy for building a flux expansion divertor in TJ-II. 

3.1.5 Installation of a Liquid Lithium Limiter (LLL) in TJ-II. 

 Fluorit company (Red Star Corporation) finally delivered the two LLL heads by 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/metaheuristics.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/mynick-turbulence.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/NF2012_Milligen.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3121_CWGM8_Spreading.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3121_CWGM8_AE.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/velasco_etal_ISHW2012.pdf
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May 2011. A full design of their implementation in TJ-II has been done. One of them 
has been fully dressed and is ready for testing in TJ-II [3140TabFED11], [3140Vert 
FED11] 

 
3.2 Understanding of plasma characteristics for improved concepts  
 Even though nuclear fusion is the next generation of energy, there are still 
many problems that are present in current nuclear fusion devices. Several of these 
problems can be solved by means of modelling tools. These tools are extremely 
demanding in terms of computational resources and they also use a large number of 
parameters to represent the behaviour of nuclear fusion devices. The possibility to 
introduce Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) like Scatter Search (SS) to look for 
approximate configurations offers a great solution for some of these problems. 
However, as long as these applications require high computational costs to perform 
their operations, the use of the grid is an ideal environment to carry out these tests. 
The distributed paradigm of the grid, as well as the high number of computational 
resources, represents an excellent alternative to execute these tools. Within this 
paper, we explain our work in these three fields, looking for optimized configurations 
of a nuclear fusion device. [Lectures_note]  
 
 A new algorithm called DAB (Distributed Asynchronous Bees) has been 
developed as a results of the former work and is ready to be used routinely in 
stellarator optimization taking into account several optimization criteria. 
[metaheuristics]  
 

3.3 Theory and modelling 

3.3.1 Transport and Turbulence basic research 

3.3.1.1 2nd Order Gyrokinetic Halmiltonian 

 The basic research on the Gyrolkinetic theory has been continued by 
implementing stricktly the gyrokinetic ordering. This one is based on an asymptotic 

characteristic length of variation of the magnetic field. We have computed the 
electrostatic gyrokinetic phase-space Lagrangian in general magnetic geometry to 

2. In particular, a new expression for the complete second-order gyrokinetic 
Hamiltonian is provided, showing that in a rigorous treatment of gyrokinetic theory 
magnetic geometry and turbulence cannot be dealt with independently. The new 
phase- 2 and a 

implemented into any simulation without further computations. [ParraCalvo_2011] 

3.3.1.2 Intrinsic rotation 

 The generation of intrinsic rotation by turbulence and neoclassical effects in 
tokamaks is considered. To obtain the complex dependences observed in experiments, 
it is necessary to have a model of the radial flux of momentum that redistributes the 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3140TabFED11.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3140VertFED11.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3140VertFED11.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/Lectures_note.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/metaheuristics.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/ParraCalvo_2011.pdf
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momentum within the tokamak in the absence of a preexisting velocity. When the 
lowest order gyrokinetic formulation is used, a symmetry of the model precludes this 
possibility, making small effects in the gyroradius over scale length expansion 
necessary. These effects that are usually small become important for momentum 
transport because the symmetry of the lowest order gyrokinetic formulation leads to 
the cancellation of the lowest order momentum flux. The accuracy to which the 
gyrokinetic equation needs to be obtained to retain all the physically relevant effects is 
discussed. [intrinsic-rotation] 

3.3.2 Gyrokinetic simulations 

 The work with the gyrokinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) code EUTERPE has 
continued. During this time, it has been applied to petascale machines in order to 
study the behaviour of the code and its scalability in these devices. The final result is 
that a speedup of 71% is got for 60,000 processors at Jugene machine [sdarticle-bsc-
euterpe].   
 
 The code EUTERPE has been also used to study the influence of the magnetic 
shear in cylindrical geometry. Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) modes have been 
studied comparing the effect of different values of the magnetic shear, showing the 
beneficial effect of this parameter, both in the linear and in the non-linear regime. The 
structure of zonal flows appearing in this non-linear evolution is also changed with the 
shear [Sanchez_EPS11_Poster]. 
 
 Taking advantage of its linear nature, EUTERPE has been used to investigate the 
flow dynamics in the complex TJ-II geometry. According to the standard theory, a 
residual flow can appear in TJ-II provided that an external radial electric field is driven 
by any mechanism. The linear version of the code is used to study the residual non-
damped flow under different circumstances. The preliminary results of this study are 
presented [ESanchez_TJIIRH_SW_Jan12]. 

3.3.3 Neoclassical & collisional Transport in TJ-II 

 The Neoclassical transport studies in TJ-II have continued by the estimation of 
the bootstrap current for sevaral palsma regimes. DKES and NEO-MC codes are 
employed; the latter has allowed, for thefirst time, the precise computation of the 
bootstrap transport coefficient in the long-mean-free-path regime of this device. The 
low error bars allow a precise convolution of the monoenergetic coefficients, which is 
confirmed by error analysis. The radial profile of the bootstrap current is presented for 
the first time for the 100 44 64 configuration of TJ-II for three different collisionality 
regimes. The bootstrap coefficient is then compared with that of other configurations 
of TJ-II regularly operated. The results show qualitative agreement with toroidal  

current measurements; precise comparison with real discharges is ongoing. [Velasco-
Bootstrap] 
 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/intrisic-rotation.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/sdarticle-bsc-euterpe.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/sdarticle-bsc-euterpe.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/Sanchez_EPS11_Poster.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/ESanchez_TJIIRH_SW_Jan12.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/Velasco-Bootstrap.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/Velasco-Bootstrap.pdf
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3.3.4 Confinement and magnetic topology 

3.3.4.1 Rationals and electric fields. 

 Taking advantage of TJ-II flexibility, low-order rational values of the rotational 
transform _ι = 1/q (magnetic resonances, for brevity) can be introduced anywhere in 
its plasmas causing modifications in the electric potential and, consequently, radial 
structures in the radial electric fields that can be used to alter transport and stability in 
an externally controllable way. The ability of the Heliac to perform dynamic 
configuration scans has been used to illustrate these aspects and find practical 
realizations, such as exerting control on the L–H transition. [daniel-resonances] 

3.3.4.2 Island dynamics in helical devices. 

 The dynamics of a magnetic island is studied by focusing on the poloidal flows 
in the helical devices LHD and TJ-II. An experimental result implying the temporal 
increment of the E x B poloidal flow prior to the magnetic island transition from 
growth to healing is observed. The direction of the poloidal flow is in the electron-
diamagnetic direction in LHD and in the ion-diamagnetic direction in TJ-II. From the 
magnetic diagnostics, it is observed that a current structure flowing in the plasma 

moves ∼π rad poloidally in the electron-diamagnetic direction during the transition in 
LHD experiments. These experimental observations from LHD and TJ-II show that the 
temporal increment of the poloidal flow is followed by the transition (growth to 
healing) of the magnetic island regardless of the flow direction and suggests the fact 

that a significant poloidal flow affects the magnetic island dynamics. [islands-
narushima] 

3.3.4.3 Magnetic phase transitions and confinement in tokamaks 

 A model of magnetic phase transitions in plasmas is presented. It is found that 
magnetic phase separation could be the underlying mechanism of L to H transitions 
and transport barrier formation. Magnetic phase separation and associated pedestal 
build up can be driven by the well known interchange mechanism, which remains 
relevant even in stable regions. A testable necessary criterion for the L to H transition 
is presented. [Magnetic Phases in Plasmas] 

3.3.5 Waves, plasma heating and Current drive. 

3.3.5.1 Influence of transport on EBW heating 

 The influence of plasma transport on the properties of the Electron Bernstein 
Wave (EBW) heating has been studied. We have considered the O–X–B double mode 
conversion scenario in a plasma that evolves from Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) 
to Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating in the TJ–II device. For this purpose, a 
transport simulation that reproduces the time evolution of a typical collapsing plasma 
heated by a combination of ECR and NBI power has been used. It is seen that the 
predicted EBW absorption depends strongly on the plasma characteristics, whose time 
evolution depends in turn on the heating properties. Therefore, the need of 
consistently computing the ray tracing and the plasma evolution is underlined. [cpp-

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/daniel-resonances.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/islands-narushima.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/islands-narushima.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/Magnetic%20Phases%20in%20Plasmas.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/cpp-cappa.pdf
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cappa] 

3.3.5.2 EB Emission calculation in TJ-II 

 Taking advantage of the electron Bernstein waves heating system of the TJ–II 
stellarator, an electron Bernstein emission (EBE) diagnostic was installed. Its purpose is 
to investigate the B–X–O radiation properties in the zone where optimum theoretical 
electron Bernstein wave (EBW) coupling is predicted. An internal movable mirror 
shared by both systems allows us to collect the EBE radiation along the same line of 
sight that is used for EBW heating. The theoretical EBE has been calculated for 
different orientations of the internal mirror using the TRUBA code as the ray tracer. A 
comparison with experimental data obtained in NBI discharges is carried out. The 
results provide valuable information regarding the experimental O–X-mode conversion 
window expected in the EBW heating experiments. Furthermore, the characterization 
of the radiation polarization shows evidence of the underlying B–X–O conversion 
process. [EBE-2011] 

3.3.5.3 Power flow calculations 

 We have also elaborated on quite a simple analytical framework for the 
physically intelligible principle of a ray description of inhomogeneous wavefields on 
the basis of the generic properties of active and reactive wave power flows. While 
being very close to traditional geometric optics (GO) in the limit of lossless media, in 
substantially non-Hermitian systems this approach turns out to be a distinct method 
capable of keeping up ray trajectories in a real-valued domain. We also demonstrate 
that the ray method based on power-flow analysis is mostly free from the standard 
limitations of GO. In this regard, the proper use of the ray-tracing technique can be 
justified for modelling a wide range of non-regular wave phenomena if wave power 
transport is under consideration. The paraxial equations are shown to comply with the 
power-flow formulation, thus finding an extended range of applicability. [max-2011] 

3.3.5.4 Plasma start up experiments and simulations. 

 In the frame of an internal collaboration with IPP-Kharkiv, studies on RF plasma 
production and heating below ion-cyclotron frequencies in Uragan torsatrons. Alfv´en 

resonance heating under high-k_ conditions is used for this porpose. This method of 
heating is advantageous for small-size devices, since in contrast to the minority and 
second-harmonic heating it can be realized at lower plasma densities. A series of 
experiments has been performed at the Uragan-3M torsatron with an aim to 
investigate the features of the discharge with a three-half-turn antenna. Electron 
temperatures in the . Te = 0.2–0.5 keV range are achieved at plasma densities n ≈ (0.5–
1.5) 1013 cm−3. The plasma energy content has increased by a factor of 2 with respect to 
the plasma produced with the frame antenna. A new four-strap shielded antenna has 
been manufactured and installed in the Uragan-2M. A high-frequency discharge for 
wall conditioning is introduced in the Uragan-2M torsatron. The discharge is sustained 
by a specially designed small frame antenna, and efficient hydrogen dissociation is 
achieved. A self-consistent model has been developed for simulation of plasma 
production in ICRF. The model includes a set of particle and energy-balance equations 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/cpp-cappa.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/EBE-2011.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/max-2011.pdf
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for the electrons, and the boundary problem for the Maxwell equations. [moiseenko-
rf-startup] 
3.3.6 Thomson Scattering theoretical studies 

 Relativistic and non-linear effects are crucial to understand the Thomson 
scattering (TS) measurements in future fusion devices like ITER, where electron 
temperatures are very high and laser intensity can be large enough. A Monte Carlo 
approach to TS simulation that takes into account both effects has been implemented. 
It is based on first principles, i.e. on the integration of electron trajectories and on the 
computation and averaging of radiated Li´enard Wiechert fields. TS spectra from 
isotropic monoenergetic electron distribution functions and from the relativistic 
Maxwellian distribution have been extensively studied, both for low-intensity and for 
ultraintense incoming laser. A particularly simple quadratic dependence of S2(ω) on ω 
has been found in the case of monoenergetic distributions. Numerical results are 
checked against known analytical results for low-intensity lasers, and found to be in 
agreement with them. For high-intensity lasers, new effects on scattered spectra arise, 
like an overall red-shift or the appearance of higher harmonics [nf-TS-pastor]. 
 

3.4 TJ-II Engineering and Operation 

3.4.1 TJ-II Engineering activities 

3.4.1.1 Introduction. 

 The engineering group of TJ-II is composed by a number of mechanical, 
electrical, telecommunication and system engineers covering all areas needed to 
develop the design, contract follow-up, construction, and commissioning of all kind of 
components and systems for the stellarator.  In addition, the group supports the tasks 
regarding modifications and repairs in the already-existing systems and the assembly 
and design of new equipment for diagnostics.  
 
 The technical operation of TJ-II is also performed by the engineering group as 
hereafter described in detail. 

3.4.1.2 Technical operation of the TJ-II 

 Two engineers, one in charge of the events within the torus hall, and the other 
one in charge of the power supply routinely perform the technical operation of TJ-II. 
The first one performs the following tasks: definition of the sequence of plasma pulses 
according to the requirements of the physicists leading the experimental session, the 
surveillance of the main components of the device (coils, vacuum vessel, support 
structures and cooling systems) and the fulfilment of the safety rules when the 
diagnostic responsible persons enter into the torus hall between plasma pulses. The 
engineer in charge of the power supply performs the operation of the motor-
generator set and all the electrical distribution systems, rectifiers, etc. The events 
occurred in the machine and the auxiliary systems during the experiments are 
documented in the TJ-II operation books [ENG_1].  

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/moiseenko-rf-startup.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/moiseenko-rf-startup.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/nf-TS-pastor.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR2011/C_003/ENG_1.pdf
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3.4.1.3 Maintenance tasks 

 Several routine maintenance and inspection tasks were carried in the different 
auxiliary systems of the TJ-II during 2011: 

 
-Power Supply. The annual maintenance of all the components and systems of the 
power supply was done at the end of July. Special attention was paid to the rotating 
machines, which are the most critical components: 
 
a) Generator and DC Pony Motor, paying special attention to the lack of insulation due 
to the carbon powder coming from the DC motor brushes. 
 
b) Mechanical parts of rotating machines were inspected for overheating, vibrations, 
etc. 
 
-Cooling System. The routine maintenance of the TJ-II cooling plant and cooling 
circuits has been performed along the year. Several actions have been done mainly 
due to failure of components, e.g: 
 
a) Flow measurements in the cooling circuit of the TJ-II central coils are based on 
orifice plates connected to differential pressure transmitters. Failure on three of these 
instruments occurred sequentially and they were sent to Honeywell (the supplier of 
the instrument) for repair. The repair consisted of replacing the electronic plate and all 
the transmitters are now fixed. 
 
b) The cooling system devoted to TJ-II and diagnostics vacuum pumping systems is 
independent of the cooling plant as it has to be running 24 hours daily. At the end of 
the year the pump was blocked and was replaced by a new spare one. After inspection 
of the removed pump its repair was considered worthless. Procurement of a new 
spare one is under way. 
 
c) The main circuit breaker of the power supply of the secondary circuit pump (cooling 
tower) has been replaced by a new one because of spurious triggering during 
operation. The fault used to happen occasionally but caused the full shutdown of the 
cooling plant.  
 
 -Cranes bridges. The annual maintenance of the crane bridges installed in the 
different fusion buildings, e.g. TJ-II torus hall, cooling plant, and power supply system, 
has been performed. At the same time additional modifications have been done in 
several crane equipments to adapt them to new safety requirements. 
 
-Compressors. The annual maintenance of all the compressors providing compressed 
air to the different TJ-II systems has been performed as planned. 
 
-Control System. The maintenance of the different Control Systems of the TJ-II has 
been performed including the on-line UPS supplying them. Preventive maintenance 
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tasks are avoiding a number of critical faults and increase the performance of control 
racks, some of them with components difficult to repair. 

3.4.1.4 Power Supply 

3.4.1.4.1 Test of the current transducers in a qualified laboratory 
 The zero current flux transformers ZCT60 and ZCT75, which measure the 
current in the TJ-II Radial and OH coils, were tested in the LCOE (Laboratorio Central 
Oficial de Electrotecnia) in order to verify the conversion factors (kA/V). Afterwards, 
the corresponding parameters in the power supply control system, were changed in 
accordance with the certificate issued by the official laboratory. 
 
3.4.1.4.2 Renewal of the shells for the TJ-II generator sleeve bearings 

The top and the bottom shells of each generator bearings were sent to the 
ALSTOM POWER factory for the antifriction layer reconditioning. In the factory, a new 
layer of the same original antifriction material was applied. Then, the shells were 
machined and ground to reach an inside diameter of 499.5 +/-0.01mm. Finally, the 
adherence of the antifriction layer was verified by a non-destructive ultrasonic test. 
 
3.4.1.4.3 Reduction of the vibration levels on the 132MVA generator rotor 
 Along the first half of the year, the vibration levels measured on both generator 
bearings increased gradually. In July, several tasks were carried out in order to 
determine the origin of that increase: 
 
- Verification of the correct position of the rotor magnetic center, 
- Check of the gap between rotor and stator, 
- Measurement of the flatness on the rotor shaft as well as on the motor-generator 
bench. 
 
 The results of these measurements showed that all these parameters were 
under nominal values, so it was decided to carry out an analysis of the axial and radial 
vibration levels on both bearings. This analysis showed that an unbalance of the rotor 
mass could be the possible origin of the vibrations increase. 
 
 In October, the rotor was balanced and a significant reduction of the vibrations 
was achieved. The results of the measurements are shown in the following table: 
 

Generator Bearing 

Vibrations level (m peak-to-
peak) 

Before the dynamic 
balancing 

Vibrations level (m peak-to-
peak) 

After the dynamic balancing 

Opposite side to the motor: X axis 112 42 

Opposite side to the motor: Y axis 23 16 
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3.4.1.4.4 Improvement of the grounding network at the high power transformers area 
 In order to comply with Spanish regulations for electric substations, a new 
grounding network was installed for all the metallic components inside the switchyard 
of the high power transformers. 

3.4.1.5 TJ-II Control System 

 The activities in relation to the TJ-II Control System during this year have been 
concentrated mainly in the system upgrade as it was planned since the year 2008. The 
Control System upgrade is nearing completion. The last system to be upgraded will be 
the system that comprises Gas Injection and the Diagnostics Timing Section. The 
changes have been made without interrupting the experimental campaigns.  
 
 New functions and improvements have been set forth in the Control System in 
order to facilitate the daily operation. The main works during the year are hereafter 
described. 
 
 A technical procedure [ENG_2] has been published with a detailed description 
of the set of tasks to be performed by the engineer-in-charge to ensure a safe cooling 
down of the central conductors coils in case of magnetic configurations requiring high 
currents. In this case the coil temperature increase might reach up to 30 ºC and 
modulation of the cooling water temperature is needed to avoid excessive dangerous 
stresses inside the coil. 

 
3.4.1.5.1 Vacuum Vessel System  
 Continuing with the tasks for updating the TJ-II Control System, the Vacuum 
Vessel  Control System, having the signals for the surveillance of all the main 
components of the TJ-II device (vessel, coils and support structures) has been 
completely finished and installed.  
 
 All the software for the Vacuum Vessel system has been rewritten and tested. 
The old version, written in OS9, ten years ago, has been translated to the new 
operating system VxWorks, adding new features taking advantage of knowledge 
gained through the daily experience.  
 
 The integration of the new system in TJ-II Control system has been easily 
carried out by means of the communication middleware architecture developed by the 
control group (XML-based Messages Distribution Service, XMDS) in previous steps 
within the upgrade programme of the TJ-II control system started a few years ago. This 
software has been designed to support and simplify such an upgrade. 

 

Motor coupling side: X axis 165 30 

Motor coupling side: Y axis 30 26 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/ENG_2.pdf
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Vacuum Vessel System. Graphical User interface 

 

 The Graphical User Interface (GUI), (fig), for the Vacuum Vessel System, is a set 
of Java based applications, which adds new features to the old one. The system 
monitors absolute and relative displacements of the main elements of the machine, in 
particular the coil casings, coil terminals, vacuum vessel and support structure. Specific 
tools have been designed to compare in real-time the displacements of a pulse with a 
reference pulse selected. In addition, it allows a plot of displacements obtained along a 
series of pulses. In order to facilitate the supervision of a pulse by an operator, at the 
end of pulse the waveforms of the displacements are simultaneously plotted on an XY-
chart and maximum displacements are showed.  
 
 A database with displacements waveform of all sensors (64) has been created, 
so it is used to facilitate the selection of references.  
  
3.4.1.5.2 Fast Control System 
 Regarding to Fast Control System, an additional software protection has been 
implemented; it is activated if the main clock disappears. It has been fully tested and 
found to be both reliable and safe. 

 
3.4.1.5.3 Access Control System 
 A java based application has been developed to supply information to a display 
located just above the control room door which provides access to the TJ-II hall 
between pulses. The application collects information from the database of the Access 
Control System, giving information about the amount of people inside the 
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experimental room, the TJ-II operation states, and the countdown after and before 
each pulse (of course, access to the torus hall is not allowed during the pulses). The 
application receives the main events that happen in the TJ-II Control System by means 
of the XMDS middleware. 

3.4.2 Operation of TJ-II   

 Plasma operation activity in TJ-II during 2011 was organized in two 
experimental campaigns. The spring campaign proceeded between 15 February and 22 
June, with 50 days of operation and 1993 shots. The autumn campaign took place 
between 26 October and 22 December with 18 days of operation and 709 shots. The 
main remarks worth mentioning as regards TJ-II operation in 2011 are:  
 
-The ECRH system has been operating routinely with a high degree of reliability. 
-The NBI system has operated reliably throughout the campaign. 
- Two sessions devoted to EBW heating tests took place along the year. So far, no clear 
proof of EBW heating has been obtained. 
-Li coating by vacuum evaporation has been routinely used as plasma wall conditioning 
technique. An initial lithiumization process was done on 14 February, and it was 
repeated four times along the spring campaign (8 and 23 March, 25 April and 30 May).   
 Again, lithiumization was performed three times (26 October, 21 November 
and 13 December) during the autumn campaign. 
 
 A summary of the experimental sessions performed, along with the number of 
shots allocated to each experiment/activity, is listed below: 
 

 Start-up, commissioning of control and data acquisition systems and 
diagnostics: four sessions, including technical shots with neutral beams, with 
and without magnetic field and beams on the target calorimeter: 8.5 sessions, 
244 shots 

 Test of diagnostics: 1 sessions, 38 shots 

 ECRH studies: calibration, power deposition profile (modulation), breakdown 
(ITPA) and ECCD experiments: 1 session, 38 shots 

 NBI-2 plasmas (experiments devoted to study the beam re-ionization in the 
duct and optimize the coupling of the neutral beam to the ECH target plasma):  
6.5 sessions, 156 shots 

 Optimization of NBI-1 plasmas: 2 sessions, 65 shots 

 Impurity transport in NBI plasmas. Evolution of radiation profiles driven by 
external puff: 2 session, 95 shots 

 Alfven activity in NBI plasmas: 3 sessions, 117 shots 

 Transport studies with dynamic configuration scan in ECH plasmas:  6 sessions, 
202 shots 

 Edge characterization and electric fields: Langmuir and Gundestrup probes, fast 
cameras, electrode biasing, auto-similar properties of the plasma edge,  long-
distance correlated structures (GAMs, zonal flows): 7.5 sessions, 300 shots 

 Measurement of edge turbulence and the low density transition with the new 
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electro-magnetic probe (collab. with Consorzio RFX Padova): 3 sessions, 122 
shots 

 Impurity transport in ECH and NBI plasmas. Blow-off impurity injection: 3.5 
sessions, 139 shots 

 L-H transition and magnetic configuration scan: 5.5 sessions, 216 shots 

 Plasma wall studies: Injection of molecular beams (H, D, CH4) to study 
hydrocarbon cracking:  1 session , 37 shots 

 Plasma wall studies: Transport in carbon gaps: 1 session, 41 

 Plasma wall studies: Studies of Li sputtering inserting a sample holder with a 
lithium rod in the plasma edge: 3 sessions, 116 shots 

 Tests of EBW heating: 2 sessions, 78 shots 

 Non-local transport and long range correlation: 2 sessions, 93 shots 

 Plasma edge transport studies with fast camera and double bundle: 2 sessions, 
83 shots 

 Attempts of  ohmic plasma start-up in H and He: 1 session, 29 shots 

 Stellarator symmetry breaking by means of the radial field: 1 session, 31 shots 

 Plasma potential and electric field measurement with HIBP in reproducible NBI-
1 plasmas: 2 sessions, 67 shots 

 Measurements of k-spectra in ECH plasmas: density scan and Doppler 
reflectometry: 1 session, 51 shots 

 Studies of dust dynamics with fast cameras: 1.5 sessions, 66 shots 

 Neoclassical transport studies using the diagnostic neutral beam injector 
(DNBI): 1 session, 33 shots 

 Studies of fast ions confinement time: 1 session, 33 shots 

3.4.2.1 ECRH studies in TJ-II: 53.2 GHz ECRH system 

a) General maintenance and improvements tasks. 
 The 53.2 GHz ECRH system has been working routinely with high reliability and 
only a few tasks concerning the improvement and the maintenance of the system have 
been carried out during 2011. Among the most relevant works we may highlight the 
following: 
-Routine maintenance of the high voltage power supply. Two weeks during the 
summer shutdown were devoted to this task. 

-One of the 3kV DC, 40/55 F capacitors of the second gyrotron anode voltage power 
supply failed during the operation and had to be replaced. The rest of spare 
components still remaining in IPF were sent to CIEMAT by the end of 2011. 
-Other issues concerning software updating and continuous control system 
improvement (in particular, the vacuum window shutters remote control using 
LabVIEW has been improved.) 

b) Experimental characterization. 
 A directional coupler incorporated in the last mirror of the QTL1 ECRH 
transmission line has been used to measure the wave polarization in real high EC 
power conditions (250 kW). To date, no reliable measurements using this coupler have 
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been obtained because the measured data have always suffered from strong 
contamination due to wave reflections. The improvement of these measurements, as 
well as the RF stray radiation detection, is mandatory for the interpretation of the 
polarization and stray radiation experiments. The amount of stray radiation in the 
vicinity of the directional coupler has been reduced using a pyramidal absorber for 

anechoic chambers (50 db attenuation for f  24.0 GHz). The behaviour of the grooved 
polarizers was characterized for different rotation angles and compared to the 
theoretical calculations. Only a rough agreement between the theoretical power 
expected in each channel and the level of the measured signal was obtained, probably 
due to the high contribution of stray and reflected radiation generated along the beam 
path before reaching the directional coupler. 
 
3.4.2.1.1 Changes in the gyrotron radiation properties induced by a small amount of 
reflected modulated power 
 The basis for these experiments is the hypothesis that a low fraction of the 
gyrotron emitted power, which is reflected back to its source, can strongly modify the 
gyrotron behaviour and produce a reaction on the output radiation depending on the 
phase of the reflected wave.  
 
 During 2011, the expected increase in the controlled modulation frequency 
could not be achieved due to technical problems related with the control of the 
mechanical modulation system. 
 
 On the other hand, the limitation imposed by the fact that we were only 
probing the peripheral region of the beam has been overcome with the design, 
construction and installation of a new quasi-optical power divider allowing to measure 
a very low fraction of the central part of the Gaussian beam power. The device is 
installed in the QTL2 transmission line and is ready to measure routinely for short 
ECRH pulses (100 ms). Larger pulses may destroy the teflon foil that couples a low 
fraction of the radiated power and thus must be handled carefully. Removing the foil 
from its support is a straightforward operation that can be done between two plasma 
shots. 
 
 Using this divider, it has been demonstrated that the gyrotron radiation is 
indeed modulated by reaction to the reflected modulated power under controlled 
conditions. The clearest result has been obtained for fmod = 1.25 kHz [3521ECRH4]. In 
this way, the plasma itself could be producing a non-negligible and unwanted effect on 
the gyrotron radiated power. In fact, preliminary measurements with the 50 mm 
thickness foil in real plasma conditions have been carried out (TJ–II shot number 
28651). Regular measurements will be carried out during the 2012 campaign. 
This work has been carried out in collaboration with the Institute of Applied Physics 
(Russian Academy of Science), Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod (Russia) 

3.4.2.2 NBI Heating in TJ-II  

3.4.2.2.1 NBI Operation 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3521ECRH4.pdf
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 The two beamlines, with their ion sources, have operated reliably throughout 
the campaign. 
 
 No major problems have stopped beam operation. The priority has been to 
supply healthy beams in a reliable way; therefore no special effort has been devoted 
to parameter increase (energy or power).  
 
 On the other hand, a considerable amount of resources have been devoted to 
off-line conditioning of the beams, with the aim of tackling some old ion source 
problems or testing upgrades. The off-line operation of the beams is carried out with 
the Motor-Generator set acting as primary power source, supplying 15 kV, at 100 Hz to 
the NBI Power supplies in a continuous regime (2 hours continuous operation followed 
by 30 min cool-down). This conditioning operation mode is compatible with open 
access to the experimental hall; therefore we take advantage of TJ-II off-days 
(generally all Fridays and Mondays), without any hindering of the maintenance activity. 
This off-line operation is instrumental in ensuring beam reliability and optimization. 
 
 Beam-plasma coupling presents strong differences between the two beamlines. 
Beam #1 power (Co-Injection) is generally well absorbed by the plasma, and the 100 
ms pulses present a smooth behaviour of plasma density and temperature traces. 
Beam #2 (Counter-Injection) has had serious coupling problems, especially during the 
first semester. Plasma density could not be controlled and thermal collapse of the 
plasma ensued, due to concomitant entrance of impurities in the plasma. An intense 
effort in manpower and operation time has been devoted to investigate this problem. 
The cause was finally ascertained: lithium deposits in the beam path due to 
unintended smearing from one of the lithium ovens, located on the top of the final 
section of beam#2 duct. During the summer shut down, the duct was dismounted to 
allow access for the clean up of the contaminated areas. This cleaning, though 
incomplete, allowed to improve beam-plasma absorption after an intensive duct-
conditioning campaign in autumn 2011. 
 
a) Injector #1: Beam Injection 
Injector #1 was available for injection from January through December 2011. 
Beam parameters were 31 kV energy, 550 kW through-port power, tbeam ≤ 120 ms 
The number of pulses per day ranged between 20 and 40 (record number 50 
pulses/day). [3522Plasma_NBI_2011] 
 
b) Injector #2: Beam Injection 
Injector #2 was available for injection from January through December 2011. 
Beam parameters were 31 kV energy, 550 kW through-port power, tbeam ≤ 120 ms 
 
 After some trials at injection into the Plasma, the extent of the duct problem 
was recognised. Beam #2 Plasma operation was sharply reduced from March and, 
except for a few shots in May, only technical pulses were carried out to characterize 
the duct problem using a set of diagnostics as described below. 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Plasma_NBI_2011.pdf
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 Following the duct cleanup in July-August, operation was resumed in October. 
Beam-Plasma coupling was still difficult and duct conditioning with beams was 
prescribed to try to advance the wall cleaning through beam heating of the impact 
areas.  Conditioning pulses were of two kinds: beams without Magnetic field to 
condition the neutral beam direct impact areas, and beams with TJ-II Magnetic field to 
condition the areas hit by re-ionized ions. A number of conditioning pulses with 
various beam aiming angles were also performed, to extend the duct areas heated by 
the beam. At the end of the autumn campaign, a noticeable improvement in the 
beam-plasma coupling was first observed. [3522Plasma_NBI_2011] 
 
c) Reionization at Injector#2 Duct 
 
 Attempts at injection into the pla From the beginning of the campaign routine 
measurements of pressure at the beam exit of both injectors were available thanks to 
the installation of the new Fast Ion Gauge (FIG) control modules UPS8. FIG 
measurements allow to monitor the pressure surge only at beam pulses without 
Magnetic field (the signal of the Bayard-Alpert gauges is lost in the presence of the 
strong field at TJ-II proximity). This pressure measurement characterizes the direct 
beam interaction areas, which in TJ-II are principally constituted by graphite tiles. 
Although unfortunately we cannot measure the pressure during plasma pulses, these 
no-B measurements are a good indication of the status of the wall and the amount of 
“seed” gas that will cause reionization in full-B pulses. 
 
 Halpha measurements at the duct entrance give a measure of the gas desorbed 
at the copper scrapers installed there to narrow the beam and protect sensitive areas 
inside TJ-II (Vacuum vessel under TF1 coil). Duct entrance and duct exit are only weekly 
coupled from the gas point of view, since the pumping speed at the NBI side (60,000 
l/s) is high compared with the duct conductance (9,000 l/s). Therefore, the gas that we 
“see” at the duct exit is basically produced locally, at the graphite protection tiles. 
Conversely, some of the gas produced at the beam exit flows backwards to the duct 
entrance were the pumping speed is more favourable. We have extensively used these 
tools to investigate the “gas” problem at beam#2 exit. 
 
 The problem at the beam #2 exit was already clear in the previous campaign, 
but new measurements performed in February showed that the situation had 
worsened after the last operation of the lithium oven located on top of the duct#2 
exit. The pressure surge was more dramatic (peak pressure over 10-3 mbar), and 
Halpha signal with B field indicated that the contribution of areas hit by reionized ions 
was now more important than that of direct impact areas. [3522NBIDucto_2_11030]. 
This data show that the lithium oven operation of 14th February had been defective, 
and the lithium deposit problem had greatly worsened. 
  
 A way of discriminating the contributions of the different wall areas to the gas 
emission is to use the Target Calorimeter, a textured graphite plate that when inserted 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Plasma_NBI_2011.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522NBIDucto_2_11030.pdf
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in TJ-II vacuum chamber fully intercepts the neutral beam. When the Target 
Calorimeter is inserted in the beam path, it shuts out the contribution of the TF1 
graphite tile to the desorbed gas, since the TF1 stays hidden behind the TC. A number 
of technical pulses on the TC performed with/without B field show that the 
contribution to the desorbed gas is evenly shared between the TF1 and the graphite 
tiles at the duct exit. [3522NBIDucto#2y#1_110217] [3522NBI Operation at TJ-II]. The 
Infrared camera with a view along the beam axis was used to observe the beam exit 
area with/without B field. Some striking images of beam reionization at work were 
obtained. In particular, IR images show that ions hit the top and right surfaces of the 
duct exit. [3522Ducto#2UP&DOWN_110622] 
 
 To try to alleviate the effect of this lithium unintended deposits, extensive glow 
discharge cleaning was performed with a new electrode located at the duct exit. Some 
improvement was observed, but the condition prior to the faulty lithium evaporation 
could not be reached. [3522Duct#2Glow_110308] 
 
 New attempts at plasma injection made in May demonstrated the need of 
some radical action towards cleaning the lithium deposits on the beam#2 duct exit.  
Cleaning of the graphite tiles and some of the metal surfaces was performed in July-
August. 
 
 At machine start up in October, a number of diagnostics were set in place to 
characterize the behaviour of beam#2 at beam exit. Aside from the NBI FIG´s and 
Halpha signals, new diagnostics were used at technical pulses (pulses without plasma) 
like machine manometers, the bolometer arrays looking onto beam#2, the machine 
mass spectrometer and visible spectroscopy. The Infrared camera was used 
extensively to compare images of the beam stop inside TJ-II in pulses with/without B 
field. Qualitative information on the reionization rate could be obtained.  
 
 The evolution of the duct condition was followed from October before Lithium 
evaporation through until December. The duct wall had considerably improved 
although the condition prior to the oven “accident” in February was not fully 
recovered. [3522NBIDucto_2y_1_111020].  A first Li evaporation (26th October) with an 
oven set at a new location (near the duct#2) proved to have a deleterious effect on the 
duct pressure. This oven was subsequently withdrawn. [3522Ducto_2_111104]. A duct 
conditioning campaign followed: near 150 pulses (100 ms duration) were injected 
without plasma, with and without B field. A number of conditioning pulses with 
various beam-aiming angles were also performed.  Pressure and Halpha 
measurements showed great improvement, the reionization as monitored by the IR 
camera and bolometers was reduced. But still there existed important differences 
between both injectors: visible spectroscopy showed large amounts of impurities 
injected concomitantly with beam#2, particularly Li and O. The mass spectrometer 
showed large amounts of CO and CO2. [3522Ducto_2_111110] 
[3522PresionDucto_2y_1_111115] [3522NBI2DopplerSpectra] resumed in December, 
starting with short (20 ms) pulses, and progressively extending the pulse length up to 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522NBIDucto_2y_1_110217.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522NBI%20Operation%20at%20TJ-II.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Ducto_2UP_DOWN_110622.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Duct_2Glow_110308.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522NBIDucto_2y_1_111020.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Ducto_2_111104.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Ducto_2_111110.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522PresionDucto_2y_1_111115.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522NBI2DopplerSpectra.pdf
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100 ms. The beam plasma coupling showed substantive improvement. 
 
 A summary of the experiments carried out to study the duct pressure problem 
can be seen at [3522Experimentos_2011] 
 
3.4.2.2.2 Ion Source conditioning 
a) Ion Source #1: conditioning 
 The Arc instability known as “flip mode” occurs to a certain extent on both ion 
sources, but is particularly frequent on Ion Source #1. We have devoted attention to 
this problem at two different periods: after the spring campaign (end of June 2011) 
and before the autumn campaign (October 2011).  In previous years we were able to 
discard any possible defect in the Arc electrodes as a possible cause for the instability. 
 
 During the current campaign we have studied three possible origins: 
 -malfunctioning of the piezoelectric valves 
 -insufficient gas supply in the anode2 area 
 -electric noise in the power supplies 
 
 Any malfunctioning of the piezo valves was soon discarded when the Arc was 
able to keep pace with intentional rapid gas bursts or sudden flow interruption 
without entering the unstable mode. To ensure sufficient gas supply in both Arc 
chambers, we installed a new piezoelectric valve on Anode2. In this way we were able 
to control the gas flow to the cathode and anode chambers separately. No clear-cut 
improvement of the plasma stability was obtained. The effect of simple conditioning 
was more obvious than that of sophisticated gas flow combinations. Finally, we 
undertook thorough voltage measurements at the different electrodes (Anode1, 
Anode2 and Intermediate electrode). A noise of 1.3 MHz is present at almost all points 
in the source table, being especially intense at the intermediate electrode and Anode1. 
If the “flip mode” should come from the coupling of the ion source plasma with this 
high frequency mode, perhaps installing adequate filters in the circuit could attenuate 
it. Many filter configurations were tried: it was found that 1500 mF across the 
Arc+/Arc- electrodes produced a 30% noise reduction.  
 
 Other changes in the circuit involving the increase of Anode1 resistance were 
tried.  
 
 The integrated effect of these circuit modifications produced some alleviation 
of the flip problem 
 
b) Ion Source #2: conditioning 
 After the summer shut down ion source conditioning was easy since the source 
had been submitted to air only mildly. 
 
3.4.2.2.3 NBI Maintenance 
 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Experimentos_2011.pdf
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a) Injector #1: Maintenance 
Ion Source: No maintenance effort was necessary on Ion Source #1. 
Beamline: No maintenance effort was necessary on Beamline #1. 
 
b) Injector #2: Maintenance 
 Ion Source: An air leak in the iron sleeve weld seam appeared in November. 
The Ion source was disassembled, the leak was repaired by soldering, and the ion 
source re-assembled. After a week of ion source conditioning, the beam parameters 
had reached previous levels. 
  
 Beamline: Duct coupling piece: the worm gear mechanism of the BaF2 window 
shutter was broken. During the summer shut down when duct cleaning was 
undertaken, the shutter was disassembled, a new worm gear was designed and 
manufactured, and the BaF2 window re-assembled. 
 
 Duct valve V2: the actuator had a pressurized air leak. The leak was repaired, 
but a limit switch problem remains. 
 
 The Target Calorimeter thermocouples were not properly insulated, therefore 
they did not fulfil their role as reference for incident beam power density. A new 
design of the copper button holders resulted in great insulation improvement. Pieces 
were manufactured and assembled. It works properly. 
 
c) Ion source #1 and #2 (Laboratory) 
 Grids are deformed by beam operation due to asymmetric thermal stresses. To 
provide the grids with the right curvature (R= 4 m) they are usually cold worked, with 
high pressure applied with the grid inside a dye. But after several cold work trials, the 
grids become hardened and a heat treatment must be applied in order to soften the 
copper. At TEY INDUSTRIES an annealing treatment was applied to one plasma and one 
decel grid. The heat treatment was carried out at 550ºC under controlled atmosphere 
(10% H2, 90% N2) to perform simultaneous surface cleaning.  
 
 The heat treatment parameters were determined after preliminary tests were 
run on copper samples water-corroded at the Laboratory. 
 
 Some of our grids had developed water leaks at the cooling channels. After 
some trials at local brazing failed we decided to use electrodeposition to repair the 
leaks. The grids were sent to GALVANO-T where they received an overall 
electrodeposition copper treatment (the full surface was covered with a 0.3 mm layer 
of copper) 
 
 Grids curvature: we have used a hydraulic press and two dyes from ORNL. It is 
not fully resolved. 
 
d) Control & Instrumentation system 
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  The NBI control system is now very reliable and no significant failures that 
could not be fixed within an hour of being reported were to be deplored. 
 
 Hardware maintenance: 
repair of some analog signal conditioning cards for VMEs 
nstallation of a new UPS for the central control cabinet 
Software: improvement of the LabView analysis application called “Analysis’ Traces”  
 
e) Power Supplies 
 High Voltage Power Supplies Interface: The WinCC application is reconfigured 
in order to run with the available licences (July 2011). 
 
 High Voltage Power Supplies transmission line: Sparks are detected in the 
capacitor bank (x microfarad) of Injector #1 due to the breakdown of one of the 
20MOhm resistances across the 15uF capacitors. The problem is tracked down thanks 
to the simulation in Pspice. (October 2011) 
 
 Decel Power Supplies: 
The tetrode of the Decel #2 is replaced by a reconditioned one by Ecomco (Eimac ; 
January 2011). 
The tetrode of the Decel #1 is replaced by a reconditioned one by Ecomco an Eimac 
company (August 2011). 
New regulation cards are installed replacing the obsolete electronics (September 
2011). 
 Arc Power Supplies:   
 A thorough study of the voltage drop at different power supply components is 
undertaken, in order to track down the “flip” instability problem. A high frequency 
noise (1.3 MHz) is detected at the Anode1 and Zwitschen electrodes. Passive filters 
were installed at different locations and their effect on the noise studied. In the final 
configuration a reduction of 30% in the noise amplitude was achieved by installing a 
1500 mF capacitance across the Arc+/Arc- terminals and adding 6 mF capacitance in 
parallel to the Zwitschen electrode circuit. [3522Resumen_pruebas_Arco#1], 
[3522_110617_Cambio_condensador], [3522_110628C1.5_entre F.A.] 
 
 Some reduction in the impact of the “flip” instability was achieved by increasing 
the resistance up front the Anode1 from 0.1 Ohm to 0.15 Ohm.   [3522Flips_111013],      
[3522Flips_111017]  
 
 Two sets of electrolytic capacitors at the Source Table were replaced with 
newly acquired ones of the same size. The aim was to minimize circuit noise due to 
aging capacitors. 
 
f) Titanium pumps 
No maintenance effort was necessary on the Titanium pumps. 
     

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Resumen_pruebas_Arco_1.PDF
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522_110617_Cambio_condensador.PDF
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522_110628C1.5_entre%20F.A..pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Flips_111013.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Flips_111017.pdf
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3.4.2.2.4 NBI Upgrades 
a) Gas Injection system: 
 New Hydrogen lines have been installed to feed the Ion Sources and 
Neutralizers. They replace the old system consisting of a small bottle of H2 at 50 bar 
located near the injector, that was a source of inconveniences (frequent bottle 
changes with partial venting and the corresponding gas contamination, unreliable 
supply due to non-standard bottle size, etc)  
 
 The new system consists of an outdoor gas station: an ultrapure H2 bottle at 
200 bar, a 10 bar regulator and a manifold equipped with valve two H2 lines made of 
stainless steel piping 10 mm OD, with a total length of near 25 m. Maximum pressure 
at the lines is 10 bar a gas panel near each injector, consisting of an intermediate 
deposit of 2.0 litres, an isolation valve and a regulator set at the working pressure of 
the piezoelectric valves (1.3 bar) 
 
 The system was commissioned in January and has worked satisfactorily ever 
since. [3522ESPEC] 
 
b) Piezoelectric valves 
 A new piezoelectric valve was installed in the Anode#2 flange at Ion Source#1. 
The purpose of the additional valve is to help create the gas target necessary for 
plasma formation and alleviate the arc instabilities known as “flip mode”. 
The piezoelectric valve at the neutralizer was replaced with a new solenoid valve 
(Inficon  VDM005A-X; Gas Flow Range: 5000 sccm ) 
 
c) High Voltage Power Supplies (Accel Grid):  
 The problem of the Accel voltage drop during beam pulses has been given 
thorough attention. Reduction of the voltage sag will help in the task of increasing 
Accel voltage (beam energy) by reducing the risk of initial breakdowns in the grids.  
  
 Careful monitorization of the partial drops at the various power supply 
components and the transmission line lead to the conclusion that the main voltage 
drop occurred at the transformer-rectifiers, and more precisely, at the resistor-
capacitor equalizing circuits. A computer model of the complete power supply and 
transmission line was created using Pspice (a software normally used in electronics to 
simulate circuits). With this tool it could be confirmed that the voltage drop was 
caused by the capacitors installed in parallel with the Daisy chained rectifier diodes.  
 
 Different options could then be simulated and the results checked within 
minutes. With a network of 2.2 nanoFarad capacitors the voltage drop could be 
reduced by 4 kV (with the old capacitors of 10 nanoFarad the voltage drop was 10 kV). 
Partial tests were carried out in June, consisting in the replacement of a single-phase 
branch in one of the transformers. The result being positive, we undertook the 
replacement of all the capacitors at Accel Supply of Injector #1. The work was done in 
December, and after a commissioning period the power supplies were fully operative 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522ESPEC.PDF
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in February 2012. [3522ESPEC Mejoras_FA_Accel] 
 
d) Control & Instrumentation system 
 A 4-channel voltage-to-frequency and frequency-to-voltage module has been 
designed. The prototype was successfully validated and a batch of 50 is under tender 
offer. In order to reduce production cost the same printed circuit board is used for 
both conversions and is delivered with the default components. The few remaining 
components will be mounted on site to configure the module as one or the other 
converter. It is estimated that the cost per channel will drop at least a factor four 
compared with the commercialsolution. Those converters will replace old ones we 
inherited from other experiments, which are suffering calibration problems. 
 
 Redesign of the electric cable distribution inside the video cameras control 
modules. 
 
 Revision of our man-machine interface carries on. The changes required to 
make it more user friendly and reliable are specified and passed on to the 
programmers for there integration into the interface. This year all the signals from the 
interlock system and their associated logic were included in the interface and 
integrated within the High Voltage control panel. The change will allow less 
experienced people to operate the injectors.   [3522Tarjetas V/F/V_Presentacion] 
Program Upload_FUSC: we have developed an application to upload NBI signals in the 
TJII database (FUSC). The program is being tested since the autumn campaign 2011.  
 
 Debugging proceeds to get rid of synchronization problems. 
Card UNT0: Sep-2011. The UNT0 card is designed to provide control over the gas 
neutralizer initial pulse (the “front-end”), which is devised to fully open the neutralizer 
gas valve during a specified time no longer than 15 ms. 
Card UDC0 and UDC1: Two cards have been designed to replace the old electronic 
control system of the Decel Power Supplies. They are in operation since September 
2011. 
 
e) Radiation protection  
 A wall panel supporting 1.5 mm lead plates was installed inside the High 
Voltage area next to the NBI Control Room. The aim is to protect personnel from X ray 
stray radiation coming from the High Voltage tetrodes. 
 
3.4.2.2.5 NBI Modelling activities 
 In order to study the neutral beam reionization problem at the ducts, a 
trajectory code (TRAYN) has been developed. A 3D model of the NBI duct and TJ-II 
vacuum surface inner wall is used, as well a 3D mesh for TJ-II magnetic field. Since the 
Larmor radius of H+ ions in the relatively week magnetic field of the duct is large, the 
center-guide approximation cannot be used in the trajectory calculation. In the first 
version of the code ions are born at uniformly distributed points on a number of 
transverse duct sections. Statistics of the trajectory interception points is drawn.  

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522ESPEC%20Mejoras_FA_Accel.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Tarjetas_V_F_V_Presentacion.pdf
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 With the infrared thermography camera installed at the duct with a view along 
the beam we have been able to locate some hot spots due to reionized ions at the 
duct exit. Comparison with the code allows us to infer the birth section of the ions. 
There is good agreement between the results of the code and the infrared images of 
the duct. [3522Semin_Reion_TRAYN_120127] 

3.4.2.3 Developments in TJ-II secure access 

With regard to access security, two main results should be noted [3523SA_1]. 
The first one is the integration of RSA SecurID into EFDA-Federation. Thanks to it, 
federated organizations are able to offer SecurID to their users as an alternative strong 
authentication mechanism, with the corresponding increase of security level. The 
second result is the development of a new access control mechanism based on port 
knocking techniques and its integration into EFDA-Federation. This means that the TJ-II 
experimental environment (both data acquisition systems and diagnostic control 
systems) can be accessed under a strong authentication system. 
The objectives during 2011 have been met. 
 
 

______________________________ 
 
 
  

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3522Semin_Reion_TRAYN_120127.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_003/3523SA_1.pdf
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4.- Emerging technologies 

 
4.1 Development of material science and advanced materials for DE  

4.1.1 Functional materials  

4.1.1.1 Production of advanced Li silicates 

 Different synthesis processes are being investigated in order to obtain high 
lithium ceramics or “Supra lithium ceramics” (as Li6SiO5 or Li8SiO6).  
The spray dryer method is proposed for the synthesis of the lithium silicates to obtain 
spherical particles.  
 
 Lithium orthosilicate and higher content Lithium silicates are prepared in a Mini 
spray-dryer Buchi B-290 followed by pyrolysis at 200 ºC using 0.4 M silicon tetra-
acetate and lithium acetate as starting solutions. The spherical particles obtained by 
spray dryer have to be calcined in order to obtain the satisfactory phase. It is necessary 
to found a compromise to achieve the adequate spherical morphology as unique 
phase. In the case of the orthosilicate, it is possible to have a compound without 
secondary phases at 700 ºC, however such temperature is not able to preserve the 
adequate shape for the spheres. The best compromise is obtained at 600 ºC where a 
small amount of Lithium carbonate remains. When Lithium content is higher, it is not 
possible to obtain a unique phase (in the calcination conditions checked up now). 
 
 After calcination the powder is isopressed at 230 MPa and cut into slides of 
about 2 mm of thickness. The pellet form is been choose as the best compromise to 
carry out the study on impedance measurement. The samples are sintered at 1000 ºC 
in air during 2 hours with a ramp of 5 ºC/min, obtaining dense bodies with an 
experimental density equal to the 60% of  theoretical one. 
 
 Other one process consists on the mixing of SiO2 gel and LiOH by agitation in a 
selected alcoholic medium. The amounts are chosen such that in 1/ of alcohol, 0.5 mol 
of the end product (e.g. Li8SiO6) was formed. This SiO2-alcohol-LiOH precipitation was 
homogenized by stirring during at least 12 hours at room temperature. The suspension 
obtained was subsequently boiled at reflux for 2 to 3 hours in order to initiate the 
reaction and the liquid phase was distilled off. The residue was dried and calcined.  

 4.1.1.2 Ion radiation evaluation of Li ceramics 

 First approach study of He or D behaviour on lithium based ceramics for 
breeding blanket fusion applications. He diffusion and transport properties in 
ceramics. He diffusion experiments on fusion Li-based candidate ceramics are here 
proposed to be performed on the DIADDHEIM (CEMHTI facility, Orleans) experimental 
set-up. Pellet-shaped, thinned and polished lithium titanate and lithium silicate 
ceramic samples of about 10 mm in diameter and 200 µm thicknesses were supplied. 
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Ceramic disks were sintered to achieve a porosity of 10-15% (90-85 % of the 
theoretical density). 
 
 Prior to implantation, a NR analysis with deuterons of 900 keV was performed 
to identify the lithium, oxygen and carbon signals evolution on as-received lithium 
titanate sample. Implantation of 3He (600 keV, 5x1015 at/cm2 and 7x1011 3He/cm2/s) 
was realized at RT (18 °C, water circuit regulated) on the experimental device 
“ECLAIR”. After implantation, samples were stored at RT during 4 days before analysis.  
  
 The 3He depth profile was determined at RT by NRA technique using the 
nuclear reaction 3He(d, α)1H while being bombarded by 900 keV D+. The depth profile 
is extracted from the energy distribution of α particles detected in coincidence with 
the protons to suppress interfering signals. The maximum experimental He 
concentration was located as deep as predicted by SRIM, however, the distribution 
was broader and almost two times lower in intensity [internal report EMIR_HeNRA_1].  
  
 The evolution of gas concentration was then analyzed by exposing the 
implanted samples to a continuous heating up to 900 ºC while registering the release 
of He. The He desorption rate as a function of temperature and time was determined 
also using NR analysis. Eventually, detailed NRA measurements at RT were registered 
to characterize modifications in the He profile at given temperatures. However, very 
preliminary results allow concluding important facts: He release is only effective from 
500 °C, furthermore the NRA profiles being quite similar at RT and 150 ºC. The yield of 
remaining He at 900ºC is 7.5 ± 1.3 % [internal report EMIR_HeNRA_2]. 
 
 Concerning He transport in lithium ceramics, the following future experiments 
are now in progress:  
 
1- Reproducibility of He release curve.  
2 - Evolution of depth profile with time at a given temperature  
3 - Effect of fluence. 
 
 Nuclear reaction analysis for D thermal profiling in nuclear ceramics. One of the 
key questions concerning materials for breeding blanket applications is the study of 
light ions retention, produced by transmutation reactions and/or introduced by 
interaction with the plasma. In ceramic breeders the understanding of the hydrogen 
isotopes behaviour (mainly tritium) to material surface is crucial. In fact, a large effort 
has been done to develop new breeder ceramics with a much lower T retention. Since 
T is a radioactive element and difficult to handle, the most of the diffusion or transport 
experiments have been carried out by studying the behaviour of H and D instead. 
 
 NRA technique has been used to analyze D distribution on ceramic matrices as 
a function of temperature. Li2TiO3, Li4SiO4 y Li6SiO5 ceramic discs were first D-
implanted (at 100 keV and 3x1017 ions/cm2) and the D-depth profile subsequently 
characterized at increasing temperatures up to 473K using the tandem accelerator of 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/EMIR_HeNRA_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/EMIR_HeNRA_2.pdf
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KUL Leuven (Belgium). D retention was calculated from the obtained NR analysis 
during heating using the D (3He, p) 4He nuclear reaction. The temperature at which D is 
completely release out of the ceramic body is dependent on the composition and the 
characteristics of the porous microstructure. The recent analysis of last results 
conclude that 473 K is approximately the limit for D thermal outgassing, although for a 
given temperature the two silicate matrices give rise to broader distributions of higher 
quantities compared to that of titanate [Oxf2011_NRALeuben]. 
 
 After two years of implantation, D depth profile was also analyzed by SIMS 
technique. The element depth distribution inside of the mentioned porous lithium 
ceramic structures describes a symmetric Gaussian type-curve, the implantation 
maxima being located mostly at the initial depth. It points out that D keeps stable at RT 
inside of lithium ceramics without diffusing to surface. 

 4.1.1.3 Corrosion susceptibility of EUROFER’97 in Lithium ceramics breeders 

 Samples of Eurofer’97 (0.11%C, 8.7%Cr, 1%W, 0.10%Ta, 0.19%V, 0.44%Mn, 
0.004%S, balance Fe) of 14x5x5mm dimensions were immersed in a Li4SiO4 bed, using 
an alumina crucible. The corrosion tests were performed in vacuum (~ 3.10-3 mbar) at 
550 ºC for 168, 336, 720, 1440 and 2880 hours.  In addition, one sample was tested at 
the same time and temperature conditions without led for comparison. 
 
 The weight loss of specimens after the corrosion tests in the Li4SiO4 ceramic 
breeder shows no weight variations up to 1440 h. However, after 2880 hours the 
weight loss was approximately 20%. The oxide layer thickness varied from 0.65 to 0.7 

m for all the tests times. The corrosion layer formed on the Eurofer’97 surface 
presents alternative layers attributable to exfoliation corrosion. SEM investigations 
seem to indicate that the attack proceeds along selective subsurface paths parallels to 
the surface, suggesting preferably lath boundary attack. 
 
 X-ray diffraction analyses were performed using an incident beam with an angle 
of 0.5º. This method allows us to identify the character of the corrosion layer.  The X-
ray diffraction peaks agree with a (Li2O)(Fe2O3)4(Cr2O3) spinel-type, formed by solid-
state reaction. Its formation could be attributable to the external diffusion of oxygen 
active elements of the base metal, such as Fe and Cr. It is well known that the Fe2O3 
and Cr2O3 are the most stable oxides from the thermodynamic point of view in the Fe-
Cr alloys. 
 
 HR-TEM observations were performed on the sample corroded at 550 ºC for 
2880 h. Analyses confirmed the existence of a double oxide layer, which different 
nature. The diffused rings observed from the selected area diffraction on the inner 
layer, confirmed its amorphous nature. No grain boundaries, defects and dislocations 
were detected in the amorphous oxide film.  
 
 The analysis of the electron microscopy images shows that Eurofer steel is 
corroded by lithium orthosilicate at 550 ºC under vacuum. The results indicate that the 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/Oxf2011_NRALeuben.pdf
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corrosion layer formed is not uniform but consists of two sheets of composition, 
structure and properties quite different. A thin sheet of amorphous material is formed 
with contact of base steel, composed mainly of silicon and iron which is in turn the 
base of the following, a clear layer oxidized with high contents of chromium. 

4.1.2 Insulator materials for components development  

 4.1.2.1 Gamma radiation evaluation of silica glasses  

 The effect of irradiation temperature on the IR absorption of different types of 
silica (synthetic and natural origin) with different impurities and OH content was 
studied. The silica samples were irradiated at 200 ºC, from 12 kGy up to 20 MGy, in a 
dry nitrogen atmosphere, in the Nayade 60Co gamma pool installation at CIEMAT. The 
optical absorption spectra were measured at room temperature in the IR range from 
2000 to 4000 cm-1 wavenumber (2500 to 5000 nm). The evolution with gamma dose of 
the SiOH bands (around ~3670 cm-1) due to vibrational activity of silanol groups and 
SiH (at ~2250cm-1) band was studied.  
 
 In synthetic wet silica (KU1 and S312), at increasing dose, H-bonded SiOH 
groups will transform to free OH groups through the radiolysis process. No changes 
with dose of SiH band was observed in wet and dry synthetic silica, from the analysis of 
the differential optical absorption spectrum (gamma irradiated – as received). In 
natural silica (I301, Q310 and H102), with higher impurity content than synthetic, SiOH 
groups are produced during irradiation (increase of SiOH band with dose) and a 
decrease of SiH band is observed. 
  
 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies were carried out on gamma and 
neutron irradiated KU1 and KS-4V high purity quartz glasses and commercial silica 
Infrasil 301. [SILICA_1]. 
 
 An extensive work about comparison of the effects of gamma and neutron 
irradiations on the optical properties of amorphous silica was carried out in the last 
years at CIEMAT. Recently, this work has been presented at the Autónoma University 
of Madrid as a PhD thesis work [SILICA_2], [SILICA_3]. 

 4.1.2.2 Ion radiation evaluation of silica glasses 

 High levels of displacement damage and ionization can be achieved (with little 
or no nuclear activation) irradiating with particle accelerators To study the effect of 
implantation of oxygen and silicon ions on high purity silica with different OH content, 
KU1 (high OH) and KS-4V (low OH), were irradiated at CMAM (Centre for Micro Analysis of  
Materials, Madrid). These silicas are highly radiation resistant and considered as 
reference materials in ITER. Also commercial silica, Infrasil 301, with higher metallic 
impurity content was implanted for comparison. The irradiations were carried out with 
oxygen at 13.5 MeV and silicon at 24.37 MeV ions at several fluences (from 5 x 1012 to 
1.6 x 1015 ions/cm2). 
 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SILICA_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SILICA_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SILICA_3.pdf
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 The ionoluminescence (IL) spectra were measured during ion irradiation in 
order to study the evolution of different defects. After ion implantation the samples 
were characterized at CIEMAT measuring the optical absorption spectra from vacuum 
ultraviolet (VUV) to NIR. 

 4.1.2.3 Ionoluminescence for characterization of light ions on insulator 
materials 

 Severe electrical surface and optical degradation has recently been observed 
when oxide insulator materials are irradiated to low doses (< 1020 ions/m2) with keV H 
and He ions at 50 to 450 ºC. The mechanism giving rise to this degradation is the loss 
of oxygen from the vacuum insulator surface region due to preferential radiolytic 
sputtering. In order to monitor this potential danger, it is being examined the 
possibility to use radioluminescence (RL). 
 
 Experiments were performed using a 2 MV Van de Graaff electron accelerator 
and a 60 kV ion implanter, to measure electron and ion beam induced luminescence 
(RL and IBIL), and surface electrical degradation in high vacuum at controlled 
temperatures. Ion beam induced surface electrical conductivity was measured using 
two electrodes sputtered onto the sample face to be irradiated. Samples of alumina 
(Vitox, Deranox, Wesgo) and sapphire (Union Carbide UV grade) have been irradiated 

with 45 keV He+ ions (2.5x1016 He+/m2/s  200 kGy/s) and 1.8 MeV electrons (75 Gy/s 
to 11 kGy/s) to characterize their luminescence emissions, and He ions to observe the 
surface electrical degradation. Under ion irradiation common IBIL bands are observed 
at 340, 410, and 695 nm for all 4 materials, corresponding to F+, F, and Cr3+ 
respectively. F and F+ bands initially increase rapidly with dose up to about 1.2x1018 
He+/m2 and beyond this dose, the bands slowly decrease. In contrast, the Cr3+ emission 
decreases from the onset of irradiation. An additional emission band at about 550 nm 
is clearly observed in the Deranox and Wesgo, while in the Wesgo material a broad 
band between 700 and 800 nm is also observed together with the common Cr3+ 
emission. These rapid changes in the surface region emission occur in the same dose 
range for which the onset of surface electrical degradation has been observed (≤ 1019 

He+/m2  80 MGy) [1 AMG].  

 4.1.2.4 Definition of materials requirements in DEMO: ceramic insulators 

 Besides the large components of a fusion reactor there are a number of smaller 
parts which are exposed to operating conditions that are similar to those of the first 
wall and blanket. Such components are optical windows for plasma diagnostics, RF 
windows for additional plasma heating, current breakers, insulators for neutral 
injectors, insulators for RF antennae and similar applications. These materials are 
ceramics and they are used for their high electrical resistivity, low dielectric constant 
and loss tangent, transparency rather high melting point and low activation. The 
diagnostic and the RF windows are part of the plasma-facing components, that means 
they have to withstand a considerable neutron flux and surface heating without a too 
great reduction in their electrical, thermal and mechanical properties. For the electrical 
properties, both the behaviour under ionizing irradiation and the accumulated damage 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/1%20AMG.pdf
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are important. Their thermal conductivity decreases upon heating and as a function of 
neutron fluence. The mechanical properties will be influenced by the neutron damage 
and by the formation of gases due to nuclear reactions. Since little is known on the 
interdependence of the different properties, it is normally assumed that these parts 
will be frequently replaced in all devices.  
 
 Key areas are the further development of components and other high 
temperature materials as ceramic insulators. Indispensable for the testing and 
qualification of materials is an irradiation facility with a fusion relevant neutron 
spectrum as presently prepared under the IFMIF EVEDA. 

4.1.3 Nanostructured ODS ferritic steels development (ODSFS Task 
Agreement)  

4.1.3.1 Production of Fe-14Cr, Fe-14Cr-0.3Y2O3 and Fe-14Cr-2W-0.3ti-0.3Y2O3 
model alloys by MA+HIP+TMT 

 A variety of compositions has been obtained as Fe‐14Cr, Fe‐14Cr‐0.3Y2O3 and 
Fe‐14Cr‐2W‐0.3Ti‐0.3Y2O3. In the last composition the Y has been added in form of 
oxide (Y2O3, Fe5O12Y3) or elemental Y, in order to investigate its effect on the 
microstructure and mechanical behavior of the obtained alloys. The alloys have been 
produced by mechanical alloying (MA) and subsequent consolidated by hot isostatic 
pressing (HIP) and submission to different thermomechanical treatments (TMT). These 
materials have been characterized by different techniques as:   
 
- Vickers hardness of the as-milled powder samples. 
- Microstructural and chemical characterization of the as-milled powder samples, in 
order to relate the results to those of these samples after consolidation by HIP and 
submission to different thermomechanical treatments. 
- Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy (PAS). 
- The MA and consolidation by spark plasma sintering (SPS) route were investigated. 
Fe‐14Cr and Fe‐14Cr‐0.3Y2O3 alloys prepared by the MA+SPS route were characterized 
by TEM techniques. 
 
 The results of this activity have been published [ODSFS_1], [ODSFS_2x],   
[ODSFS_3x] and presented in different Scientific Meetings as: Fusion Materials Topical 
Group. MAT-ODSFS: Nano-structured ODS Ferritic Steel Development (EFDA). Garching 
(Germany). 11/02/2011; 13th International Workshop on Plasma-Facing Materials and 
Components for Fusion Applications and 1st International Conference on Fusion 
Energy Materials Science (PFMC-13 / FEMaS-1). Rosenheim (Germany). 09-
13/05/2011; Fusion Materials Topical Group. MAT-ODSFS: Nano-structured ODS 
Ferritic Steel Development (EFDA). Frascati (Italy). 08/06/2011; International 
Conference on Processing & Manufacturing of Advanced Materials THERMEC’ 2011. 
Quebec City (Canada). 01-05/08/2011 or the 15th International Conference on Fusion 
Reactor Materials (ICFMR-15). Charleston, Carolina del Sur (United States). 16-
22/10/2011. 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_2x.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_3x.pdf
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4.1.3.2 TEM characterization of single ion irradiated ODS/Fe12Cr and 
reference Fe12Cr 

 Microstructural characterization of two ODS and reference Fe-12wt%Cr model 
alloys implanted at JANNUS up to 10 dpa using Fe4+ ions at RT has been performed by 
Transmission Electron Microscopy. The results obtained from these measurements are 
being analysed and compared to the ones previously obtained for the same alloys prior 
to implantation [ODSFe12Cr_1]. As a main conclusions: (1) the grain structures and 
dislocation distributions of both alloys were unaffected by the irradiation. The main 
difference was the presence after irradiation of loops, most of them below 12 nm in 
diameter. Loop sizes were smaller for the ODS alloy. (2) Related to the Cr-rich phases 
present in both alloys, Cr-rich carbides and oxides were present after irradiation.  
  
 However, it appears that irradiation may induce partial dissolution or 
precipitation of M23C6 carbides. Further analyses are in progress to get more insight 
into this. (3) Relating to the Y-rich phases present in the ODS alloy, no significant 
changes on particle morphologies, sizes and distributions are found after irradiation as 
compared to the non-irradiated ODS alloy. Regarding the crystallographic composition 
of the particles, they could still be indexed as Y2O3 and YCrO3. However, the chemical 
composition seemed to be altered. A Y-rich core Cr-rich shell structure was not evident 
after irradiation in the regions analysed, at least under the present observation 
conditions. More analyses will be carried out in order to check this. 

4.1.4 Tungsten and Tungsten Alloys Development (WWALLOY Task 
Agreement) 

4.1.4.1 Development and testing of low activation brazing materials based on 
titanium alloys for joining Tungsten to Tungsten Brazing development 

 Three new fillers compositions were synthesized, one binary composition (Ti-
15Fe) and two ternary ones (Ti-36Fe-4Si and Ti-33Fe-10Cr). Differential thermal 
analysis of Ti-15Fe filler gave liquidus temperatures of 1160 ºC and solidus of 1080 ºC, 
which can be considered low for the divertor requirements. Ti-36Fe-4Si filler had a 
complex melting behavior which occurred in a wide temperature range (from 1040 to 
1200 ºC). Homogenization problems were detected during filler manufacture. The 
lower temperature could be influenced for the existence of a ternary eutectic 
transformation that would limit its applicability as filler in the divertor W-W joints. A 
new ternary composition which does not have this ternary eutectic must be tested. Ti-
33Fe-10Cr filler had a melting point close to 1400 ºC. Although partial melting was 
detected in powder mixtures with this ternary composition, the volatilization of part of 
the Cr during the melting test modified the final composition, increasing the solidus 
temperature. New melting tests under pressure in inert gas (i.e. argon) to avoid Cr 
sublimation might be considered. 
 
 Fillers with composition Ti-86Fe, Ti-46Fe and Ti-15Fe were fabricated by High 
Velocity Oxy-Fuel spraying (HVOF). This technique showed interesting characteristics 
for producing a continuous and porosity-free Ti-Fe coating on W surfaces, which could 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFe12Cr_1.pdf
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be applied as brazing filler. However, the oxidation of the powders during spraying 
cannot be prevented even using a reducing atmosphere. The correct melting of the 
filler during the brazing operation was observed but the enrichment in oxygen 
produced an embrittlement of the α-Ti phase which favoured the joint cracking during 
cooling. 
 
 Electroplating in aqueous solution was used to produce continuous layers of Fe-
Cr, two of the components of the Ti-Fe-Cr filler under study. The results showed that 
thicker Fe-Cr electroplated coatings could be applied as diffusion barrier when rich Ti-
Fe fillers were used to avoid diffusion of Ti into the W grain boundaries. 
  
 The study of the art on flexible tapes allowed defining potential binders for 
manufacturing these tapes, with very low content of organic phases and carbonaceous 
residues after heating. Preliminary results on the manufacture of flexible tapes of Ti/Fe 
powders showed that they can be used as filler for W-W joints. 
 
 The application of post-brazing heat treatments to the Ti-Fe joints showed that 
the selected conditions (1000 ºC – 1h) were not enough to produce the 
microstructural 
 
 Homogenization of Ti-Fe fillers (Ti-86Fe, Ti-46Fe and Ti-15Fe). However, these 
conditions increased the penetration of Ti through the W grain boundaries for the 
richer Ti compositions. This effect could be pernicious for the mechanical behavior of 
W and must be avoided during the service operation of the joint. 
 
 Ti-86Fe and Ti-46Fe fillers in the as-brazed condition provided shear strengths 
of 144 MPa and 120 MPa, respectively. These values are even better than that 
obtained by other authors using sheets of commercial titanium (102 MPa).  
 
 Ti-15Fe filler, in the as-brazed condition, was characterized by its high 
brittleness which limited its strength. W-W joints brazed with this filler provided shear 
strength of 98 MPa which was lower than that obtained for Ti-86Fe and Ti-46Fe. 

4.1.4.2 Development and basic characterization of tungsten alloys for 
structural applications 

Different tungsten alloys have been fabricated following the route consisting of 
four steps: 1) mixture of the components of the alloys in a turbular mixer; 2) 
mechanical alloying of the components in a planetary ball milling; 3) canning and 
degassing of the milled powder; 4) sintering of the powder by HIPº. Once the tungsten 
alloys have been fabricated, they are delivered to the group of the Universidad 
Politécnica de Madrid for studying their mechanical properties. 
 

Firstly, W, W-2V, W-4V, W-2Ti and W-4Ti (weight percentage) alloys were 
sintered by following the powder metallurgy route described above. The parameters 
of the processing route are described in [AM_1]. The densification of the alloys was 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/AM_1.pdf
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above 97 %. The study of the microstructure of the W-V and W-Ti alloys, performed by 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) revealed the presence of pools of V or Ti. The 
Vickers microhardness was also measured, resulting in higher values than the 
counterpart W material. 

 
Secondly, W, W-1Y2O3 and W-1La2O3 alloys were produced in order to submit 

them to forging. The alloys were sintered following the same procedure indicated 
above, except that during the milling process the powders were under a H2 
atmosphere. The alloys were forged by Plansée (Austria) at 1500 ºC. The thickness 
reduction was around 60 %. The Vickers microhardness measurements showed that 
the forging process increases the microhardness of the alloys. Electron Backscatter 
Diffraction analyses (EBSD) were performed on the forging alloys. The size distribution 
of the grains was found to be mono-modal for W, but bi-modal for the ODS W-1Y2O3 
and W-1La2O3 alloys.  

 
Nano-particles of Y2O3 and La2O3 are dispersed in the tungsten matrix of the 

ODS tungsten alloys during the fabrication process. Therefore, it is important to 
analyze the size distribution and morphology of the dispersoids in the tungsten matrix. 
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) is a very useful tool for accomplish this 
objective. SANS experiments on W, ODS W-1Y2O3 and W-1La2O3 alloys were carried 
out in the FRM II reactor in Garching (Germany). This study revealed that the nano-
particles of Y2O3 and La2O3 are well dispersed in the matrix. It was possible to 
determine the size distribution of the particles, although in certain cases it was not 
possible to elucidate whether the scattering centers were pores or Y2O3 / La2O3 
particles [AM_2]. 
 

Finally, the resistance to oxidation of W, W-0.6Y2O3, W-2Ti, W-2V and W-4V 
alloys was studied at 600 ºC, 700 ºC and 800 ºC. The oxidation experiments consisted 
of measuring the evolution of the mass gain of the samples with time in dry air. At 600 
ºC W-0.6Y2O3 and W-2Ti alloys exhibit the higher resistance to oxidation. The 
resistance to oxidation of the W-V alloys is very poor. The resistance of the alloys to 
oxidation notably decreases at temperatures higher than 600 ºC, even for the W-
0.6Y2O3 and W-2Ti alloys [AM_3]. 

 4.1.4.3 Manufacturing and self passivating bulk W-based alloys 

 Manufacturing by powder metallurgy of self-passivating bulk W-based alloys for 
the plasma exposed areas of DEMO to inhibit W oxidation at high temperature with 
release of volatile radioactive tungsten oxides in case of LOCA.  
 
 During 2011, process optimization of W-Cr-Si alloys has been carried out as well 
as the production and characterization of new W-Cr-Ti alloys based on results obtained 
during the first half of 2011 at IPP on thin films [SPW_1]. In addition, samples were 
supplied to IPP (oxidation tests; fuel retention measurements within the PWI-TF), and 
KIT (preliminary mechanical characterization as a function of temperature) research 
centres. As a long term goal it is considered the identification of the optimum alloy 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/AM_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/AM_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SPW_1.pdf
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composition and its processing route for best oxidation resistance together with 
acceptable physical properties as armour material. 
 
The main achievements during 2011 could be summarized as: 
 

-Different parameters for MA in a planetary mill were studied for the WCr10Si10 and 
WCr12Ti2.5 systems. For WCr10Si10 a BPR of 5:1, 250 rpm and 30 h were found to be 
a good compromise in terms of effective milling and low contamination. However, a 
core with heterogeneous microstructure was found in larger particles, resulting in the 

presence of some large pure W grains after HIP, which are detrimental for the 
oxidation behaviour [SPW_2]. For WCr12Ti2.5 a MA time of 40 h or above (with BPR 
5:1 and 250 rpm) leads to satisfactory results: alloying takes place with the formation 
of a supersaturated (W, Cr) mixed crystal; no heterogeneities were found in the core 
of the powder particles, and the O content was < 0.2 wt.% [SPW_3]. 

 

-After HIPing at 1300°C a density > 99% is achieved for both alloys. The O uptake 
during compaction, encapsulation and HIPing is negligible for WCr12Ti2.5 and 0.2 
wt% for WCr10Si10. The microstructure of the WCr10Si10 material is very 
homogeneous, with grain sizes of a few 100 nm, and consists of a (W,Cr)5Si3 mixed 

crystal matrix, some pure W grains and isolated SiO2 grains. In addition, an ultrafine 
ODS-like phase inhibiting grain growth is present. The microstructure of WCr12Ti2.5 
is even more homogeneous and consists of a W-rich and a Cr-rich bcc phases with Cr 
and W in solid solution, respectively, and some -Ti. No intergranular ODS phase was 
detected in this system; the grain size is below 500 nm [SPW_3]. 

 

-The thermal and mechanical properties of the as-HIPed WCr10Si10 alloy are 
dominated by the silicide (W,Cr)5Si3; it shows a sharp ductile-to brittle transition in 
the range 1000 to 1050 °C, and a thermal conductivity of 15 W/mK in the 
temperature range of operation (500-600 °C). The thermal conductivity of the 

WCr12Ti2.5 alloy is close to 50 W/mK in the temperature range of operation; it 
exhibits significantly higher strength and lower DBTT –around 900 °C- than the 
WCr10Si10 material [SPW_3].  

 

-The oxidation behaviour (measured at IPP) of the bulk WCr12Ti2.5 alloy is similar to 
that of the bulk WCr10Si10 alloy; the oxidation rate of WCr12Ti2.5 is similar to the 
one of thin films of same composition at 600 °C but higher at 800 and 1000 °C. The 
oxidation mechanism, with the formation of Cr2WO6 protection scales instead of the 
Cr2O3 scale found by thin films, is not yet clearly understood [SPW_4].  

4.1.4.4 Mechanical characterization of W-Ti tungsten alloys at high 
temperature in vacuum atmosphere 

 The main goal of the present work is to evaluate the mechanical properties of 
W alloys (W+1wt% Y2O3, W+2wt% Ti+1wt%La2O3, W+4wt%Ti +1wt%La2O3) prepared by 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SPW_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SPW_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SPW_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SPW_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/SPW_4.pdf
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powder metallurgy, as well as the mechanical characterization of another alloys 
produced by HIP too but with a forged afterwards. The flexural strength and fracture 
toughness in both air and vacuum atmosphere have been determined as a function of 
temperature, by performing three point bending tests. From the laboratory batches 
supplied, miniaturized prismatic specimens were obtained for the mechanical 
characterization as function of the temperature. Over 400 tests, in nine materials, 
were performed between -196 ºC and 1000 ºC or 1200 ºC in air and in high vacuum. 
The main results are presented below. 

 
Notch radius effect. A comparative study of the different techniques used to introduce 
the notch was realised. Four different methods have been used: Diamond disc, notch 
tip radius around 200 µm, Diamond wire, notch tip radius around 75 µm, Metal blade, 
notch tip radius around 5-7 µm, and Laser, notch tip radius less than 100 nm. When 
using blunt, big radius, an increase of the values of fracture toughness around 25-30 % 
were found compared with laser notch. Moreover, the dispersion of the results is 
higher and there is plastic damage in the vicinity of the bottom of the notch. So the 
notch is very similar to a crack. 
 
General ideas about the evolution the flexural strength with temperature and 
atmosphere. The results of the evolution of the flexural strength with the temperature 
and atmosphere show that only the addition of 2%Ti-1%La2O3 (W12) improves the 
values of the flexural strength, because by adding another 2%Ti (W13) the values are 
slightly better only at higher temperatures, over 400 ºC. All values obtained in vacuum 
atmosphere are lower than those tested in oxidant atmosphere. This fact is probably 
due to the formation of superficial oxidation that contributes to the blunting of the 
superficial defects causing an apparent increase of the values. At 1200 ºC all the alloys 
are completely degraded, and all the alloys converged to the same value so it seems 
that the addition of different alloying elements is not important. The values of the 
DBTT in all the cases are increased from a temperature over 400 ºC in the case of pure 
reference W to temperatures over 1000 ºC in the alloys studied. The oxidation is 
apparently inhibited with the addition of Y2O3, as it can be seen in the W11 alloy,  that 
improves the behaviour over 400 ºC when the oxidation occurs.  
The fracture toughness behaviour of the alloys has not been improved. Only with the 
addition of 2%Ti-1LaO2 (W12) the behaviour is slightly better at higher temperatures, 
over 600 ºC. In the alloy W11, the material is more fragile than pure W in all the 
temperature range.  
 
Comparative review of previous alloys. Taking into account all the forged alloys 
studied, it is possible to compare the effect of the addition of 1% wtY2O3 and La2O3 
compounds on the mechanical behaviour. Their average bending strength as function 
of temperature shows that the best strength results have been achieved with the 
addition of 1%La2O3 on forged W, although in both tendency and results are quite 
similar to those obtain with Y2O3 addition. At 600 ºC both materials reached a striking 
value of around 1 GPa, higher than the other alloys, whose strength is around 0.4 GPa 
at this temperature. This influence is less clear at low temperatures, where the all 
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materials exhibited similar strength values. 
 
General ideas about the future work. Work on this topic will continue working with the 
microstructural and fractographic analyses of the fracture surfaces to identify the 
microstructural parameters that control the macroscopic mechanical behaviour of the 
studied materials as function of the temperature in order to provide recommendation 
to improve the supplied materials to the group that is producing the materials. 
Moreover it will be performed the mechanical characterization through three point 
bending tests as function of the temperature in vacuum atmosphere of the new alloys 
with addition of Ti and TiC. 
 
The main conclusions can be summarized as follow: 
1. The addition of Y2O3 inhibits the oxidation process at high temperature. 
2. Only with the addition of 2Ti-1La2O3 a slightly improvement of the flexural 
strength results is obtained. By adding another 2%tTi the values decrease. 
3. In fracture toughness tests all values obtained are in the same range or lower 
than in pure reference W. 
4. The brittle-ductile transition temperature is changed by the addition of any 
element and is increase over 1000 ºC.  
5. Tests in vacuum atmosphere provide lower results in all the tests, due to the 
blunting of the surfaces from oxidation at higher temperatures. 
6. Although forged specimens exhibit higher flexural strength values than non-
treated ones, show brittle behaviour in all the temperature range studied. 

 
Table1. Abbreviated denomination of the analysed materials 

 
Material Denomination 
W (pure reference materials) W01/W21 
W + 1 %Y2O3 W11 
W + 2 %Ti + 1 %La2O3 W12 
W + 4 %Ti + 1 %La2O3 W13 
W pure (forged) W201 
W + 1 %Y2O3(forged) W202 
W + 1 %La2O3 (forged) W203 

4.1.5 SiC materials  

4.1.5.1 Characterization of SiC materials for DEMO 

 SiC characterization by radioluminescence (RL) has been performed as a first 
step to allow in-situ monitoring of radiation induced degradation in the materials [ref 2 
AMG]. To address this, RL has been measured for different types of SiC to identify 
common emissions, and to study the dose rate, dose, and temperature behaviour. RL 
measurements are also being made for 2D and 3D SiC/SiC to detect if possible 
separate RL emissions from the matrix and fibre constituent materials. Experiments 
were performed in a chamber mounted in the beam line of a 2 MeV Van de Graaff 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/Ref%202%20AMG.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/Ref%202%20AMG.pdf
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accelerator, allowing samples to be irradiated in high vacuum (≈3x10 -6 mbar) at any 
temperature between about 15 and 800 ºC, and RL measured from 200 to 900 nm. 
Samples prepared from commercial (Goodfellow) hot pressed (HP) and reaction 
bonded (RB) SiC, high resistivity cubic CVD SiC (IMR, Tohoku University, Japan), 6H SiC 
wafer (Tankeblue), and 2D and 3D SiC/SiC (2D - Ube and 3D – Shikibo, Japan, provided 
by ENEA, Italy), have been irradiated with 1.8 MeV electrons at between 75 Gy/s and 
5.4 kGy/s and temperatures from 15 to 450 ºC, up to total doses ≤ 420 MGy. The HP 
and RB SiC contain amorphous and crystalline Si, and carbon in the form of graphite 
and CVD diamond. Hence RL has been determined for these components to assess 
possible contributions. 
 
 All four SiC material exhibit RL from 400 to 800 nm with several common broad 
emission bands at about 430, 570, 630, and 690 nm, maximum intensity being near to 
600 nm. The RL is proportional to dose rate over a wide range, consistent with a high 
concentration of simple defects with short lived excited states. The RL intensity 
decreases on increasing irradiation temperature, but rapidly recovers on decreasing 
the temperature indicating that quenching rather than defect annealing is taking place. 
The obtained luminescence data indicates that luminescence efficiency (photons/unit 
volume/Gy) is considerably higher for the HP and RB SiC. As a general trend, RL 
intensity decreases with dose but depends strongly on material type and irradiation 
temperature. In contrast, no RL was found in the initial low dose irradiations for the 2 
and 3D SiC/SiC. Work is now underway to check for RL in the SiC/SiC after irradiation to 
high dose. 

 
4.2 Materials modelling 

4.2.1 Radiation Effects Modelling and Experimental Validation (REMEV Task 
Agreement)  

4.2.1.1 Ab-initio base kinetic MC modelling of He and displacement 
accumulation 

 The tasks performed during this year by the group of M. J. Caturla, from the 
University of Alicante, related to kinetic Monte Carlo modeling and damage production 
and accumulation in metals are as follows. On one hand, in collaboration with Dr. 
Ignacio Martin-Bragado from IMDEA-Materials in Madrid, and under the EFDA task 
WP11-MAT-REMEV-02-05/CIEMAT/BS a new object kinetic Monte Carlo code has been 
developed. This new tool has been coded by Dr. Ignacio Martin-Bragado. Our group 
has contributed to the development of such code by specifying the features needed 
for this tool to be useful for studying damage accumulation under fusion conditions. 
The code is now being used by several groups. 
 
 On the other hand, the development of a new methodology to treat 
concentrated alloys in an object kinetic Monte Carlo model has been continued, in 
collaboration with Dr. Lorenzo Malerba from SCK-CEN in Belgium. This new 
methodology consists of considering the concentration of the alloy in smaller cells 
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within the simulation box. The migration energies of defects now will depend on the 
concentration of the cell where the defect is located. When defects move the 
concentrations of the cells are updated. This methodology is now implemented and 
being tested. 
 
 In collaboration with Dr. Emma del Rio from the UPM in Madrid and Dr. Alfredo 
Carlo from Los Alamos National Laboratory in the US, it has been studied how the 
formation energy of vacancies in FeCr alloys depend on Cr concentration using 
empirical potentials [FE_1] as well as the values of formation energies of single defects 
using different interatomic potentials [FE_2]. These values will be needed for the 
implementation of an OKMC model for concentrated alloys. 

4.2.1.2 Rate Theory Modelling of He kinetics and its interaction with the 
microstructure in Fe 

 
- Influence of diffusion during He implantation: 
 To evidence the role of diffusion during implantation at room temperature, the 
implantation profiles were calculated by simulating the diffusion of species at RT using 
the rate theory model, including a constant generation rate due to implantation for 
Hei, SIA and V. These generation terms, i.e. the number of Hei, SIA and V that are 
created per unit volume and time by implantation at a given depth x, can simply be 
calculated by taking the Hei, SIA and V depth profiles that would be obtained with the 
BCA (without diffusion) and dividing them by the total implantation time. He and 
defect profiles were calculated for an implantation energy of 5 keV, a total dose of 1014 
cm-2 with a dose rate of 1011 cm-2s-1, as in the experiment of Xu and Wirth. The results 
clearly evidence that when diffusion is taken into account the implantation profiles 
significantly differ from those obtained directly using the BCA. For instance, it can be 
observed that after implantation most He implanted is agglomerated into small Hen or 
HenV clusters. A non-negligible fraction of He can also be found at substitutional sites 
(HeV). Most vacancies are trapped into small Vp or HenVp clusters. Finally, the profile of 
SIA has considerably redistributed in depth, most of them being agglomerated into 
small In clusters (not shown). Clearly, the results show [RT_HE_1] that diffusion of 
species during implantation must be taken into account in order to properly reproduce 
by simulation THDS experiments in which He has been introduced by implantation. 

 
- Influence of trapping at Grain Boundaries: 
 Grain boundaries (GB) can act as traps or segregation sites for impurities. In the 
case of He, Gao et al. calculated by means of Molecular Dynamic simulations the 
binding energy of a He atom to different grain boundary types. Their calculations show 
that He can bind with a wide range of energy depending on the GB type, from 0.5 to 
2.75 eV. Using our rate theory approach the effect of the GB type (the binding energy) 
were explored, as well as the effect of the polycrystal size on He desorption. First, it is 
assumed that once He atom is trapped at a GB, it is not mobile. Since polycrystals can 
adopt many different shapes, for the sake of simplicity, in this work it is also assumed 
that polycrystals are spherical. Knowing their size it is possible to calculate their 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/FE_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/FE_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/RT_HE_1.pdf
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surface and thus, the density of trapping sites at the surface. It is also possible to 
calculate the number of polycrystals per volume unit. These two data allowed 
calculating the mean number of trapping sites at GBs per cubic centimeter. Then, the 
effect of polycrystal size for a given GB type has been studied, ie a given He-GB binding 
energy (2.75 eV here). To do so, as before, it was simulated the implantation of He at 5 
keV and simulated desorption with a temperature rate of 1 K/min. The simulation 
results evidence that as grain size decreases, the THDS spectrum is significantly 
affected. Stages at 400 and 700 K vanish as the grain sizes decreases, due to the fact 
that the number of trapping sites increases. At the same time, a broad desorption peak 
develops at high temperature. The studies of the influence of the He-GB binding 

energy on He THDS spectrum for a given size (10 m) indicate [RT_HE_2] that the 
trapping at grain boundary should severely affects He desorption as the binding to 
grain boundaries increases. This is expected since the higher the binding energy of He 
to a GB, the longer it will stay trapped at the GB, which will strongly affect its 
evolution.  

4.2.1.3 Rate Theory modelling of correlated pair recombinations 

 Rate Theory models are known to be computationally efficient and allow 
exploring volumes and times much larger than those with a kinetic Monte Carlo 
approach, and in much shorter CPU time. This is an important advantage as it allows 
simulating experiments or the evolution of defects during a reactor lifetime in a 
reduced CPU time. However, the main drawback of Rate Theory is that it does not 
account for the recombination of correlated defects, i.e. defects that are not randomly 
distributed but exhibit a spatial correlation. Such recombinations are not rare events 
but on the contrary, are commonly observed in resistivity recovery experiments in Fe, 
behind what we call stage ID that appears around T~107 K. 
 
 In order to simulate correlated pair recombinations using the Rate Theory 
framework, it was used elements of Waite formalism (1957). According to this 
approach, it is possible to calculate the evolution of the density of probability of any 
pair I-V as a function of time, knowing the density of probability of the other pairs. 
Using this formalism, it is considered the case of electron-irradiated Fe, which only 
generates Frenkel pairs. In this case, the pairs that are correlated can be assumed to 
be isolated from the rest of the other defects. The problem reduces thus to a 2-body 
problem which can be easily solved. This allowed calculating the flux of recombination 
of a single correlated pair as a function of time. Knowing the initial concentration of 
correlated pairs, the model allows thus calculating the macroscopic variation of defect 
concentration when correlated pairs recombine. On the other hand, the variation of 
concentration due to recombination of uncorrelated defects is calculated a classical 
manner. this model was tested by simulating the evolution of defects in electron-
irradiated iron. As can be seen [RT_CORR_1] our model successfully predicts, in 
contrast to the classical Rate Theory, a recovery stage at T~108 K, which is related to 
the recombination of correlated pairs. 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/RT_HE_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/RT_CORR_1.pdf
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4.2.1.4 Synergetic effects between H and He in Fe 

Model for evolution of He and H in Fe: 
 In this study a first model was developed using Rate Theory approach that takes 

into account the simultaneous evolution of He and H in –Fe. Parameters of this 
model, the binding energies of H-He-V clusters, were obtained by ab initio calculations. 
Our model also accounts for the H and He energetics at the surface, i.e. absorption, 
adsorption and desorption. As depicted [RT_H—HE_1], He does not experience any 
desorption barrier when it reaches surface. On the contrary, it was calculated by ab 
initio that H must overcome a desorption barrier of 0.6 eV or 1.0 eV, for 100 and 110 
surfaces, respectively. 
 
Desorption of He from Fe containing H: 
 Desorption of He from Fe containing an initial concentration of H was studied. 
This was done for H concentration ranging from 1 to 1000 appm. The influence of the 
implantation flux of He on the subsequent desorption of He was investigated. He 
implantation was simulated at an energy of 5 keV for a dose of 1014 cm-2 and for dose 
rates between 1011 and 1013 cm-2s-1. Diffusion at room temperature during 
implantation was taken into account in our simulations. He and damage profiles were 
obtained by means of MARLOWE code. After He implantation, He desorption was 
simulated for a temperature ramp of 1 K/min. Simulations performed for a range of 
initial H concentrations and for a low implantation dose rate for He (1011 cm-2s-1) show 
that no significant difference should be expected for the THDS spectrum in these 
conditions. Simulations indicate [RT_H—HE_1] that at low implantation dose rate, H 
has time to escape from the sample, leaving a low effective H concentration, lowering 
the probability of encounter between H, He and vacancies. On the contrary, when the 
implantation dose rate for He is high (1013 cm-2s-1), simulations predict that a 
significant difference between THDS spectra should be expected [RT_H—HE_1], 
especially when the initial H concentration is high. In these conditions, H has no time 
to escape from the sample during He implantation and the probability of reaction 
between H, He and vacancies increases. 

4.2.1.5 Experiments for modelling validation: He desorption in Fe and other 
model materials 

 Work enclosed in EFDA MAT-REMEV WP framework. (WP11-MAT-REMEV-05-01& 02 

/CIEMAT) The final goal is to provide microscopic parameters to include in rate equation 
model (especially developed at Ciemat) or to validate them.  The main materials are 
therefore a set of model FeCrx alloys prepared by EFDA (with x=5, 10 and 14%) and the 
study includes the transport properties of light elements (H and He) 
 
 Work on permeation technique was completed during 2009 and therefore 
during 2011 effort was concentrated on Helium thermal desorption (TDHS) 
experiments which still had some experimental difficulties. 
 
 Preparation of samples (including He implantation) and comparison with 
simulation codes were made at Ciemat and post implantation gas measurements were 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/RT_H_HE_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/RT_H_HE_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/RT_H_HE_1.pdf
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carried out at University of Basque Country (UPV). 
 
 Several improvements like an interface made of quartz between the sample 
and the mass spectrometer have been implemented to try to increase the He 
sensitivity. Some problems with a sudden decrease of maximum temperature 
reachable had also to be solved. Besides, several TDHS have been carried out in FeCr 
alloys (with doses up to 2E15 ions/cm2) and different He energies that after 
completing the whole set of measurements and careful analysis will allow us to obtain 
trapping and diffusion parameters. 

4.2.1.6 Experiments for modelling validation: Resistivity measurements 

 An important effort has been done to improve the set-up concerning 
Resistivity. For example, the system is now always cooled with liquid Helium, instead 
of liquid Nitrogen, because the minimum temperature reached with LN was not 
sufficient. It has also been modified to find the best solution in terms of good thermal 
control, relatively fast cooling, minimum thermal gradient across the sample and 
minimum electrical noise. After several thermal tests, several complete Radiation 
Induced Resistivity Recovery experiments irradiating with 5 MeV H+ ions in pure Fe and 
FeCr alloys have been realized to compare with previous one. Another configuration 
has been designed which could be the best compromise and some insulating-coated 
copper pieces (for sample sub-holder) are under preparation for this purpose. These 
results were presented to EFDA monitoring meetings in MAT-REMEV WP framework 
(WP11-MAT-REMEV-05-03/CIEMAT) 

4.2.2 Modelling of insulator and functional materials  

4.2.2.1 H and V-I pairs in diamond 

 In this task the main goals are the characterization of H in diamond lattice and 
its interaction with native defects, normally created during irradiation in a fusion 
device. The work initiated in 2010 concerning evaluation of displacement energy for C 
atoms was completed and therefore a systematic study of cascades generated by pka’s 
of several energies has been initiated using a Molecular Dynamics (MD) code 
(LAAMPS). This will allow to calculate very important parameters of radiation damage 
like the estimated number of interstitial-vacancies (I-V) pairs, the clustered portion of 
each one and the short term evolution (ps range). This last parameter very useful to 
compare with results obtained using other radiation damage codes based on simple 
approximations as SRIM and MARLOWE but much faster in computation time. In the 
later, an important parameter to adjust is the capture radius that considers that a pair 
interstitial-vacancy at a distance shorter than this value recombines. Comparing to the 
more exact values of surviving I-V pairs obtained by MD, the value of this radius can be 
adjusted and therefore one can calculate damage in larger dimensions and longer 
times. 
 
 However this process is quite time consuming because as the pka energy 
increases, the diamond box size has to be increased due to larger displacements and 
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consequently calculation time increases rapidly. Furthermore, due to the intrinsic 
statistical nature of collisions, several runs have to be made to obtain some statistically 
relevant results. 

4.2.2.2 Rate theory modelling of aluminium oxide defects accumulation 

 A model based on the Rate Theory approach to simulate the evolution of 
defects in aluminium oxide under irradiation has been developed. This model takes 
into account the concomitant evolution of different species such as aluminium 
interstitials and vacancies, oxygen interstitials and vacancies (the so called F centers), 
F+ centers, electrons, and F2 and F3 clusters. The model also accounts for the drift 
induced on charged defects under an external electric field. Some energetic properties 
of defects, which were not found in the literature, were calculated using first principle 
calculations. These quantities are necessary to define the rates of the different 
reactions taken into account in the model. 
 
 In order to test our model, the evolution of F and F+ centres in Al2O3 under 
electron irradiation was simulated in a wide range of temperatures, from 323 K to 573 
K. The generation rate of defects under irradiation was calculated taking into account 
the energy transferred by 1.8 MeV electrons to lattice atoms and by means of a Binary 
Collision Approximation code (MARLOWE). Evolution of defects under irradiation was 
simulated for 4 hours for a radiation flux of 1 µA/cm². Our simulation results evidence 
a decrease in the F center concentration with increasing temperature, which is in 
agreement with experimental optical density spectra. The peak height in optical 
density for F centres was also reproduced in the range of temperatures specified 
above. In the case where no external electric field is applied, our model predicts an 
asymptotic behaviour with irradiation time for the content of F+ centres, in agreement 
with radioluminescence spectra obtained at CIEMAT. When an external electric field of 
200 kV/m is considered, our model predicts, similarly to experiments, a linear increase 
of F+ center concentration as a function of time. These initial results demonstrate that 
the Rate Theory model developed is thus able to reproduce some features of the 
evolution of defects in aluminium oxide under irradiation and would be a very 
interesting tool to predict radiation damage. 

4.2.3 Plasma Wall materials modelling 

4.2.3.1 Modelling of neutron irradiation effects on W 

 A methodology to calculate the damage generated in W for DEMO due to the 
combined effects of fusion neutrons and Primary Knock-On Atoms (PKA) spectrum was 
developed. This methodology consists in a combination of Nuclear Data Libraries 
Processing, Neutronic transport and Monte Carlo Binary Collision codes. This 
methodology allows us to calculate several damage parameters such as the PKA 
spectrum, database of displacement cascades, the Damage profile, the damage 
function and dpa in materials under neutron irradiation.  
 
 First, the neutron spectrum in the desired area is obtained by means of neutron 
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transport codes (MCNPX). The neutron spectra for different areas corresponding to 
4000 MW DEMO HCLL were considered. Four locations of an inboard blanket were 
selected: from and back of the First Wall [FW1 and FW2] and middle and back of the 
Breeder Zone [BZ1 and BZ2]. The neutron spectrum and the nuclear data libraries 
(FENDL 3.0) were used as input for Nuclear Data Libraries Processing code (NJOY) to 
obtain the corresponding PKA spectrum in W. To calculate the fraction of Frenkel pairs 
generated by PKA with energy T, Nd(T), the MARLOWE code was used.  
 
 MARLOWE is a displacement damage simulations code based on the Binary 
Collision Approximation (BCA). MARLOWE was modified and extended during this task 
to account for the slowing down of W ions at high energies (> 25 keV/amu). The 
binding energies used to calculate the displacement of W atoms in this study are those 
commonly accepted in the literature. The calculation of damage, i.e. of stable Frenkel 
pairs, was achieved considering a recombination radius of 1.20 lattice parameters 
between interstitials and vacancies, as it has been found in previous studies. The 
damage produced by PKAs ranging from 100 eV up to 5 MeV were calculated in W 
during this task, generating a database that was used to calculate the damage due to 
neutron spectra. Simulations show that on average, energy of approximately 100 eV is 
enough for W to create 1 stable FP. It can be noted that this database can also be used 
in kinetic models to predict the long-term evolution of defects. 
 
 The PKA spectrum for the different isotopes of Tungsten was calculated using 
the Nuclear Data Libraries FENDL 3.0. It has been found that for the neutron spectra 
calculated for the different DEMO zones, the maximum initial energy of W PKA is 0.4 
MeV. The damage function and dpa values for tungsten at the divertor and at several 
blanket locations of the DEMO DCLL were calculated in order to compare the damage 
production in different irradiation areas. Depending on the area of the divertor studied 
we found that the damage function changes considerably. Regarding neutron 
irradiation, the dose damage experimented by the tungsten components is similar or 
lower than that observed in the middle of the BZ of DEMO. 
4.2.4 Radiation effects code improvement and development 

4.2.4.1 Codes for activation and radiation source evaluation using accelerator 
ion sources 

 The MCUNED code is an MCNPX extension, developed at UNED University, 
allowing handle light ion (proton, deuteron, triton, alpha) evaluated nuclear data 
libraries.  This code also includes a new variance reduction technique for the 
production of secondary particles induced by light ion nuclear reaction. The use of the 
variance reduction in transport calculation where light ion are source particles allow 
saving a huge amount of computing time.  As an MCNPX extension, MCUNED is fully 
compatible with MCNPX input and has all the MCNPX capacities. 
 
 In January 2012, UNED team has been contacted by MCNPX developers to 
include MCUNED capacity concerning the handling of light ion library in official 
MCNPX/MCNP6 release. After the revision of UNED implementation, MCNPX team 
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decided to include such implementation in MCNPX with minor corrections.   
 
 In the following abstract of the MCNPX team, report on MCUNED capacity is 
reported. 
“Modifications to MCNPX270 have been provided to enable modeling light-ion particle 
transport using nuclear cross section data libraries. These changes are based upon 
work at UNED University in Spain provided by Patrick Sauvan, psauvan@ind.uned.es , 
and updated for the next release version of MCNPX. The data are from A.J. Koning and 
D. Rochman, Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group (NRG), Petten, The Netherlands, 
http://www.talys.eu . 
 
 The MCNPX270 UNED capability provided by Patrick Sauvan has been modified 
for the next version of MCNPX and/or MCNP6. The UNED capability provided is quite 
robust and superior to most modifications submitted for inclusion in MCNPX. 
Nonetheless, a comparison of the UNED and new MCNPX routines shows significant 
changes to resolve a number of issues raised in the review of the UNED capability. Most 
of these changes were for the handling of MX card and M card keywords. These 
capabilities were already suffering from years of correction upon correction, 
particularly the last MCNPX270 correction to enable fully specified ZAIDs on MX cards.  
  
 The UNED capability, added above and beyond the many previous corrections, 
was correct in most cases, but the coding had become unmanageable. In addition, a 
number of other issues were tested, resolved, and when required, corrected. In the 
following list of resolved issues, TENDL refers to the MCNPX270 UNED capability.” 
 
 New modules have been developed to improve the activation code capabilities. 
The achievements are focused to allow dealing with alpha and gamma activation 
calculations. The new capabilities have been added to the former ACAB code version, 
able to deal with neutron, proton and deuteron activation calculations.  

4.2.4.2 Methodology for PKA evaluation 

 Neutron irradiation induces elastic and inelastic nuclear reactions. The 
subsequent displacement of ions (Primary Knock-on Atoms [PKA] spectrum) is 
generated with both elastic and inelastic nuclear reactions, although the elastic 
nuclear reactions normally contribute in more than 90% to the displacement damage. 
This varies with the isotope analyzed. However, The PKA spectrum itself 
(displacements atomic induced by neutron irradiations) mainly induces elastic atomic 
reactions producing displacement damage. Therefore, the combination of the neutron 
irradiation and PKA spectra (induced by neutrons) produces different types of defects. 
Once they are created, they can migrate, agglomerate, recombine, dissociate, etc, 
which will strongly affect the transport and retention of the light ions (H, He, T). 
Hence, it is very important to predict/simulate the defects created by neutron and ion 
irradiation, and the long-term evolution of defects and impurities. Therefore, the 
calculation of damage generated by fusion neutrons requires a dedicated methodology 
which can combine the effects of fusion neutron and ion irradiations (PKA spectrum 

http://www.talys.eu/
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induced by neutron). 
 
 This methodology consists on a combination of Nuclear Data Libraries 
Processing, Neutronic transport and Monte Carlo Binary Collision codes. First, the 
neutron spectrum for in the desired area is obtained using the neutron transport 
codes (MCNPX, MCNP codes). This neutron spectrum and the nuclear data libraries are 
used as input for the Nuclear Data Libraries Processing code (NJOY) to obtain the PKA 
spectrum. The recoil matrices are obtained using the module GROUPR of NJOY code. 
Then, the recoil matrices are weighted by neutron spectra to get an averaged PKA 
energy spectrum for each facility and irradiation spot under consideration. The PKA 
spectrum defines the neutron spectrum-weighted distribution of PKA produced by the 
neutron spectrum, that is, the PKA spectrum describes how the damage is actually 
produced during irradiation, since it defines the probabilities to generate each PKA 
with a specific kinetic energy. 
 
 Afterwards, the MARLOWE code is used to calculate the fraction of Frenkel 
pairs generated by a PKA with kinetic energy T, Nd(T).. MARLOWE is a displacement 
damage simulations code based on the Binary Collision Approximation (BCA). The 
MARLOWE code was modified and extended at CIEMAT to account for the slowing 
down of ions at high energies. The calculation of damage, i.e. of stable Frenkel pairs, 
was achieved considering a recombination radius between interstitials and vacancies. 
Then, the PKA spectrum was weighted with the damage profile, that is, the Number of 
Frenkel pairs versus PKA energy to obtain the damage function and the damage dose. 

4.2.5 High level support and use of HPC-FF 

 PROMIS is a FORTRAN code based on finite differences designed to solve 1D 
and 2D elliptic and parabolic systems of nonlinear, coupled partial differential 
equations (PDEs). In particular, a specific module has been developed at CIEMAT to 
predict the agglomeration of H and He arising from nuclear transmutation reactions, in 
the presence of vacancies and other impurities in materials such as Fe or W. However, 
the CPU time has been increasing during the last years with the complexity of the 
system inherent to fusion conditions. For large systems, i.e. including the evolution of 
thousand of species, the runtime can vary from hours to day. This is the case for 
instance for the evolution of defects generated by energetic neutrons in W. Therefore, 
in this project it has been proposed to parallelize PROMIS code. To do so, we used MPI 
to parallelize the 1D finite difference schemes.  
 
 The calculation of the Generation-Recombination terms (GR) represents a large 
part of the runtime, especially in the case of agglomeration of large clusters, which 
implies to solve a large number of coupled ODEs (several thousands). Our approach 
consisted in sharing the calculation of the GR terms between processors by means of 
MPI instructions. One advantage of this strategy is that the GR terms are only local and 
do not depend on surrounding spatial nodes. Hence, the calculation of GR terms does 
not require communication between processors. Summarizing the strategy, the master 
(myrank=0) manages the main convergence loop and, when GR terms have to be 
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calculated, the calculation are shared between N processors. Once each processor has 
finished calculating its GR terms, all the GR terms are collected by the master to 
continue the main loop of convergence.  
 
 This parallelized scheme was used to simulate a reference test to determine 
the speedup achieved in comparison to the sequential version of PROMIS. To do so, 
the evolution of defects in Fe at 450 K under irradiation with a generation rate of 2x10-

2 appm defects/s during 10h was simulated. Simulations were performed on a spatial 
grid with 201 nodes and a maximum size of 5000 vacancies for V clusters and 5000 
atoms for I clusters. The speedup achieved with the parallelization of PROMIS was 
evaluated as a function of the number of processors. The speedup first increases 
nearly linearly up to about 32-40 processors. Then, the speedup seems to be constant 
up to 64 processors and then decreases. This behavior is not surprising since the 
communication flux between the master and the slaves increases with the number of 
processors. 
 
 In conclusion, the parallelization of PROMIS was successful and allows reducing 
significantly the runtime of simulations, with a relatively reduced number of 
processors. For the tested case, the speedup achieved increases linearly up to 32-40 
processors, which means that simulation time can be decreased by a factor 32-40. The 
parallelized version of PROMIS will be useful to explore systems where the number of 
defects to follow becomes very large and requires a large computational effort, such as 
in the case of W (divertor) under a high flux of energetic neutrons. 

 
4.3 Remote handling and RAMI 

4.3.1 RAMI process and methodology development for fusion facilities 

 An engineering process for integrating RAMI into design and development 
phase of the project has been defined. The different activities and flow of information 
needed to perform the continuous iterative process between RAMI analysis and design 
has been determined. A methodology has been developed to be able to asses the 
design from RAMI point of view in a continuous iterative way, detecting critical parts 
and proposing risk mitigation actions (design or compensating actions). This 
methodology has been developed and applied for IFMIF project [THPS060], 
[CapeTownARW11] and [RAMI 1] 
 
 The methodology developed includes the following “tools”: 
- RAMI design guidelines, technical guidelines for the designers in order to include 
RAM considerations in the design since the beginning. 
- RAMI database: on one hand, the definition of a structure for the collection of 
reliability data from other facilities in order to use them in the RAMI analysis, and on 
the other hand, systematically gather subsystem and component information 
regarding operation, maintenance and logistic characteristic. 
- RAMI modelization and analysis methodology in order to assess the RAMI metrics 
and allocate RAMI requirements among the subsystems at every design phase. This 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/THPS060.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/CapeTownARW11.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/RAMI%201.pdf
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includes Plant Breakdown Structure (PBS), Functional analysis (FA), Success criteria 
definition, Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) and Fault tree (FT) 
analysis. 

4.3.2 RH 

 4.3.2.1 Innovative methods for pipe flange joining/separation by 
(un)soldering/ (un)brazing 

 In the framework of the EFDA Power Plant Physics & Technology (PPP&T) 
activities, the report for the TA WP11-DAS-RH-04-CIEMAT, EFDA_D_2LM5NS, was 
produced. The report reviews the current pipe connection technologies for fusion 
power plants, studying the feasibility of certain in-vessel connections and defines 
possible or recommended R&D activities for 2012 and beyond. 
  
 Rough estimation of DEMO doses and, regulatory and licensing impact on the 
feasibility of certain types of connectors, have been studied. Three types of 
connections have been selected for study: welded joins, brazed connectors and 
metallic seal connectors. 
 
 The future lines of R&D proposed are defined, in particular: improve the speed 
of alignment methods for welded pipe joins; design and test the mechanisms of a 
brazed connector, solve the brazing material issues (cleanness, oxidation, 
capillarity/pumping, removal); for metallic seals, study the effect of disruption forces, 
the plasma metallic vapour deposition on mechanisms, the real total leak rate, and 
tritium barriers. For all the cases, calculation and middle/long term experimental test 
of the radiation resistance is recommended. 

4.3.2.2 HMI simulation and real servomanipulator validation for fusion 
applications (IFMIF HFTM and others) 

 A series of experiments with the UPM Kraft servomanipulator have been 
performed in collaboration with UPM staff. A pre-paper has been produced. The 
experiments study the connection/disconnection time in experimental real RH 
operations. 
The activated facilities require the engagement, disengagement and leak test of many 
connectors. It is considered a bottle-neck in the RH procedures and therefore the real 
test of operation times is essential to fulfill the required availability of the facility and 
for reliable RH operation. The paper summarizes the experimental set-up and the 
results of a series of experiments performed to preliminarily assess the RH connection 
time measured for two different factors: 1) Positioning tolerance allowed by the 
connector, 2) Quality of the vision (direct or 3D remote). The experimental set-up uses 
mock-ups replicating, to some degree, three important connector features: positioning 
aids, gripping fixtures and vertical access. 
 
 A tentative non-linear relation between operation time and positioning 
tolerance has been obtained. Advantages and drawbacks of the 3D viewing system 
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compared to direct vision have been outlined. 
 

4.4 Fusion Technology Facilities 

4.4.1. Operation of presently available facilities 

4.4.1.1. Operation of the Van de Graaf accelerator 

 During the year 2011 the 2 MeV Van de Graaff electron accelerator has been 
operating for 25 days corresponding to 174 hours. Optical, electrical and helium and 
deuterium desorption measurements have been performed during irradiation for SiC, 
LiNbO3 and Al2O3. First radioluminescence measurements with a new 
spectrophotometer have been carried out. Concerning hydrogen and helium 
behaviour during irradiation it has been developed an irradiation chamber to measure 
radiation enhanced hydrogen absorption during electron irradiation.  

4.4.1.2. Operation of the “Nayade” irradiation facility 

 Irradiation of different types of  Ge, Si, SiC,  SiO2, lithium silicates and lithium 
titanates,  at 2.43 Gy/s and irradiation temperatures of 25 C in nitrogen atmosphere 
have been performed during the year 2011 in the 60Co NAYADE irradiation facility at 
CIEMAT. 

4.4.1.3. Irradiation line at the CMAM ion accelerator 

 The use of the different lines of the CMAM accelerator facility has been 
intensive during 2011. Experiments like helium implantation on Eurofer and ODS steels 
for the evaluation of irradiation effects by nanoindentation has been carried out at the 
standard line. This line was also used for the irradiation of lithium ceramics with H and 
He analysing the results by in situ ionluminescence and IBA techniques (ERDA, RBS) 
and also for the irradiation of Fe and ferritic alloys with Fe ions under magnetic field at 
low temperatures. Finally, the research activities on resistivity recovery experiments 
on metal alloys in the ERDA-TOF line and the optical characterization (ionluminescence 
and transmitance) of irradiated amorphous silica in the standard line have continued 
during this period. 

4.4.2. TechnoFusión 

4.4.2.1. Introduction 

 The production of electricity by fusion requires the development of additional 
research advances. The challenge to deal new activities related to fusion technology is, 
in most cases, the requirement of large laboratories to test prototypes or large 
facilities to test materials and/or components in extreme conditions. Such facilities are 
not available for a conventional laboratory.  
 
 In this context, the idea of creating The National Centre for Fusion Technologies 
(TechnoFusión) has arisen, a scientific-technical Facility that will focus on a set of 
laboratories and facilities, many of which are unique. TechnoFusión is a singular 
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scientific and technological facility located in the region of Madrid, Spain. When 
completed, TechnoFusión will offer, for the first time, all the necessary infrastructures 
and expertise for fusion material research in a single location. The performance of 
materials and components under the extreme conditions of a fusion reactor is largely 
unknown, and this is precisely what TechnoFusión intends to explore. For this purpose, 
facilities are required for the manufacture, testing and analysis of critical materials. 
Additional resources are planned to develop and exploit numerical codes for the 
simulation of materials in special environments, to develop remote handling 
technologies and other areas related to the management of liquid metals. In summary, 
the ICTS TechnoFusión consists of seven large experimentation areas, whose recent 
advances in their technological development will be reviewed below. 
 

On the 24th of January 2011, the Spanish Centre for Energy, Environment and 
Technology (CIEMAT), the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) and the University 
Carlos III of Madrid (UC3M) signed an agreement to regulate their cooperation in the 
research project “National Centre for Fusion Technology – TechnoFusión” and to 
create the TechnoFusión foundation. The Facility will assure the participation of 
Spanish research groups and companies in the development of leading fusion 
technologies. The agreement is a significant step towards in its realisation, as it defines 
the administrative framework and thus how the facilities will be built. 
During year 2011 key activities took place in order to increase the diffusion of the 
TechnoFusión technical and formation activities. All the generated audiovisual material 
could be accessible through the web page: 
 

http://programa-technofusion.ciemat.es/TECHNOFUSIONportal/ 
 
 Due to the great acceptance obtained last year among students and professors, 
a new Summer Course was organized with the support of the Universidad Politécnica 
de Madrid and directed by Dr. M. Perlado. During two days in July 2011 and with the 
participation of more than 25 students and over twenty seminars given, the course 
entitled “Materiales Avanzados bajo Irradiación y su Desarrollo en Fusión y Fisión 
Nuclear: El papel de la ICTS TechnoFusión” emphasized the irradiation behaviour of 
Fusion and Fission candidate materials, the description and limitations of available 
international irradiation facilities, and the recommended post-irradiation 
characterization for analyzing of irradiation effects in damaged materials. Remarkable 
talks were given showing the potential of the ICTS TechnoFusión in the development 
of irradiated materials.  
 
 Continuing the formation activities, it must be pointed out the results of the 
workshop entitled "1st Workshop on Fusion Technologies and the contribution of 
TechnoFusión", held on February 2011 at the ETSII, UPM, Madrid, Spain. Several 
researchers of international relevance have presented contributions related to the 
progress of the different tasks about development of TechnoFusión facilities.  The 
Proceedings of this workshop were organized in six sections and seventeen chapters, 
following the structure of the different research areas of the TechnoFusión project, 

http://programa-technofusion.ciemat.es/TECHNOFUSIONportal/
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and compiled as a book (ISBN 978-84-7484-240-1). This publication represents the 
summary of the present technical development of the project. 
 
 Also, conference and poster contributions (at least 15) were given and 
presented in different International and National Conferences, where a great deal of 
enthusiasm for the TechnoFusión facilities was extensively demonstrated.  

4.4.2.2. Irradiation methods  

A)  Magnetic design of the reference sample holder 
 The studies on fusion structural and functional materials carried out so far have 
focused on material behaviour as a function of irradiation dose, energy, temperature, 
etc. However, the behaviour of materials under such conditions when a strong 
magnetic field is applied simultaneously is poorly understood at present. In order to 
obtain a better knowledge of the behaviour and propagation of irradiation induced 
defects under these conditions, Ciemat has started a new collaboration with the 
CMAM during 2011. 
 
 The performed experiments are related to the ICTS TechnoFusión, 
TechnoFusión CM Program, RADIAFUS II and RADIAFUS III, where CMAM collaborates 
with CIEMAT, together with other research institutions. The experiments consist of the 
Fe ion irradiation of UHP Fe samples and ferritic alloys in a magnetic field of 0.8 - 1 T 
obtained with a permanent rare-earth magnet and at a temperature of ~173 K (using a 
liquid-nitrogen cold finger). A specific sample holder has been designed to irradiate 
samples with and without magnetic field consecutively. The magnetic field lines are 
parallel to the irradiation ion beam avoiding beam deviation due to the influence of 
the field on charged ions. Some preliminary results have been already obtained and 
more work is underway especially in the field of TEM and other microstructural 
characterization. 

 

B) Beam degrader design and prototyping 
 Activity carry on with the design of a rotating target with several thin 
aluminium sheets has been chosen. After conceptual design done in 2010, the work 
has focused in the detailed CAD design, fixing all the required dimensions, rotating 
feedtrough and accommodation to an experimental chamber in an ion accelerator at 
CMAM (Madrid) and conceptual design of the required diagnostics. These include 
reference position of the rotating target, temperature of the foils during operation, 
rpm control, foils integrity control and exit beam energy measurement as the main 
ones. 
 
 Also practical aspect to prepare these foils (few microns) have bee revised as 
only some thickness values are commercially available. A solution typically applied has 
been to use a cold rolling method to get the desired thickness. A machine able to 
prepare them has been purchased by Ciemat and initial tests started. 
 This work is part of a CDTI project with IBERDROLA Company. This detailed design 
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should allow the construction of this energy degrader during 2012. 

4.4.2.3. Plasma-Wall Interaction  

(A) The cascaded arc plasma source 
 Through the collaboration with the FOM institute Rijhuizen experiments to 
investigate beam mixing of a 3 channel cascaded arc by the application of an external 
ring electrode were performed in the PILOT facility. The effect of the current drawn to 
the ring, the distance from the source to the ring, the magnetic field and the plasma 
source parameters on the mixing of the three beams was studied. [PWI_1]. 
 
 Previous problems with source unstable functioning were solved in a second 
experimental campaign thanks to the new upgraded design of the three-channel 
source, especially to the new design of the cooling system of the plates. The results 
from the Thompson scattering measurements of the plasma density and temperature 
near the target showed at least partial mixing of the beams. Also the expected rotation 
of the plasma around the ring axis was observed with optical emission spectroscopy.  
 
 The externally positioned positively biased ring electrode was proven to be a 
suitable approach to enforce mixing via rotation of separated plasma beams and 
showed a clear enhancement of the overall source-ring performance. 
 
 The Magnum PSI facility has already been set into operation. Collaborative 
experiments between the Paloma Team and FOM are intended for 2012. 

(B) PALOMA coil system 
 A preliminary design of the Paloma coil system necessary to obtain the high 
magnetic fields needed by the steady state plasma source to achieve the relevant 
fluxes was performed. The aim of the coil system is to obtain a homogeneous and 
steady state magnetic field of ~1,5T on the sample holder. The footprint of the 
magnetic field on the building for the proposed coil system was calculated as well. 
[PWI_2]. 
 
 A first design and preliminary calculations of conductive cooling of the coil 
system by cryocoolers were performed. These preliminary calculations showed that 
the power of the cryocooler is enough to maintain the coil below 4K. In order to have a 
better approximation of this calculation and the time needed for cooling, a COMSOL 
calculation was also performed. The calculated temperatures for the steady state were 
consistent with the preliminary calculations. [PWI_2]. 

(C) Plasma Gun 
 The design of the basic specifications of the QSPA device to meet the desired 
conditions (Energy density per pulse >2 MJm-2; Pulse duration < 0,5 ms and Peak 
intensity >4 GW m-2) was carried out in the Institute of Plasma Physics (IPP), NSC KIPT, 
Kharkov, Ucrania, according to the partner project agreement between CIEMAT and 
above IPP, signed in 2009. [PWI_3]. 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/PWI_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/PWI_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/PWI_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/PWI_3.pdf
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4.4.2.4. Liquid Metals 

 The activities performed during 2011 related to the Liquid Metals Laboratory 
have been Developer under the “Subprograma de apoyo a la Industria de la Ciencia, 
Plan Nacional de Investigación Científica, Desarrollo e Innovación Tecnológica 2008-
2011 del CDTI” in cooperation with IDOM.  
 
 Two technical aspects for the viability of the Laboratory have been the focus of 
the work. First, the feasibility of increasing the operational temperature of the circuit 
dedicated to materials compatibility studies has been studied. Alternatives such as 
different structural materials for the circuit components or coatings have been 
considered. Second, the design of the purification system for the lithium circuits has 
been proposed. For that, the impurities content have been quantified and the 
different methods of removal to reach the required concentration have been analyzed. 

4.4.2.5. Characterization Techniques  

 TechnoFusión facility will be able to make a relevant and competitive 
contribution to the study of fusion-induced modifications to materials. Particularly, the 
Characterisation Techniques Lab will be provided with a set of advanced devices and 
techniques for testing materials and components the advanced techniques required to 
undertake studies which either have already been proposed, or which will be proposed 
in the future. There will be a number of techniques for testing or characterizing 
materials before, during and after irradiation due to their physical, mechanical, 
structural and compositional changes. In all cases, high-precision techniques are 
required in order to study very small samples, since the three accelerators proposed in 
the framework of the TechnoFusión facility only allow small irradiation areas. 
 
 During this period of the TechnoFusión technical development, the main 
objective in the Materials Characterization Techniques Lab is to establish the feasibility 
of advanced techniques for their application in fusion materials in order to provide the 
researchers with the appropriated tools to quail- and quantitatively demonstrate the 
effects of the radiation field and particles in conditions similar to those of a future 
fusion reactor. All aimed to improve the synergy between the Characterization 
Techniques Laboratory and the other laboratories of TechnoFusión. For this reason, 
the following actions were undertaken during year 2011. 

(A) The use of double beam technology for nanoscale testing of irradiated materials: 
 The assessment of ion beam machines as cutting tools to process micro and 
nanometric irradiated samples of fusion relevant materials were carried out 
emphasizing TEM lamellas and AP specimens’ preparation. Due to the fragile 
behaviour of new polycrystalline alloys and the presence of nanophases in oxide 
dispersed alloys and nanograins in nanostructured metallic matrix, their fabrication is 
sometimes trickily considered. Beam parameters should be controlled and defined to 
minimize the ion-induced damage during cutting on already modified materials. 
 
 Therefore, during the initial steps it was the objective to verify the ion beam 
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sputtering (or grinding) powerful of materials having complex compositions and 
microstructures or elevated mechanical properties. High strength W alloys, ODS steels 
and Li-based or SiC ceramics were ion beam sectioned obtaining thin specimens for 
TEM observations with extremely good results. In fact, after optimizing the sputtering 
parameters, heavily damaged ceramic samples irradiated with high energy Si4+ or He+ 
ion beams are under preparation to be micromechanical tested. 
Most important, thin sections are the preliminary structures for the fabrication of 
micromechanical testing microprobes. Preliminary tests were overtaken using TEM 
lamellas of ceramic lithium titanates using a specimen-elongating holder in a 
transmission electron microscope chamber. The intrinsic fragility of ceramics was the 
responsible for the negative results obtained. Anyhow, new testing of pure Fe and Fe 
alloys are underway.  
 
 The excellent depth and lateral resolutions of the electron beam (the double 
beam technology consists of an ion beam column coupled to an scanning electron 
microscope) allowed the direct microstructural observation of even nanostructures, 
thanks to the extremely fine polished finishing (avoiding the so time consuming 
processes of classical polishing and thermal grain highlighting) and the great secondary 
electron detector response. Furthermore, it was possible to characterize the 
microstructure of metallic surfaces preserved from uncontrolled oxidation. 
 
 Nevertheless, both ion beam induced damage and material loss should be 
minimized, particularly when irradiated materials would be processed.  

(B) Evaluation of Irradiation damage on He-implanted Eurofer’97 steel by nano-
indentation: 
 Fusion structural materials will be exposed to high heat loads and high flux 
14MeV neutrons, which will produce atomic displacement damage and nuclear 
transmutation atoms (H, He) within the irradiated materials. It is expected that the 
transmuted He will affect the mechanical properties and the dimension stability. 
Before IFMIF irradiation experiments, these effects should be clarified and estimated 
from simulation irradiation, such as using ion irradiation. With this objective a 
systematic study has been defined to evaluate the He effects on the nano-mechanical 
properties on reference structural materials for fusion.  
 
 During 2011, Eurofer’97 steel samples were implanted with He ions in the 
energy range from 2 to 15MeV in order to obtain a box-like profile up to a depth of 51 

m and doses of 1015 ions/cm2 with a current density between 90-200 nA. In other 
experiments, He implantations were carried out at single energies at 2, 9 and 15MeV 
and doses of 1015 ions/cm2 in order to assess differences and/or similarities in 
hardness between single and box-profile implantations. 
 
 He implantation profile was calculated using the Marlowe code, which 
simulates atomic collisions in poly-crystals. A filtered curve considering He diffusion 
was calculated.  
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 Samples were then tested using nano-indentation applying loads of 5, 10 and 
20 mN, a hardness increase was observed in all the implanted samples and for all 
loads. The in-depth hardness profile agreed with the simulated He implantation 
concentration profile, with a maximum value at the surface. The maximum hardness 
values corresponded to the zones with higher He content. The hardness increase 
measured near the surface of the irradiated samples was 47% at 5mN, 25% at 10mN 
and 13% at 20mN. The indentation size effect is more significant in irradiated samples 
that in un-irradiated ones showing the relevance of the defects caused by implanted 
He ions. 

(C) Ionoluminescence (IL) measurements of insulator materials: 
  An intense ionoluminescence was recorded during analysis being observed an 
intensity decreasing with increasing ion dose and dependence with sample 
composition. The luminescent emission was registered on He-implanted Li-based 
ceramic samples during irradiation with a 25MeV Si4+ ion beam. A low beam current 
(up to 20 nA) was selected to avoid target overheating.  
 
 Three main luminescent processes occur while lithium titanate was excited 
with high energy Si4+ ions. The implantation with 1.35 MeV 4He seems not to affect 
significantly the nature of the as-received luminescent processes characteristics of 
lithium titanate. The light extinction rate seems to be a little quicker in case of BII and 
BIII. The red coloured emissions (BII and BIII) are both extinguished after very low 
doses (lower than 1µm). On the other hand, four main luminescent processes occur 
while lithium silicate was excited. The blue emissions (BI and PI) exhibit a slower light 
decay than the singular peaks appearing at long λ. Since both (the as-received and He-
implanted samples) exhibit the same processes, it can be concluded that the defects 
produced during He implantation do not introduce new luminescent emission bands. 
The spectral analysis is now in progress to identify the defect transitions related with 
luminescent bands [ICFRM_IL]. 

(D) Application of IBA techniques to depth analysis of fusion irradiated materials: the 
analysis of H, H isotopes and He depth profiles in lithium ceramics: 
 Due to D-T fuel inside fusion machine, H isotopes and He will be atoms 
participating of the structure of plasma facing structural and functional materials after 
neutron irradiation. Diffusion is enhanced due to ionizing radiation and occurs by 
different mechanism. At least in insulating materials, ionizing radiation induces valence 
changes and charged vacancies, which modifies their activation energies for diffusion. 
In addition, the induced damage creates vacancies enhancing also the diffusion. The 
effect of ionizing radiation on H isotope and He behaviour will be one of the main 
objectives to achieve on lithium ceramic materials. Light ion (H, D, He) depth profiles in 
ceramic and metallic matrices are accurately obtained using IBA and SIMS techniques. 
In order to avoid the outgassing due to material long storing at room conditions, their 
determination as a function of temperature should be performed straightaway after 
the ion implantation.  
 
 Diffusion experiments were studied in pellet-shaped, thin and polished lithium 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ICFRM_IL.pdf
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titanate and lithium silicate ceramic samples. Ceramic pellets were previously sintered 
to achieve a porosity of 10-15% (90-85 % of the theoretical density). Two approaches 
were taken: 
 
I. Ceramic pellets were previously implanted at RT using a 100 keV D2+ beam in the 
UCM, Madrid, implantation facility. The accumulated fluence was of 3x1017 ions/cm2. 
After implantation, samples were transferred to the tandem accelerator of KUL 
Leuven, Belgium, where the deuterium retention was calculated from the obtained NR 
analysis during heating using the D (3He, p) 4He nuclear reaction. Results lead to the 
conclusion that 473 K is approximately the limit for D thermal outgassing and its 
retention is maybe related to the material microstructure and physic-chemical 
characteristics [Oxf2011_NRALeuben]. 
 
II. Lithium titanate ceramic samples were implanted at -20ºC using a 600 keV and 2.35 
x 1016 ions/cm2 3He ion beam at the CEMHTI_EMIR_CNRS (Orleans, France) facility.  
 Implantation energy was calculated using SRIM code to locate the maximum at 
aprox 2µm. Following implantation, low temperature NRA measurements using the 
3He (D,4He) 1H nuclear reaction were performed to characterize the initial He depth 
profile.  
 
 The evolution of gas concentration was analyzed by exposing the implanted 
samples to a continuous heating up to 900ºC while registering the release of He. By 
on-line detection of emitted protons and alpha particles in coherence, the He 
desorption rate as a function of temperature and time was determined. Eventually, 
detailed NRA measurements at RT were registered to characterize modifications in the 
He profile at given temperatures. Very preliminary results allow concluding however 
important facts: He release is only effective from 500°C, furthermore the NRA profiles 
being quite similar at RT and 150ºC. The yield of remaining helium at 900ºC is 7.5 ± 
1.3 % (internal report [EMIR_HeNRA_2]). 

(E) Transport properties of light elements in structural materials using Thermal 
Helium Desorption Spectrometry (THDS): 
  Through the collaborations with UPV and Centro  de Materiales de Sevilla, two 
special irradiation chamber (one coupled to a ion irradiation source) are under test to 
study the transport properties of light elements in the presence of radiation and 
temperature. Several interesting results have been obtained in Fe and FeCrx alloys in 
post implantation analysis. A chamber fabricated at CIEMAT is also under initial tests 
to perform Thermal Helium Desorption Spectrometry (THDS) and considered as a 
prototype for the update and in-line connection to the future TechnoFusión 
accelerators facility.  

(F) Radiation Induced Resistivity (RIR) measurements in pure Fe and FeCr alloys: 
  The set-up concerning resistivity now cooled with liquid Helium (instead of 
liquid Nitrogen) has been modified to find the best solution in terms of good thermal 
control, relatively fast cooling, minimum thermal gradient across the sample and 
minimum electrical noise. After thermal tests, several complete Radiation Induced 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/Oxf2011_NRALeuben.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/EMIR_HeNRA_2.pdf
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Resistivity (RIR) experiments irradiating with H+ ions in pure Fe and FeCr alloys have 
been realized. Another configuration has been designed which could be the best 
compromise. Some insulating-coated copper pieces are under preparation for this 
purpose. 

(G) Comparative analysis of analytical techniques for the profile determination of 
light elements in fusion materials: 
  A detail theoretical and experimental study was performed in an attempt to 
find the most appropriate analytical technique to approach the quantitative 
determination of chemical elements as a function of depth. GDOES, an accurate 
technique for bulk and depth profiling elemental determination based in the analysis 
of the plasma-induced optical emission during the material sputtering, was compared 
with SIMS and IBA techniques. Conclusions concerning the range of application and 
advantages can be found in the report [Report_GDOESvsSIMS]. In summarize, GDOES 
can provide of routine and rapid analysis of light elements (H isotopes, He, Li, ...) 
located in layers of thickness up to 120 µm on fusion matrices. 

(H) Irradiation of structural alloys under magnetic fields: 
  The studies on fusion structural and functional materials carried out so far have 
focused on material behaviour as a function of irradiation dose, energy, temperature, 
etc. However, the behaviour of materials under such conditions when a strong 
magnetic field is simultaneously applied is poorly understood at present. In order to 
obtain a better knowledge of the behaviour and propagation of irradiation induced 
defects under these conditions, CIEMAT has started a new collaboration with CMAM 
during 2011. Experiments consist of Fe ion irradiation at ~173 K (using a liquid-nitrogen 
cold finger) of UHP Fe samples and ferritic alloys under a magnetic field of 0.8-1 T 
obtained with a permanent rare-earth magnet. A specific sample holder has been 
designed to irradiate samples with and without magnetic field consecutively. The 
magnetic field lines are parallel to the irradiation ion beam avoiding beam deviation 
due to the influence of the field on charged ions. Some preliminary results have been 
already obtained and further work is underway especially in the field of TEM and other 
microstructural characterization. 

4.4.2.6. Materials Production and Processing 

 During 2011 the activities have been focused in the following activities related 
with the development of fusion materials: 

(A)  Fabrication and processing of ODS ferritic/martensitic 
* Production of Fe‐14Cr, Fe‐14Cr‐0.3Y2O3 and Fe‐14Cr‐2W‐0.3Ti‐0.3Y2O3: 
 A series of ferritic steel batches with compositions of Fe‐14Cr, Fe‐14Cr‐0.3Y2O3 
and Fe‐14Cr‐2W‐0.3Ti‐0.3Y2O3 have been fabricated by a powder metallurgy route. 
The alloys have been produced by mechanical alloying (MA) followed by hot isostatic 
pressing (HIP) and different thermomechanical treatments (TMT). Furthermore, 
batches of the Fe‐14Cr, Fe‐14Cr‐0.3Y2O3 alloys have also been fabricated by the spark 
plasma sintering (SPS) technique. The microstructure and mechanical behavior of all 
alloys have been investigated and some of them have been characterized during the 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/Report_GDOESvsSIMS.pdf
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processing by different techniques as Vickers microhardness, SEM and TEM 
characterization, positron annihilation measurements, compositional analyses, etc. 
These activities have been reported in several publications [ODSFS_1], [ODSFS_2], 
[ODSFS_3]. 
 
* Processing of ferritic/martensitic EUROFER steel and evaluation of the effects 
produced by thermomecanical treatments on the microstructure and mechanical 
properties: 
 Batches of the ferritic/martensitic ODS Fe9CrVTa (EUROFER) steel have been 
produced by a powder metallurgical route and HIP in collaboration with the 
Department of Materials of Loughborough University (UK). The impact properties and 
microstructure of these alloys have been investigated in the as-HIP conditions and 
after being subjected to different thermal treatment. It was found that a solution 
annealing at 1300 ºC induced a significant enhancement of the impact toughness 
[ODSFS_4]. 
 
 Also EUROFER 97 steel was processed by equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) 
at 550 ºC for four passes via route C. The starting material consisted of ferrite–
martensite dual phase composed by small subgrains of about 0.5 μm and low angle 
boundaries less than 5º. The volume fraction of second phase particles was around 10 
vol.%, besides a texture formed by several fibers orientations belonging to the zone 
axes (110), (111) and (112). Increasing ECAP deformation, this microstructure became 
into equiaxed grain structures of less than 1 μm, and the misorientation between 
contiguous grains increased. This refinement of the microstructure was accompanied 
by the development of a new texture described by a family of fiber orientations 
related by rotations around axes (110) and (111). Tensile tests have revealed that an 
ECAP treatment at 550 ºC for two passes could significantly strengthen the tempered 
material still maintaining good ductility [ODSFS_5], [ODSFS_6]. 
 
* TEM characterization of irradiated ODS/Fe12Cr and Fe12Cr: 
 The ferrit/martensitic ODS/Fe12Cr and Fe12Cr alloys produced for irradiation 
experiment at JANNUS have also been fabricated by MA and HIP, and heat treated. 
The samples were irradiated at room temperature Fe4+ ions up to 10 dpa, and their 
microstructure analyzed by TEM. The microstructural characteristics of these un-
irradiated alloys results have already been reported [ODSFe12Cr_1]. 

(B) Development of W and ODS W alloys 
 W, and the W-2V, W-4V, W-2Ti, W-4Ti, W-1Y2O3 and W-1La2O3 (wt%) alloys 
have been fabricated following a powder metallurgy the route consisting of four steps: 
1) mixture of the components of the alloys in a turbular mixer; 2) mechanical alloying 
of the components in a planetary ball milling; 3) canning and degassing of the milled 
powders; 4) sintering of the powders by high isostatic pressing (HIP). Afterwards, their 
composition and microstructure were investigated, and they were delivered to the 
group of the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid for studying their mechanical 
properties [AM_1x], [AM_2x]. 
 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_4.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_5.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFS_6.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ODSFe12Cr_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/AM_1x.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/AM_2x.pdf
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 W, W-1Y2O3 and W-1La2O3 alloys were produced in order to make experiments 
of forging [AM_2x]. The alloys were sintered following the same procedure indicated 
above, except that during the milling process the powders were under a H2 
atmosphere. The alloys were successfully forged at 1500 ºC. The thickness reduction 
was around 60 %. The Vickers microhardness measurements showed that the forging 
process increases the microhardness of the alloys. Electron Backscatter Diffraction 
analyses (EBSD) were performed on the forging alloys. The size distribution of the 
grains was found to be bi-modal for the ODS W-1Y2O3 and W-1La2O3 alloys. 
 
 Nano-particles of Y2O3 and La2O3 are dispersed in the W matrix during the 
fabrication process of the ODS W alloys. It is important to analyze the size distribution 
and morphology of the dispersoids in the W matrix. Small Angle Neutron Scattering 
(SANS) is a very useful tool for accomplish this objective. SANS experiments on W and 
ODS W-1Y2O3 and W-1La2O3 alloys were carried out in the FRM II reactor in Garching 
(Germany). This study revealed that the nano-particles of Y2O3 and La2O3 are well 
dispersed in the matrix. It was possible to determine the size distribution of the 
particles of Y2O3 or La2O3 dispersed in W. 
 
 The resistance to oxidation of W-ITER grade, W, W-0.6Y2O3, W-2Ti, W-2V and 
W-4V alloys was studied at 600 ºC, 700 ºC and 800 ºC. The oxidation experiments 
consisted of measuring the evolution of the mass gain of the samples with time in dry 
air. At 600 ºC W-0.6Y2O3 and W-2Ti alloys exhibit the higher resistance to oxidation. 
The resistance to oxidation of the W-V alloys is very poor. The resistance of the alloys 
to oxidation notably decreases for temperatures higher than 800 ºC, even for the W-
0.6Y2O3 and W-2Ti alloys [AM_3], [AM_4x]. 

4.4.2.7. Remote Handling 

 Several diffusion, promotional and team networking activities have been 
developed for RH within TechnoFusión:  
- Participation in the 1st Workshop on Fusion Technologies and the Contribution of 
TechnoFusión that was performed in the Comunidad de Madrid in February of 2011.  
- Scientific-Industrial Seminary about RH in fusion and workshop including meeting 
with different companies. This seminary was organized by CDTI on 14th of March 
2011. 
- Visit to Research Centers: JET (Culham), KIT (Karlsruhe), and DPT2 (Tampere) 
- Promotion of consortiums in RH tasks. Formed consortium by Telstar, Tecnatom, 
TechnoFusión, ENEA, Tecnomare, and Ansaldo for RH divertor task. 

4.4.2.8. Simulation Techniques 

 Below is a summary of the results obtained on preliminary studies concerning 
the radioprotection assessment of TechnoFusion facilities. Complementary 
information on recent results can also be consulted in the Material Modelling: 
Radiation effects code improvement and development chapter, previously reported 
elsewhere in this report. 
 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/AM_2x.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/AM_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/AM_4x.pdf
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 The radioprotection issue concerning the safe handling of irradiated samples 
has been considered. To deal with this task, a methodology framed in the 
TechnoFusión project context has been developed. In addition to the available cross 
section data obtained from different activation libraries, experimental data of some 
dominant reactions, which have not yet been considered in the generation of the 
corresponding evaluated activation cross sections, have been used for inventory 
calculations. Proton induced-activation calculations using deuteron and alpha beams 
were applied to Fe, Al2O3, SiO2 and SiC samples. Details of the methodology applied 
can be found elsewhere [ST_RFST11].  
 

_______________________________ 
 

  

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_004/ST_RFST11.pdf
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5.- Training, public information and SERF 

 
5.1 Training 
ERASMUS MUNDUS Educational activities (Master and PhD programmes). 
 CIEMAT has kept its active involvement in the European Master in Nuclear 
Fusion Science and Engineering Physics (ERASMUS MUNDUS). Several Master Thesis 
were done during 2011 within the framework of the ERASMUS MUNDUS Master in 
different areas of research including 
 

 2D plasma imaging with visible fast cameras in TJ-II  
 Pratibha Semwal  (Eduardo de la Cal / Supervisor) 
  

 Plasma turbulence and radial electric fields measured by Doppler 
reflectometry in the stellarator TJ-II  

 Kaue Rosalem (Teresa Estrada / Supervisor) 
  

 Studies of sputtering and hydrogen retention in Reactor-relevant materials 
 Levon Ghasabyan (Francisco Tabares / Supervisor) 
 
Eurobreed Goal Oriented Training 
 CIEMAT participates in WP7: Tritium Transport Predictive Modelling Tools for 
Breeding Blanket Design Analyses & System Modelling.  
Work has progressed along several lines: 
Developing the Model of a Permeator Against Vacuum as on-line Tritium Extraction 
System. The development was done using 3D COMSOL Multiphysics FEM tool and the 
results were compared with those obtained with the previous 1D model 
LIBRETTO-4 Tritium Transport Modeling, including a 2 month visit by the CIEMAT trainee 
to NRG 
Results were presented at EUROBREED meetings (at CIEMAT and KIT) and conferences 
(ISFNT, and ENYGF-37, European Young Generation Forum). 
 

Goal Oriented Training on Remote Handling 
 CIEMAT participates to WP1 together with “Universidad Politecnica de Madrid” 
(UPM), including the enrolment of two trainees. UPM´s trainee was contracted at the 
beginning of 2011 and has progressed on its activity, which included the attendance to 
the KIT Fusion technology Summer school. CIEMAT trainee started her work in 
December. 
 
Technofusion Summer Course. 
 The course was held in July, in collaboration with UPM. It was focused on 
irradiation methods in order to simulate the different effects of 14 MeV neutrons on 
materials. The course was attended by approximately 50 students. 
 
Other training activities 
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 Staff of the Association has also participated in Fusion related sections of 
master programs, oriented to Energy (Master on Energy at the Universidad Autónoma 
de Madrid ) or Nuclear Energy (Master on Nuclear Energy and Applications, by CIEMAT 
and Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) 
 

5.2. Public Information  
 CIEMAT kept its practice of school visits to the TJ-II facility.  Also CIEMAT staff 
participated in several forums related to energy and fusion. In particular it is worth to 
mention the Symposium On Plasmas And Fusion Energy, organised in Madrid by the 
Ramon Areces Foundation in April 11-12 with the participation of the ITER DG and the 
JET director. 

 
5.3. Technology transfer  
 The Fusion Technology platform has been used as the starting point for a new 
platform with a larger scope:  all large scientific infrastructures. Following this strategy 
the Fusion Technology Platform was discontinued and a new platform oriented to the 
so called “Industry for Science” has been created. Fusion will be an important part of 
this new platform. This new platform will be mainly managed by industry 
representatives. 

 
5.4. Socioeconomics Studies for Fusion  
EFDA Times Model  
a) EFDA Times Model 2011 
 This project included the following activities.  
- Addressing trade-off between demand for food and energy use of biomasses 
- Energy scenarios  
- Model documentation for 2011 ETM version  
CIEMAT has participated in the last two activities.  
 
b) WP11-SER-ETM-1.3.8. ENEA/IPP/CIEMAT 

Activity 1.3.8. Energy scenarios 
 Within the energy scenario task, different storage options have been analysed 
and a brief description of the main ones, including economic data, has been produced. 
One of these technologies, the pumped storage, has been described and is being 
introduced into the model. Then, solar thermal technologies with storage have been 
characterised based on real plants working nowadays, economic data has been 
gathered. Those technologies have also been described and introduced into the 
model.  
 
 Data have also been regionalized to take into account the different availability 
factors in the different regions of the model. This regionalization is based on GIS data 
on global direct normal irradiance (DNI) and suitable areas as well as day and night 
number of hours per season and region. Those data have been provided by OEAW. 
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 Then, to complete the assessment performed in the previous WP2010 on 
alternative road fuels, the impact of their introduction into the bus and truck 
transportation has been analysed. Some results from test runs have been obtained. 
 
 An intermediate report, including the literature review of storage options for 
renewable technologies integration, the modelling of the storage technologies in ETM, 
an updating of CSP technologies with storage, a description of suitable areas for solar 
thermal facilities in the world, an analysis of the use of alternative fuels in buses and 
trucks, and first results has been produced. This report is part of the final report on 
energy scenario prepared for all the partners in the activity. 
 
 Also the files to introduce those data into the model have been provided by 
CIEMAT to the other teams in the project.   
References: 
Ref ES-1. WP11-SER-ETM-1.3.8. Activity 1.3.8. Energy scenarios. Draft intermediate 
report with CIEMAT and OEAW contributions. December 2011. Available under 
request to EFDA 
Ref ES-2. WP11-SER-ETM-1.3.8. Activity 1.3.8. Report on energy scenarios. Final report. 
March 2011. Available under request to EFDA 
 
WP11-SER-ETM-1.3.9. CIEMAT 

Activity 1.3.9. Model documentation for 2011 ETM version 
 This task consists of gathering the different documents produced regarding the 
ETM model 2011 improvements and updates and writing a synthesis with a brief 
introduction to the model. Once all the activities are finished and all the reports are 
written, a report on model documentation for 2011 ETM version will be produced. 
 
 Finally, CIEMAT continued collaborating with the other teams of EFDA and 
attending the working sessions in Rome and Salzburg.  
 

______________________________ 
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6.- Other activities contributing to the Euratom Fusion 
Programme 

 
6.1 Activities related to the Broader approach  

6.1.1. IFMIF/EVEDA Project  

6.1.1.1. Accelerator Facilities: RF system 

 The main aim of the Radiofrequency Power System (RF Power System) is to 
provide the required RF power to the LIPAc (Linear IFMIF Prototype Accelerator), 
which will be installed in Rokkasho, Japan [RF_1]. Through its design, manufacturing 
and operation, the second aim is to validate its concept to be applied for the future 
IFMIF accelerator. 
 
Description of the work performed in 2011: 
 During the first half of the year, the detailed design of the entire RF Power 
System was developed. All this work was presented at the RF Power System Detailed 
Design Review in June, for the experts approval and afterwards, the manufacturing 
design began. During the second semester, the design of the RF Modules and the HVPS 
reached the required level of detail to allow the beginning of the manufacturing. 
 
 The LLRF capabilities are being extended to manage the beam loading difficulty 
[RF_2]. The LLRF current design can modify the output frequency through the internal 
IQ modulation. The EPICS-LLRF communication signal set is being extended to reach 
the 100% target. 
 
 All the RF Pre-driver amplifiers have been manufactured (by ETSA, France) and 
have been delivered to Ciemat. 
 
 RF Driver amplifier: Thales Electron Devices (France) continues supplying the 
driver based on the TH18526C cavity and the TH561 tetrode. Currently, 17 complete 
driver amplifiers have been delivered to Ciemat. 
 
 RF Final amplifier: Thales Electron Devices (France) have supplied 13 TH781 
tetrodes. Iba Group (Belgium) has finished the manufacturing of the RF Final Amplifier 
cavity prototype. The cavity was tested in factory and all parameters were in range 
(cold RF parameters, HV isolation, water tightness, etc.). This prototype has been 
delivered to Ciemat in November 2011. 
 
 Circulators: The design of the 250kW and 135kW circulators has been finished 
by AFT Microwave (Germany). The first 250kW unit is being manufactured and the 
delivery is foreseen in 2012. 
 
 RF Module platforms: The manufacturing design of the platforms was finished 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/RF_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/RF_2.PDF
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by the end of the year. The manufacturing process started in December 2011. 
 
 The HVPS is a 13kV, 400kW power supply to be manufactured by GreenPower 
Technologies, Spain. The mechanical and electrical manufacturing design was 
developed during the second half of 2011, and the main components were acquired. 
The acceptance tests at factory are foreseen by mid 2012. 
 
 Water Cooling System for the entire RF System: the detailed design was carried 
out in the second half of the year. This design included calculations of pressure drops, 
thermal analysis, equipment sizing, Piping and instrumentation diagram, general 
description, control description, data sheets of the components and drawings with the 
assembly of the components. 

6.1.1.2. Accelerator Facilities: Beam Dump & HEBT 

HEBT Line and Beam Dump: 
 The effort has been concentrated on finishing the detailed design of these 
systems and preparing the Detailed Design Review which took place on 15th and 16th 
December 2011. A first draft of the HEBT line and Beam Dump Engineering Design 
Report has been written and distributed. 
 
HEBT Line design:  
 Magnets design was finished. A final solution for the vacuum pumping 
according to the requirements has been found. Pumps and valves (including the fast 
valve) were integrated in the HEBT line layout. The final layout contains also an 
updated version of the diagnostic plate and of the recently designed elements (lead 
shutter assembly, HEBT scraper, elements inside beam dump cell). Beam dynamics 
error simulations were updated for the final configuration.   
 
 

Layout of HEBT Line and Beam Dump 
 

Beam Dump design:  
 The thermo-mechanical simulations of the cartridge have been completed 
leading to the definition of the different operation ranges of the beam dump 
depending on the beam conditions. The analysis under pulsed beam has been finished 
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showing a sufficiently large lifetime under fatigue. A first design of a system for remote 
cartridge disconnection has been made. The feasibility of using radiation chambers for 
monitoring the power deposition and detecting situations outside the normal 
operation range has been demonstrated with simulations of the response of these 
diagnostics with tilted and focused beams. 
 
 Mechanical checkings of all shield modules have been completed and the 
required changes have been implemented in the shield design. The lead shutter, its 
chamber and the action mechanism has been designed.  
 
 The definition of the cooling system has progressed with the design of the 
purification system which includes a deaireator, ion resins and ammonia injection for 
pH control and of the system for decay of the N16 produced in the cooling water 
which consists of a coil made of DN300 pipe. The hydraulic circuit for testing the 
prototypes (1:1 scale cartridge prototype and a small prototype for heat transfer 
coefficient experiments) has been procured and installed in CIEMAT. First tests at 
nominal flow and pressure conditions have been successfully carried out. 
 

 
Hydraulic circuit for cartridge tests 

 

6.1.1.3. Accelerator Facilities: Diagnostics 

Beam position monitors: 
 During year 2011 there was steadily progress in the electromagnetic and 
mechanic design of the pickups. In particular some of them have been successfully 
detailed designed for construction and prototyping [BPM_1]. The preliminary design of 
the BPM’s placed at the Diagnostics Plate (stripline type) has been completed. Those 
BPM’s are in charge of the transverse position measurement and also of the mean 
beam energy one by Time of Flight. A BPM for use in the cryomodule at cryogenic 
temperatures has been completed and successfully tested in the CIEMAT tests bench. 
  
 Two acquisition electronics have been tested with the cryogenic BPM in the 
test bench: the one developed by ESS-Bilbao in collaboration with CIEMAT [BPM_2] 

  

safety valvesafety valve

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/BPM_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/BPM_2.pdf
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and a commercial one supplied by Instrumentation Technologies [BPM_3] After 
analysis of both alternatives they are considering suitable for position measurement 
although there are still concerns about the calibration and phase measurements.  

Fluorescence Profile Monitors (FPMs): 
 After analysis of the conceptual design and construction of prototypes both for 
the Intensified Camera and the Photomultiplier, a complete campaign of tests were 
carried at Centro Nacional de Aceleradores in Sevilla, with 9 MeV deuterons and 
injecting H2 and N2. The measurements were optimized respected the previous 
campaign [FPM_1] thanks to the use of a blank conducting painting in the vacuum 
chamber compatible with UHV, to avoid any photon reflection in the walls. The 
injection gas and pressure measurement were optimized, increasing the reliability of 
the tests. During the tests the beam was steered transversally to analyze the capability 
of the monitor to track the beam centroid, the beam width and the displacement. 
Moreover, a study of the dependence on beam current and injected pressure was 
carried out. 

Emittance and energy spread monitors: 
 A preliminary design of the slits for emittance measurement and energy spread 
was finished. A first of bunch of thermal calculations and a sensitivity study of the 
different parameters (e.g. tilt angle, material) based in the LINAC4 design [EES_1]. 

Diagnostic Plate: 
 The 3Dmockup was updated with the mechanical design of the different 
diagnostics. Four vacuum pumps, the mechanical design of profile monitors, the 
BPM’s, and the diagnostics chamber for emittance measurements, the ACCT, the 
bunch length monitors, and a port for the SEM grid monitor were included.  

6.1.1.4. Accelerator Facilities: MEBT & SRF 

 The integration of all the beamline components with the updated lengths 
continued during the year [ASS_1].  

Quadrupole magnets: 
The final optimization of the magnet design was carried out [MAG_1]. The 

technical specifications were then written and the fabrication contract of a pre-series 
launched. The fabrication drawings were obtained and the first magnet will be tested 
in 2012. 

Buncher: 
 A review has held to choose the final type of cavity of the design. A 5-gap IH 
cavity was selected and the detailed design started. The final option reduced the 
power dissipation to 6.6 kW. Whereas the fabrication will be more complex, the 
cooling system is simplified and the RF supply cheaper. Several detailed studies were 
done [BUN_1]: 1) Beam loading studies due to the high beam power compared to the 
dissipation losses, producing a cavity detuning when the beam arrives which must be 
compensated by the LLRF; 2) design of the tuning system; 3) the magnetic RF coupler; 
4) the cooling system, keeping the temperature below 60 ºC to avoid thermoionic 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/BPM_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/FPM_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/ESS_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/ASS_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/MAG_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/BUN_1.pdf
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emission; 5) the RF pickup to measure the RF amplitude and phase inside the cavity; 6) 
the vacuum ports. After the finalization of these studies the fabrication studies started 
including the support and the alignment system. 
 
Scrapers: 
 Several thermomechanical simulations were carried out to evaluate the 
behavior of plates for different cooling systems [ESS_1]. A safety factor has been used 
to secure the use of maximal thermal loads. The mechanical design together with the 
thermomechanical analysis was completed, including fabrication drawings and 
specifications of the acceptance tests. The fabrication of a first unit has been launched. 
The acceptance tests included the material certification, the dimensional control, the 
welding certification, the vacuum cleaning and the tests with the assembly, vacuum 
leak tests and overpressure tests of the cooling circuit. 

Solenoid package: 
 During this year it was faced the most complex activity of the deliverable: the 
fabrication, assembly and tests of a solenoid prototype. The results were excellent 
obtaining the requirements of the project [SOL_1]. It is still pending the fabrication of 
the helium vessel, the integration of all the system and the final tests.  From the 
calculations of last year the fabrication drawings were designed, together with the 
fabrication tooling for winding and impregnation and the helium vessel. It has to be 
remarked the difficulties to get a successful solution in the tight space available. Two 
solenoids were tested in a special designed structure inside an available cryostat. The 
first quench happened at 241 A whereas the nominal current was 210 A. 

6.1.1.5. Accelerator Facility: Radioprotection 

 In the reporting period, activities related to accelerator radioprotection have 
been developed mainly associated to neutron and gamma dose calculations using MC 
codes in support of the current accelerator design activities. Some progress has been 
also made on the establishment of a conceptual reference framework for safety and 
radioprotection in connection to the whole IFMIF plant and the accelerators in 
particular. 
 
 Preliminary calculations of prompt and residual doses maps around the 
accelerators beam lines, both inside and outside vaults, including activation initial 
estimations for air and refrigeration water were made. These calculation activities, 
carried out using the well proved UNED Monte Carlo related capabilities, were applied 
in support of the new design proposals for the HEBT, up to four different 
configurations were issued during year 2011, introducing an appreciable 
simplifications respect to the CDR design. This latter design, assumed three beam line 
bends in the HEBT region stretching from the exit of the SCR Linac and the Li Target, 
along three shielded rooms named BTR, RIR and TIR. Common to the new proposals is 
to consider a single bend, hence simplifying layout and beam line optics. The 
counterpart of this comparatively simpler design is on safety because of the alignment 
of the walls beam line penetrations, so rendering easier for back-streaming neutrons 
from Li target to reach nearby areas of the accelerator facility. Initial calculations 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/ESS_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/SOL_1.pdf
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showed that dose objectives and constraints for these areas are not challenged if 
additional local shielding were considered near the most important beam intercepting 
elements of the HEBT line, namely beam scrapers and collimators in BTR and RIR. Work 
is still in progress. Initial calculations on HEBT air activation have been started, the plan 
is to report on them by the 2012 early months. 
 
 The following IFMIF integrated safety documents have been revised and 
proposed by the IFMIF Safety Working Group (CIEMAT responsible of the Accelerator 
Safety) in 2011:  
 
- IFMIF safety specifications for EDA (IFMIF DMS ref BA_D_224X48) V3.0 (05/20/2011). 
- Guideline “IFMIF fire protection” (IFMIF DMS: BA_D_22A7PK) V.1.0 (05/20/2011) 
- Guideline "Safety recommendations about Tritium for IFMIF" V.1.0 (05/20/2011) 
- IFMIF Generic Site Assumptions (IFMIF DMS: BA_D_225SZN) V.1.0 (01/24/2011) 
- IFMIF Confinement Stategy (IFMIF DMS: pending) (10/11/2011). 
 
 Additionally, a proposal for the structure and content of the Preliminary Safety 
Analysis Report (PSAR) and IFMIF transversal document has been made, to be added 
to the Intermediate IFMIF Engineering Design Report, scheduled for 2013. 
 
- IFMIF EDA PSAR part I Description and hazard sources v.1.0 (IFMIF DMS reference 
pending) (Nov, 2011) 
- IFMIF EDA PSAR part II: Safety Analysis: Normal and accident situations v.1.0 (IFMIF 
DMS reference pending) (Nov. 2011). 

6.1.1.6. Test and Target activities: RH Engineering 

 The preliminary design of the maintenance and RH systems for the Test 
Facilities of IFMIF has been completed during the year 2011. The following activities 
have been performed during that period, among other:  
 
. Definition of the RH systems for the Test Facilities of IFMIF: the characteristics of the 
main RH equipment and tools (cranes, servomanipulators, transporters, etc. for the 
Access Cell and the Test Module Handling Cell) have been preliminarily specified 
. Definition of RH operations and procedures in the Test Facilities.  
. Calculation of radiation doses to evaluate the radiation resistance required for the RH 
components.  
. Analyses on the recovery of RH system 
. Cost estimations 
. Safety analyses. A list of hazards sources has been prepared, the compliance of 
components  with standards has been analyzed, common practices and lessons learnt 
from others facilities have been reviewed and a basic FMECA has been produced. 
 
 The result of this work has been included in some specific technical reports and 
on two comprehensive documents. First, the “Preliminary Definition Report of 
maintenance and RH systems of the Test Facilities in IFMIF” (CIEMAT ref. IN-IF- TFRH-
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021, IFMIF ref. BA_D_226XK9) aiming to obtain a feedback from the different designer 
teams involved in the components RH manipulated in the Test Facilities. And finally, in 
the “Definition Report” (CIEMAT ref. IN-IF-TFRH-026, IFMIF ref. BA_D_22QMXR) where 
all that information has been compiled. Also a paper [IFMIF RH_1] has been published 
describing the design. 
 
 The Preliminary Design Review for the RH systems of the Test Facilities was 
performed on 7th and 8th June 2011 in CIEMAT premises, by an international expert´s 
panel. Comments and suggestions by the review panel are being implemented in the 
design. The next figure shows a general view of part of the Test Facilities of IFMIF and 
part of the RH equipment proposed.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Access Cell and TMHC of IFMIF (left);Heavy Rope Overhead Crane (HROC) and Access Cell Mast Crane 

(ACMC) proposed for the RH in the Access Cell for the TC vessel concept 

6.1.1.7. Test and Target activities: Medium Flux modules engineering 

 The Liquid Breeder Validation Module (LBVM) for the medium flux area of 
IFMIF will be dev oted to perform irradiation tests on functional materials related 
to liquid breeder concepts. It will mainly consist on a 316LN container with the 
capability of housing 16 experimental capsules filled with liquid LiPb where tritium 
permeation, compatibility, etc, experiments will be performed. The first half of 2011 
the work has been focused on the completion of the preliminary design of the LBVM 
for IFMIF. 
  
 Safety aspects of the module, instrumentation, RAMI, fabrication techniques, 
tritium management and others issues, have been assessed. New thermal hydraulics 
and mechanical calculations have continued the work developed in the previous 
periods. The installation of a neutron spectral shifter upstream the LBVM has been 
also studied in order to optimize the irradiation parameters on the module. This 
preliminary design of the module has been described in the “Definition Report of the 
LBVM” (CIEMAT ref. IN-IF-TFTM-007, IFMIF ref. BA_223YGN v1.0). The Preliminary  
  
 Design Review Meeting was held in Madrid, the 6th and 7th June 2011, by an 
international experts review panel. A “Conclusive note” to the experts comments has 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/IFMIF%20RH_1.pdf
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been prepared (CIEMAT ref. CI-IF-TFTM-005, IFMIF ref. BA_D_22LWZK v1).  
 
 During the second part of the year the recommendations derived from the 
Preliminary Design Review of the module have been implemented. This included:  
- Redefinition of the experimental capabilities of the module: HCLL was chosen for a 
first LBVM design, then the experiments will focus on this liquid breeder concept.  
- Comparison of different capsules concepts (cylindrical, prismatic ones) and analysis 
on the size of the capsules concerning their thermal performance. 
- Optimization of the LBVM container. 
 * Establishment of a calculation methodology to take into consideration 
irradiated materials in the mechanical calculations. 
 
 Moreover, other activities have been started in order to face the next design 
phase: 
- Transient calculations (thermal hydraulics) to simulate the heating and cooling down 
processes of the experimental capsules of the LBVM.  
- Design of the W spectral shifter to be installed upstream the LBMV. 
- Elaboration of a preliminary hazard study leading up to the FMECA study. 
 
 In addition to the “Definition Report” some particular aspects of the design 
have been reflected in several technical reports: “Selection of reference material for 
the engineering design of the LBVM container” CIEMAT ref. NT-IF-TFTM-004 
“Requirements for the LBVM”, CIEMAT ref. IN-IF-TFTM-005 
“Interfaces LBVM with TFTR-I, II and ECR”, CIEMAT ref. NT-IF-TFTM-006 
“Instrumentation for the LBVM”, CIEMAT ref. CI-IF-TFDG-012 
 
 The following figure shows some sketches of the LBVM container and the 
experimental capsules. 
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LBVM with main elements (left), inner view of the irradiation area with the 16 rigs in place (centre) and 

irradiation capsule (right) 

6.1.1.8. Test and Target activities: Low Flux  module 

 The engineering design of the Low Flux Test Module of IFMIF is a work 
developed in cooperation with SCK·CEN.  
 
 During 2011, the work in CIEMAT has focused on the assessment of the fusion 
relevancy of the irradiation experiments foreseen in the low flux area of IFMIF. For 
that, a qualitative comparison between different neutron spectra coming from 
neutron sources as IFMIF (high flux area and low flux area), a fission reactor, and also 
ITER, has been performed. The basis for the comparison has been the amount of 
dpa/fpy and the ratios of dpa to gas production in Fe-56.  
 
 The work has been carried out taking into account the Specification Working 
Group report (IFMIF ref. BA_D_224ERJ). Also previous calculations of the irradiation 
conditions in the LFTM (IFMIF ref. BA_D_224GLK) and a first study of possible uses for 
the low flux area by (SCK·CEN R-4902), both by SCK·CEN, have been considered. 
The main results show that non-metallic materials foreseen by the Specification 
Working Group located near the FW of a fusion reactor or behind areas without 
enough shielding (being then exposed to high energy neutrons) could be tested on the 
LFTM. Although low damage accumulation will be achieved in that area of IFMIF, the 
amount of gas/dpa production is comparable to the expected one in a fusion reactor in 
the most irradiated areas.  
 
 In order to make a proposal of some experiments for the low flux area of IFMIF, 
and taking into account that conclusions, the main candidate fusion systems whose 
materials or components susceptible to be tested have been reviewed.  
 
 All this work has been included in the technical report “Analysis of the 
experimental capability of the LFTM” (CIEMAT ref. IN-IF-TFTM-008) currently under 
review process. 

6.1.1.9. Test and Target activities: Start-up Flux module 

 During the first semester of 2011 the establishment of the STUMM objectives 
as an input for the design of the STUMM was done, starting with the definition of its 
operation scenarios in IFMIF. The definition of these scenarios was necessary for 
setting the basic requirements for the design of the module. In this line, the 
information related to the commissioning phase of IFMIF, included in the reference 
reports (CDA, CDR), was collected and reviewed. A sketch for the probable scenarios of 
operation of the STUMM was presumed, as can be seen in the following figure: 
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Sketch for the probable scenarios of operation of STUMM 

  
 The reporting of the work was completed and uploaded to the IFMIF DMS 
(reference BA_D_227HL8). The document concludes with the basic requirements 
(concerning the module itself, its instrumentation and the different interfaces with 
other subsystems) that the module should take into account for its final design. This 
document served our SCK·CEN colleagues as input for the first STUMM design, which 
was finished during the second semester of 2011 (one of the STUMM rigs can be seen 
in the next figure). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

One of the STUMM rigs. 
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6.1.1.10. Test and Target activities: Microfission chamber validation activities 

 During 2011, the irradiation of the IFMIF capsule (LIBIDO) was expected to be 
done at the BR2 reactor, in Mol (Belgium). Two fission chambers, designed by CIEMAT, 
will be included in this irradiation as a piggyback experiment, constituting the PH3 
validation phase. The main objective is to demonstrate the detectors’ robustness 
under intense neutron flux and high temperature. The first detector was acquired 
during 2010; the second one was purchased and sent to Mol during the first semester 
of 2011. Both fission chambers have passed the insulation resistance tests and are 
ready to be installed in the irradiation rig.  
 
 However, the irradiation could not be performed due to problems with some 
components which must be delivered by one of the project partners. Thus, the 
irradiation has been moved to 2012 (probably it will begin in summer, but it has not an 
official date). Therefore, no more deliverables were achieved during 2011. 
As a milestone of the project, the experiments performed during the validation phases 
PH1 and PH2 were published [FC-1]. 

6.1.1.11. Design Integration: Safety 

 The following IFMIF integrated safety documents have been revised and 
proposed by the IFMIF Safety Working Group (CIEMAT responsible of the Accelerator 
Safety) in 2011:  
 
-IFMIF safety specifications for EDA (IFMIF DMS ref BA_D_224X48) V3.0 ( 05/20/2011). 
-Guideline “IFMIF fire protection” (IFMIF DMS: BA_D_22A7PK) V.1.0 (05/20/2011) 
-Guideline "Safety recommendations about Tritium for IFMIF" V.1.0 (05/20/2011) 
-IFMIF Generic Site Assumptions (IFMIF DMS: BA_D_225SZN) V.1.0 (01/24/2011) 
-IFMIF Confinement Stategy (IFMIF DMS: pending) (10/11/2011). 
 
 Additionally, also in 2011, a proposal for the structure and content of the 
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and IFIMIF transversal document, to be 
added to the Intermediate IFMIF Engineering Design Report, scheduled for 2013. 

 
- IFMIF EDA PSAR part I Description and hazard sources v.1.0 (IFMIF DMS reference 
pending) (Nov, 2011) 
 
- IFMIF EDA PSAR part II: Safety Analysis: Normal and accident situations v.1.0 (IFMIF 
DMS reference pending) (Nov. 2011). 

6.1.1.12. Design Integration: RAM evaluation 

RAMI Specifications: 
 RAMI Specifications for IFMIF have been completed (IFMIF RAMI Specifications 
22HA3G_v1_1. report), including: 
. The objectives, principles and criteria 
. General RAMI requirements according to reference maintenance plan 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/FC-1.pdf
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. The RAMI aspects and techniques to be addressed and implemented in the 
engineering design 
. RAMI assessment methodology 
. Database and data capture methodology from experimental and validation activities 
. The main hypothesis and inputs for RAMI analysis. These include a revision of the 
maintenance strategy for IFMIF (Maintenance Strategy for IFMIF 22D7BJ_v1_0 report). 
Also an overall idea of the operational scenarios is given. 
 

Test Facility RAMI analysis: 
 A preliminary RAMI analysis for the Test Facility has been developed separating 
two aspects:  
. The availability calculations for the Test Facilities in degraded modes operation 
(which have been defined),  
. First approximation to an availability requirements allocation as part of the first 
iteration with the design. 
 
 The analysis has been focused on the availability in operation (meaning the 
availability behaviour during scheduled operation time), and the simulated Test Cell 
design is the Modular Test Cell- V concept. Some design and compensating 
recommendations have been derived in order to improve the availability performance 
as a result of the analysis. Details of these are in [RAMI 1] 
 

Accelerator Facility RAMI analysis: 
 RAMI assessment has been done as part of the first iteration with the final 
IFMIF accelerator design. An important effort has been done for defining the 
assumptions and hypothesis, mainly about: 
* Operation and maintenance assumptions 
* Assumptions about the different components of Mean Down Time (MDT): detection 
time, access time, cooling time, repair/replace time, recover time and tuning time. 
* Design assumptions based on IFMIF prototype design and configuration assumptions 
about the location a distribution of components based on the on-ground alternative. 
 
 As a result, critical parts and parameters from RAMI point of view have been 
identified according to first results and also according to operational experience of 
other accelerator facilities (lessons learnt). Specific design recommendations and 
design improvement proposal have been set out for discussion with designers for 
second iteration. Also a first requirement allocation has been established as starting 
point to determine the requirements for each part of the accelerator and to 
understand the improvements needed to achieve such requirements. 
 
 Finally, it has been established a list of the main analyses to be developed in 
nest phase. And the second iteration planning has been outlined. The details of these 
analyses are in “Accelerator facility RAMI analysis 22BVX7_v1 report” and [RAMI 2] 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/RAMI%201.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/RAMI%202.pdf
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6.1.2. JT-60 SA Cryostat  

6.1.2.1 Cryostat design and manufacturing for the JT-60SA Tokamak. 

 Within the participation of the Broader Approach (BA) activities the engineering 
group of TJ-II is carrying out the design and manufacturing of the Cryostat for the JT-
60SA experiment. The manufacturing has been divided in two independent contracts 
to adapt the delivery of the parts to the assembly sequence. The first part to be sent to 
Naka site, Japan, where the Tokamak experiment will be installed, is the Cryostat Base 
(CB), the structure where the whole machine is supported. The second one is the 
Cryostat Vessel Body Cylindrical Section (CVBCS), the vacuum envelop of the 
experiment, to be erected at the end of the assembly process.  

 

 
 

CB final Design 

6.1.2.1.1 Cryostat Base (CB) 
 During the last year the activities in this component have been: 
a) A number of FE calculations carried out to verify a few marginal aspects appeared 
due to changes in the design load specification. 
b) The manufacturing contract follow-up. 
 
 The manufacturing of the CB is progressing according to the schedule agreed 
with the company in charge. The CB is divided in seven pieces: three 120 degree 
sectors for the lower part, an inner cylindrical vessel and three 120 degree sectors for 
the upper double ring structure where the main components of the Tokamak are 
resting. The company has carried out the welding qualification tests, mandatory task 
before starting the real work. During 2011 the manufacturing tasks have been 
concentrated in the lower part and the inner cylindrical vessel. 
 
 Fig shows the design of the CB. Fig shows a radial leg of the lower structure 
already finished at the manufacturing premises.  
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Lower Structure Radial leg  
 

6.1.2.1.2 Cryostat Vessel Body Cylindrical Section (CVBCS) 
 The activities carried out in the CVBCS during 2011 have been: 
 
1º.- Completion of the FE analysis. 
2º.- Introduction of slight modifications in the CATIA model to fulfil the requirements 
appeared during the analysis and to include small modifications suggested by the 
Japanese project office. 
3º.- Preparation of the 2D drawings. 
4º.- Preparation of the call for tender specification. 

The contract will be launched during 2012. 
 

 Fig 3 shows the design of the CVBCS including the top lid. CIEMAT will provide 
the intermediate cylindrical section; the top lid is under the responsibility of the 
Japanese supply. 

 

 
 

CVBCS final design 

 
References 
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CRY_1: Cryostat Vessel Body Structural Analysis (Code: IN-ST-SACV-002) 
CRY_2: Technical Specifications for the industrial supply of the JT-60SA Cryostat Vessel 
Body Cylindrical Section (Code: ES-ST-CVBCS-001) 

6.1.3. DEMO R&D  

6.1.3.1. SiC/SiC characterization 

 Three different materials have been chosen, which are CVD-SiC (prepared by 
CVD), RB-SiC (provided by Goodfellow and obtained by reaction bonding) and HP-SiC 
(provided by Goodfellow and prepared by hot press). The materials show great 
structural differences. Table I resumes their main characteristics for the “as received” 
materials. 

Table I 
 

Material Crystal Structure Second phases Impurities Microstructure 

CDV-SiC Cubic Not found Not found Not well defined 

RB-SiC Hexagonal Crystalline Si Al, Fe, Si Elongated grains 

HP-SiC Hexagonal Amorphous Si Al, C Equiaxed grains 

 
 Microstructural studies on hot pressed (hexagonal) SiC have been carried out. It 
has been observed that irradiation even to low dose can induce partial loss of 
crystallinity. 
 
 The reduction by about two orders of magnitude of the diffraction line intensity 
of the irradiated material (T = 450ºC, 420 MGy at 7 kGy/s) with respect to the “as 
received” demonstrates degradation (loss of crystallinity) after irradiation. Preliminary 
microstructural studies on CVD-SiC have been performed. 
 
 Microstructural analysis and degradation of crystallinity studies after electron 
irradiation of HP SiC at T > 650 ºC have been started and compared with the results 
already obtained between 290 and 650 ºC. Microstructural analysis and degradation of 
crystallinity studies after electron irradiation at temperatures between 290 and 650 ºC 
have been carried out for RB SiC and CVD SiC and compared with the results already 
obtained for HP SiC.  

6.1.3.2. Insulators ceramics 

 It is well known that strong degradation of the mechanical and physical 
material properties occurs as a consequence of He production during neutron 
irradiation. Diffusion, absorption, and release of He in Li ceramic breeders (particularly 
when subjected to a radiation field) are important processes which will affect the 
performance of the material when exposed to both neutrons and purely ionizing 
radiation during reactor operation.  
 
 LiNbO3 single crystal samples were implanted with 45 keV He+ ions. After 
implantation the samples were mounted in a special irradiation chamber in the beam 
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line of a Van de Graaff electron accelerator. The experimental set-up permitted one to 
irradiate the samples with 1.8 MeV electrons at temperatures between room 
temperature and 750 ºC and to measure during irradiation the release of the 
previously implanted helium as a function of temperature and dose. Thermo-
stimulated desorption (TSD) measurements of the pre-implanted helium were carried 
out for both electron irradiated and unirradiated samples in order to evaluate the 
possible radiation enhanced redistribution of helium. After irradiation the sample was 
heated up to 750 ºC and Thermo Stimulated Desorption of the previously implanted 
Helium was measured. Several desorption bands with maxima at different 
temperatures were observed. Such desorption spectrum was compared with the TSD 
spectrum of another He implanted sample not subjected to electron irradiation. Both 
spectra were very different, indicating that the ionizing radiation promotes the 
redistribution of He in different types of traps [IC_3]. 

 
6.2 Participation in ITER and F4E 

6.2.1 Magnetic shielding of the ITER Heating Neutral Beam Injectors (HNBI): 
Detailed design and procurement of the call for tender documentation (F4E 
Grant 22) 

 The activities in the Grant 22 have continued during this year. CIEMAT, acting 
as third party of the CCFE Association, has presented the preliminary designs of the 
Passive Magnetic Shield (PMS), corresponding to task 6 of the Grant and the Active 
Correction and Compensation Coils (ACCC) corresponding to task 7.  
 
 The new magnetic calculations done within the Grant in this preliminary phase 
have shown some deviations respect to previous calculations of the project. In 
addition some uncertainties appeared due to possible air gaps in the iron plates after 
assembly, the big holes in those plates needed for electrical and water services to the 
beam vessels and the magnetic characteristics of the steel to be used. For these 
reasons the necessity of a more detailed magnetic evaluation has been established, 
and part of the detailed design of the components is delayed.  
 
 At the same time the design of the bushing above the beam source vessel has 
changed and also the support system for it. Some work is on going to adapt the design 
of the PMS of the bushing and the high voltage transmission line to the new topology. 
The Grant should be finished at the end of 2012 but the new situation makes 
necessary to delay the end of the work until the end of 2013. 
 
References: 
CCFE Ref.: NBDI-DSR-0024 
CCFE Ref.: NBDI-DSR-0025 

6.2.2 Hydraulic analysis for the Equatorial Port Plug 1 Diagnostic Integration 
Activities (F4E Grant 24) 

 As a result of the engineering activities related to the diagnostic integration in 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_006/IC_3.pdf
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ITER Equatorial Port Plugs (EPP) under the Grant F4E-2009-GRT-024, a preliminary 
design of the diagnostic shielding modules (DSM) in the Equatorial Port Plug 1 (EPP1) 
has been performed in Europe by a consortium of five fusion laboratories, in the frame 
of a contract with the European Domestic Agency, Fusion for Energy (see Figure 6).  
  
 Within this framework, CIEMAT has carried out the thermo-hydraulic analysis 
of the design, focused on the evaluation of the Diagnostic Shielding Module (DSM) 
cooling system, required to remove the thermal load due to the nuclear heating 
applied on DSMs, as well as to fulfil baking requirements. In order to achieve this 
target, both operating and baking conditions have been evaluated in two of the three 
drawers that make up the DSMs of EPP1, namely the central drawer and one of the 
side drawers, since they are representative of the two DSM concepts considered in the 
design. Central drawer is formed by a single bulk structure, in which the cooling water 
flows along ribs, while the side drawer is constituted by walls where independent 
shielding blocks containing diagnostics are inserted, so that the cooling water 
circulates inside the shielding blocks. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 Every drawer is cooled in series with the Diagnostic First Wall (DFW), so that 
the mass flow in the drawer will be dimensioned by the more demanding cooling 
requirements of the first wall. 
 
 Thermo hydraulic analysis has been performed with ANSYS CFX 12.1 code, and 
is aimed to evaluate thermo hydraulic effects, such as possible hot spots or 
temperature gradients in the drawer structure, pressure drop in the coolant, stagnant 
points, etc. In order to achieve this target, three different models have been analyzed; 
one corresponding to the central drawer, another one for the walls of the side drawer, 
and the last one representing one shielding block. 
 
 The results of the analysis have meant not only an improvement in the DSM 
cooling system design, but also a better understanding of the whole EPP cooling 
system in order to foresee the weak points that will have to be taken into account in 
the subsequent detailed design. 

Figure 6: Side drawer with shielding block and cooling system around the Wide Angle Viewing 
System (WAVS) diagnostic, in EPP1 
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Reference: 
F4E-2009-GRT-024 Thermo hydraulic analysis, CIEMAT Ref.: IN-IT-EPHA-001 
 

___________________________ 
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7.- Inertial confinement fusion, keep in touch activities 

 
7.1. Scientific development in target design 

7.1.1. Radiation hydrodynamics and Atomic Physics 

7.1.1.1. ARWEN code development 

 We have completed the 3D hydro and diffusion implementation in the ARWEN 
code. We plan to finish the 3D multigroup radiation diffusion package during 2012, so 
we can start simulations of 3D targets with applications to ICF and X Ray laser 
amplifiers. 

7.1.1.2. NLTE and temporal ionization 

 The NLTE package has been completed, and the RADIOM model is being tested 
in the ARWEN code. We have done some minor improvements in the LTE package, 
mainly related to the treatment of mixtures [REF_RAD_HYD_1]. We have simulate 
several experiment related to X Ray absorption in different materials 
[REF_RAD_HYD_2], [REF_RAD_HYD_3]. All this work increases considerably our 
confidence in the results of the ARWEN simulations. 
 
 The study and implementation of temporal ionization has been where we have 
dedicated more effort along 2011, as two European projects requested it. We include 
a module in ARWEN to treat the evolution of ionization with time, but the 
simplifications required to an inline module are to severe and the results are still far 
from the experimental data [REF_RAD_HYD_4].  

7.1.1.3. X Ray laser 

 X Ray laser has many potential uses in diagnosis of plasmas and in 3D imaging. 
We have continued with our work in the design of seeded X Ray laser amplifiers 
[REF_RAD_HYD_5]. Another line of research has been opened to work with 
femtosecond pulses and chirp pulse amplification [REF_RAD_HYD_6] with very 
impressive preliminary results. 

7.1.1.4. Equation of State data 

 We completed in 2011 our EOS package, a critical issue for simulations with 
high order Godunov methods and warm and dense plasmas. During 2011 we improve 
slightly the EOS package, mainly in the low temperature region [REF_RAD_HYD_7].  
 
 In all these fields we collaborate with several European groups: 
LOA-ENSTA (France), Graduate School for the Creation of New Photonics Industries 
(Japan), GoLP (Portugal). ELI (Czech Republic)   
 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_RAD_HYD_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_RAD_HYD_2.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_RAD_HYD_3.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_RAD_HYD_4.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_RAD_HYD_5.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_RAD_HYD_6.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_RAD_HYD_7.pdf
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7.1.2. Atomic Physics 

 During 2011 activities related with atomic physics have been concentrated in 
the two computer codes: ABAKO/RAPCAL and ATMED. 
 
 The code ABAKO has been used in the analysis of experiments carried out in 
Sandia National Laboratory and in the OMEGA laser of the Rochester University. These 
experiments were done by Prof. Roberto Mancini from the Nevada University and 
theoretically analyzed by our group. These were focused in plasmas photoinizated. 
Due to the developments carried out in the last two years, mainly including the 
external radiation field, these plasmas can be now diagnosed with ABAKO, because the 
external radiation fields are very important in the determination of electron density 
and temperature.  
 
 Radiative shock waves play a pivotal role in the transport energy into the stellar 
medium. This fact has led to many efforts to scale the astrophysical phenomena to 
accessible laboratory conditions and their study has been highlighted as an area 
requiring further experimental investigations. Low density material with high atomic 
mass is suitable to achieve radiative regime, and, therefore, low density xenón gas is 
commonly used for the medium in which the radiative shock propagates. The average 
ionization and the thermodynamic regimes of xenon plasmas are determined with the 
use of ABAKO/RAPCAL, as functions of the matter density and temperature in a wide 
range of plasma conditions. The results obtained were applied to characterize blast 
waves launched in xenon clusters. [REF_ATOMIC_1] 
 
 A new Relativistic Screened Hydrogenic Model (ATMED code) [REF_ATOMIC_2] 
has been developed to calculate atomic data needed to compute the optical and 
thermodynamic properties of high energy density plasmas. The model is based on a 
new set of universal screening constants, including nlj-splitting that has been obtained 
by fitting to a large database of ionization potentials and excitation energies. This 
database was built with energies compiled from the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) database of experimental atomic energy levels, and energies 
calculated with the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC). The screening constants have been 
computed up to the 5p3=2 subshell using a Genetic Algorithm technique with an 
objective function designed to minimize both the relative error and the maximum 
error. To select the best set of screening constants some additional physical criteria 
has been applied, which are based on the reproduction of the filling order of the shells 
and on obtaining the best ground state configuration. A statistical error analysis has 
been performed to test the model, which indicated that approximately 88% of the 
data lie within a 10% error interval. We validate the model by comparing the results 
with ionization energies, transition energies, and wave functions computed using 
sophisticated self-consistent. 
 
 ATMED code has been developed to be used in the study of matter under 
conditions of high density, pressure, and temperature for inertial confinement fusion 
(ICF), astrophysical phenomena, high-power laser interaction with matter, etc. In all 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_ATOMIC_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_ATOMIC_2.pdf
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these cases, matter is heated and compressed by strong shocks to high pressures and 
temperatures, becomes partially or completely ionized via thermal or pressure 
ionization, and is in the form of dense plasma. The thermodynamics and the 
hydrodynamics of hot dense plasmas cannot be predicted without the knowledge of 
the equation of state (EOS) that describes how a material reacts to pressure and how 
much energy is involved. Therefore, the equation of state often takes the form of 
pressure and energy as functions of density and temperature. 
 
 We use the ATMED code [REF_ATOMIC_3] to compute the equation of state of 
hot dense plasmas under LTE conditions in the average atom framework, using a 
Screened Hydrogenic Model based on a new set of screened constants including the 
relativistic splitting of the energy levels. To validate the code, we have carried out the 
computation of the Rankine-Hugoniot curve for plasmas of elements with medium and 
high Z values.  
 
 ATMED has also been designed to compute the spectral radiative opacity as 
well as the Rosseland and Planck means for single element and mixture plasmas. The 
model presented is fast, stable and reasonably accurate into its range of application 
and it can be a useful tool to simulate ICF experiments in plasma laboratory. 
[REF_ATOMIC_4] 
 
 International collaboration was kept during this time mainly with European 
laboratories as: Imperial College, University of Prague of the Check Republic; also with 
laboratories and universities in USA, as: University of Reno, University of Michigan, 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and University of Rochester. A new MoU has 
been signed with Osaka University and with the Institute of Laser Engineering. Atomic 
physics for IFE and astrophysical plasmas is one of the main topics of the agreement. In 
the area of photoionized plasmas, comparison of opacities for gold and xenon are 
under development. We have participated in the 38Th EPS Conference on Plasma 
Physics, and in the IFSA Conference in Bordeaux. 

 
7.2. Physics and Technology IFE (and MFE) systems 

7.2.1. General Introduction of different solutions in Integral IFE Systems 

 Inertial fusion research is approaching a critical milestone, namely the 
demonstration of ignition and burn. The world’s largest high-power laser, the National 
Ignition Facility (NIF), is under operation at the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory (LLNL), in the USA. Another ignition machine, Laser Mega Joule (LMJ), is 
under construction at the CEA/CESTA research centre in France. In relation to the 
National Ignition Campaign (NIC) at LLNL, worldwide studies on inertial fusion 
applications to energy production are growing. Advanced ignition schemes such as fast 
ignition, shock ignition and impact ignition, and the inertial fusion energy (IFE) 
technology are under development. In particular, the Fast Ignition Realization 
Experiment (FIREX) at the Institute of Laser Engineering (ILE), Osaka University, and the 
OMEGA-EP project at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE), University Rochester, 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_ATOMIC_3.pdf
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and the HiPER project in the European Union (EU) for fast ignition and shock ignition 
are progressing. 
 
 The IFE technology research and development are advanced in the frameworks 
of the HiPER project in EU and the LIFE project in the USA. Laser technology 
developments in the USA, EU, Japan and Korea were major highlights in the IAEA FEC 
2010 mainly published in 2011. 
 
 Fusion technology R&D consists of three areas, which are chamber technology, 
driver technology and target technology. The novelty of the last two years is the 
integration of these three domains into an overall reactor system within the large-
scale projects that are HiPER in the EU and LIFE in the USA. Here we summarize the 
system integration and overview the progress made in the three areas. 
 
 We emphasize that work performed by Instituto Fusion Nuclear has been very 
much in collaboration with Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Commisssariat lÉnergie 
Atomique en Prague Asterix Laser System (PALS) inside HiPER European Project, and 
also with two major international collaborations through correspondent Memorandum 
of Understandings (MoU) where key aspects of collaboration are the full development 
of elements in IFE Systems and Physics from Target design to Reactor integration: LIFE 
with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (with LLNL exists also a formal 
connection inside the group of National Ignition Facility Users) and the Isntitute of 
Laser Engineering (ILE) of the University of Osaka in the development of the IFE System 
LIF_T [REF_IFE_SYSTEMS_1], [REF_IFE_SYSTEMS_2]. 

7.2.2. Materials advanced under Irradiation and Chamber Dynamics for IFE 

Irradiation of Fusion Materials by Laser driven particles 
 The lack of irradiation facilities to reproduce the ions and X-ray conditions of 
Inertial Confinement Fusion Reactors for the validation of plasma facing components 
was evidenced. Thus, a novel technique based on ultra intense lasers has been 
proposed as a promising and powerful tool to generate ion and x-rays bursts which, to 
date, best fit the plasma conditions of ICF systems [REF_MAT_1], [REF_MAT_2], 
[REF_MAT_3]. In this direction, first contacts and initial experiments on the suitability 
of this technique have been launched with renowned laser facilities (JAERI in Japan 
under the support of Prof. Mima and Prof. Tanaka and CLF in UK under the support of 
Prof. Borghesi and Prof. Neely). Preliminary results, not published yet, are expected to 
yield very exciting new physics, giving the chance to accelerate the design and 
validation of fusion materials for both magnetic and inertial communities. 
 
 TMAP simulations on diffusion of light species in First Wall and structural 
materials. 
 
 On the other hand, the group has continued to work on the simulation of 
diffusion of light species (H isotopes and He) in First Wall, in particular W, and 
structural materials. Making use of the diffusion code TMAP, several calculations have 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_IFE_Systems_1.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_IFE_Systems_2.pdf
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been carried out to estimate the retention and re-emission of implanted species for 
the conditions of HiPER4a and HiPER4b designs [REF_MAT_4], [REF_MAT_5], 
[REF_MAT_6]. The goal of these calculations is to have a complete picture of the 
diffusion and retention of H isotopes and He in all components of a fusion reactor (be 
those implanted in the plasma facing components, those generated by transmutation 
due to neutron irradiation of structural materials or those generated in a future 
breeding blanket). In particular, those simulations dealing with Tritium will contribute 
in the evaluation of Tritium inventory and handing of any fusion facility. 

TECHNOFUSION and Status on the Design of New Materials for First Wall 
 The current status of the material research for first wall components for inertial 
fusion as well as an overview of the Spanish Singular Scientific and Technical 
Infrastructure, TECHNOFUSION, were presented in the 7th International Conference 
Inertial Fusion Sciences and Applications [REF_MAT_7], [REF_MAT_8]. 

 
 We have continued the simulations on first wall and final optics thermo-
mechanical behavior by means of finite elements under different scenarios 
(experimental facility and demo power plant). Temperature and stresses have been 
calculated in a first wall than consists on a thin W armor attached to a structural 
material (steel or aluminum) [REF_MAT_9]. A window design about W armor thickness 
has been delimited. Heat and mass diffusion issues on inertial fusion reactors have 
been presented to specific communities [REF_MAT_10] in order to check the 
traditionally used models and seek new methods. A detailed study about silica lens 
lifetime has been addressed. Simulations in continuous operational mode point out to 
new problems at final lens like temperatures above critical limit and focal length 
variations [REF_MAT_11]. 

  
 In order to continue our studies on the FeCr alloys and the effect of Cr content 
on them, we have performed calculations on the stability of mono-interstitials as a 
function of Cr concentration at a fundamental level. Dumbbell self- and mixed 
interstitials oriented along the <110> and <111> directions, as well as Fe and Cr atoms 
at octahedral positions are considered for these analysis. Calculations are carried out 
with the modified version of the concentration dependent model (CDM) empirical 
potential we have used in previous works.  Results show the convergence of the 
formation energy of self-interstitials as a function of Cr concentration to a unique 
value, regardless of the starting geometry. Detailed analysis of the most stable 
geometry shows that the <110> dumbbell increases its stability with respect to the 
other interstitial types as Cr concentration increases. The decrease in stability of the 
<111> dumbbell with Cr content is quite remarkable and could have important 
consequences for microstructure evolution in these alloys. We can also observe a 
change in the stability of <110> FeFe and FeCr interstitials with Cr concentration, 
becoming the self-interstitial more stable for Cr concentrations above 10%. In order to 
understand this behavior, the influence of the relative positions between Cr and 
interstitial atoms on the interstitial formation energy has been studied as a function of 
the distance between these atoms. [REF_MAT_12]. For completeness, we also include 
the published version of the manuscript where the reliability of using the new version 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_MAT_4.pdf
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http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_MAT_10.pdf
http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_MAT_11.pdf
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of the CDM potential in radiation damage studies is tested. [REF_MAT_13].  

Ab initio simulations for isotopes Hydrogen and others materials under high pressure 
 The deuterium-tritium spheres, used as fuel in systems inertial confinement 
fusion, are formed through a complex process, at cryogenic temperatures (near the 
triple point of hydrogen), and low pressures. The solid formed by this process has not 
been fully evaluated, and our methodology can provide answers in this regard. With 
the-depth study of phase transitions, we generate the phase diagram of hydrogen 
isotopes and their mixtures (DT, HD, HT), the latter little studied [Ref_MAT_14]. 
 
 Has developed a methodology of multi-scale simulation, in which describes the 
behavior of hydrogen and its isotopes, varying the pressure and temperature 
conditions, observing the structural change below the triple point. Our results are of 
fundamental interest in studying the behavior of the understanding of solid DT fuel 
and the efficiency of the implosion in inertial fusion technology [Ref_MAT_15]. 
 
 Have been observed phase transitions of hydrogen between Phase I and Phase 
II, about 80 GPa, which differ from the calculations of Toledano et al., but are 
consistent with experiments Mazin et al. Such transition is consistent with the 
behavior of solid molecular para-hydrogen [Ref_MAT_16]. 
 
 We have reproduced part of the phase diagram for high pressures, and we are 
reproducing the same for low pressures, at cryogenic temperatures. The pressure 
range in our study ranges from 0.001 GPa to 250 GPa, with temperatures from 5 K to 
100 K. Has developed a methodology by which the elastic constants and calculating the 
sound velocity range for this study. And we are able to further reduce the pressure to 
visualize the possible phase transitions that occur near the triple point of solid DT. 
The speed of sound for solid molecular hydrogen in our ab initio calculations is very 
close to the magnitude of the velocities calculated by other groups, and measures in 
different experiments. Pressure for 15 GPa <P <50 GPa, the speed of sound does not 
show a difference greater than 10%, however, there is a discontinuity below 10 GPa, 
which is explained by the transition from solid to liquid phase to these pressures 
[Ref_MAT_17]. 
 
 With the results of the simulations, we can move to a larger scale and using 
Molecular Dynamics (a process that is currently our group) to study the formation of 
grains, and mechanical properties. In turn we expect to have a cast to an even larger 
scale by means of finite element methods, and thus a macroscopic model of the 
phenomena occurring in the manufacture and delivery or handling systems whites in 
inertial confinement fusion. 
 
 We are now beginning to focus on modeling using Ab Initio calculations and 
molecular dynamics of materials such as gold, beryllium, and carbon that serves to 
cover the areas of solid DT. Order to study the interfaces of DT and metal structures by 
calculating the interface, and mechanical properties needed to model the propagation 

http://labfus.ciemat.es/AR/2011/C_007/REF_MAT_13.pdf
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of shock waves in this region. 
 
 Besides all this there have been meetings with the teams of the experimental 
study of the materials used in the Tritium Deuterium target these groups are the group 
at the University Lebedev, Russia specifically Dr. E. Koresheva who is part of the group 
responsible for the production and study of HiPER target, also with Martin Tolley 
Group Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, United Kingdom, Head of the manufacturing 
system of target DT ice. 

MD simulations for buildings parameters for Dislocation Dynamics 
 In this work, in full collaboration with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
we have constructed a MD model of motion of the 1/2 [1 1 1 ] screw dislocation in a 
lattice of pure tungsten. We have obtained and visualized the evolution of the 
dislocation as a function of time, as well as computed the velocity of the dislocation at 
different stresses and temperatures [Ref_MAT_18]. The results obtained in this work 
will provide the required parameters to build the mobility laws and to study 
Dislocations Dynamics, the following level in the multiscale modeling scheme 
[Ref_MAT_19]. 
 
 Using realistic irradiation fluxes, we have studied the thermomechanical 
response of a laser fusion silica final lens located 8 m away from the target (HiPER 
design). Operating in bunch mode and assuming that the ion flux can be mitigated, the 
lenses would withstand the X-ray pulses generated by direct target explosions. Issues 
related to fatigue must be still addressed. On the other hand, we have performed 
calculations based on a simple model of colour centre evolution to estimate the final 
lens lifetime under realistic HiPER neutron and gamma irradiation conditions 
[REF_MAT_20]. According to the calculations, operation in bunch mode leads to a 
progressive increase in the lens optical absorption. However, absorption remains 
within tolerable limits during the expected lifetime of the HiPER experimental 
campaign (few thousand DT shots). Extrapolation to a power plant has been already 
done (publication will appear in 2012). As a conclusion, in this situation, the operation 
temperature leads to effective colour centre annealing being the thermomechanical 
effects induced by the neutron load the main concern.  
 
 We have continued our efforts on more fundamental studies to understand 
irradiation processes such as amorphization [REF_MAT_21], recrystallization 
[REF_MAT_22] or development of stress/strain fields [REF_MAT_23]. In addition, we 
have presented a new MonteCarlo code (TRIC) to simulate ion scattering and atom 
recoil in materials [REF_MAT_24] with application for the development of high 
resolution ion beam analysis techniques. 
 
 International Collaboration is established with Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, 
University of Oxford, Oxford Instruments (U.K.), Check Academy of Science, 
Commissariat l’Energie Atomique / France (different laboratories in Paris, Bordeaux 
(including LMJ personnel), Grenoble), ENEA Italy, HZ Dresden Rossendorf Laboratory 
and GSI Darmstadt in Germany, JRC Petten in Nederland, SCK CEN Mol Belgium, and 
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Institute Lebedev in Russia. Concerning USA, a very large collaboration, with exchange 
of personnel and PhD plus Post Doc, is already established in radiation damage 
simulation and experiments (and also in neutronics analysis) with Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory with an active participation in LIFE project and NIF experiments on 
Fused Silica damage in a near future; cooperation is already established with exchange 
of personnel with Los Alamos National Laboratory, University California San Diego and 
Berkeley, and also with Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  
  
 Concerning Reactors design (neutronics and safety) and material damage of 
first wall materials for Inertial Fusion, including hydrodynamics and thermal – stress 
effects, a very large relation including experiments in TIARA facility has been already 
followed such as previous years with Institute of Laser Engineering Osaka University 
and Tokyo Institute of Technology.  In this area the Institute organize Meetings in 
coordination in some areas looking for IFE-MFE synergy under mandate of EURATOM, 
and Workshop of HiPER Laser Fusion Project including the Executive Board Meeting. 
Participation in SOFT, ANS TOFE, EPS Conferences are some of significant ones.  

7.2.3. IFE Systems from Engineering to Reactors and Safety and 
RadioProtection 

HiPER engineering facility 
 It was proposed an advanced design for the HiPER 4a facility, comprising the 
following components: reaction chamber, chamber shield, beam tubes, optical 
elements, pinhole shield, Final Optics Assembly shield, maintenance rails and 
bioshield. Many shields were increased and the FOA shield changed its shape from 
spherical to double cylinder. Deep studies in radiological protection were performed, 
and recently published; they can be found in [REF_BLANKET_1], [REF_BLANKET_2], 
[REF_BLANKET_3]. 

HiPER reactor design 
 The HiPER reactor is conceived to be a 1500 MWth reactor, based in direct 
drive shock ignition a dry wall technologies. From this stating point, it is necessary to 
propose and optimize a tritium breeding blanket for the reactor. During 2011, we 
proposed and studied a Self Cooled Lead Lithium blanket with EUROFER structure.  
 
 There is the possibility of decoupling the First Wall and the Blanket cooling 
what represents two different First Wall-blanket arrangements: Integrated First Wall 
Blanket (IFWB) and Separated First Wall Blanket (SFWB). For both of them, we have 
assessed and compared some critical performances of the reactor: Tritium Breeding 
Ratio (TBR), power cycle efficiency, response against cooling accidents, proper blanket 
cooling and corrosion rates inside the blanket. The information presented here has 
been sent to publish to the review Fusion Engineering and Design, and it is still under 
revision. 

Self Cooled Lead Lithium Blanket 
 We proposed a reference Self Cooled Lead Lithium with EUROFER structure. 
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This reference proposal is aimed to be modified as different studies answers open 
questions. It is divided in two different hemispheres. Every hemisphere is divided into 
8 modules. There is a single module with the Lead Lihtium circuit in orange and the 
EUROFER structure in blue. All the EUROFER sheets are 1cm thick, unless other 
thickness is specifically mentioned. Every module has a thin inlet channel and a thick 
outlet channel. The inner channel is comprised between radius 6.51 m and 6.59 m (8 
cm thickness channel). The oulet channel is comprised between radius 6.81 m and 7.47 
m (66 cm thickness channel). The inlet temperature is 350ºC and the outlet 
temperature is 450ºC.  
 
 A neutronics analysis of this blanket proposal has been performed regarding 
with TBR and blanket energy gain (hB). The TBR results to be as high as 1.38 for the 
reference design. Then, we have computed the TBR as function of the First Wall steel 
substrate thickness. The maximum FW substrate thickness has been found to be as 5.5 
cm to obtain a TBR>1.15. This result opens the possibility of decoupling the cooling of 
the blanket and the First Wall. The hB is 1.18. 

First Wall - Blanket cooling arrangements 
 The neutrons generated in the ignition will deposit their energy (75% of the 
generated energy) in the LiPb and the structure of the blanket. The ions and X-Rays 
produced in the ignitions will deposit their energy (25% of the generated energy) 
directly into the First Wall, as HiPER reactor is a dry wall concept. In the first approach 
to the problem, the energy deposited in the FW is transferred to the LiPb and it is 
evacuated together with the neutron energy deposition. This option is called the 
Integrated First Wall – Blanket arrangement. However, given the neutronic 
performance of the reference design, it is possible to decouple the FW and blanket 
cooling. Both First Wall – Blanket options. 
 
 There are different potential improvements in the blanket performance that 
motivate the decoupling of the FW and blanket cooling. First of all, the ions and X-Rays 
energy will raise the LiPb temperature/velocity with no extra TBR advantage. The SCLL 
is characterized by a fast flowing LiPb, and corrosion can be a threat. Then, by reducing 
the LiPb temperature/velocity the corrosion rates can be partially mitigated. The FW 
could be built of ODS-EUROFER, allowing a maximum temperature of 650ºC for its 
cooling circuit. In addition, the separated First Wall could be cooled with a branch of 
Helium coming from the secondary circuit if Helium is used as working fluid for the 
power cycle conversion. This Helium re-heating, from 450ºC to 650ºC can increase the 
power cycle efficiency. And the introduction of a second cooling/heating independent 
circuit inside the Vacuum Vessel could be used to add extra operation margins in out-
off-normal situations. 

Helium Brayton Power Cycle 
As a first approach to the power conversion issue, we have decided to study a 

Helium Brayton Power cycle for both IFWB and SFWB. It is a common power cycle 
scheme, presenting the same intercoolers and regenerators. The efficiency of the 
power cycle for the IFWB is 37.5%, while for the SFWB is 38.5%. 
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Loss of active cooling 
 The study of the consequences of a severe accident in HiPER reactor exceeds 
the studies of this year. Instead of severe accidents, we have first focused on out-off-
normal situations, where the SCLL blankets are limited for having only one single 
heating/cooling circuit. In these situations, such as the loss of active cooling, there are 
two main threats identified: LiPb solidification inside the blanket and the structure 
mechanical degradation. In effect, depending on the previous irradiation to the loss of 
coolant accident, the residual heat can be very important.  
 
 We have developed a simple computational model for the heat transfer studies 
of the SCLL blanket for HiPER reactor, and compared the operation flexibility in these 
situations for the both arrangements: IFWB and SFWB. The IFWB is very limited. In the 
absence of residual heat in 40 hours the LiPb is solid inside the blanket. This is the 
maximum time to evacuate it from the blanket. But, after 5 years of irradiation, the 
residual heat is such that in 10 hours the structure temperature has overcome the limit 
of 550ºC. Above this temperature, the EUROFER mechanical properties are 
deteriorated by creep rupture. In the case of the SFWB, the FW independent cooling 
circuit could be adapted to operate as auxiliary heating/cooling circuit if it were in 
thermal contact with the blanket. Our calculations show that some MWs of 
heating/cooling capacity would be enough for this circuit to avoid both risks: 
solidification of LiPb inside the blanket and structural properties deterioration. Some 
MWs for auxiliary operation should not represent a design threat for a circuit which in 
normal operation will extract around 450 MWs from the FW. 

Active cooling and corrosion  
 The proper cooling of the blanket can be synthesized in the three following 
requirements: 
1. Average outlet temperature of LiPb of 450ºC, a compromise between power cycle 
conversion and corrosion rates in the plant. 
2. Maximum local temperature of LiPb inside the blanket of 550ºC, to fulfil the 
EUROFER criterion on creep rupture behaviour. 
3. Maximum corrosion rate inside the blanket of 200 mm/yr. After 5 years of lifetime 
of the blanket, the total corrosion would be 0.1cm, the 10% of the structure thickness. 
 
 We have computed the temperature and corrosion maps for the IFWB and 
SFWB arrangements. The mass flow rate has been fixed in order to keep the 
temperature below the local upper limit of 550ºC in both cases.   
 
 It was found, as expected, and improvement in the performance (max. local 
temperature and corrosion rates) in the case of SFWB compared to the IFWB (see 
table 1). However, there is still a need for improvement. There is a large LiPb 
recirculation area in the blanket inlet for both the IFWB and SFWB. It is responsible for 
the bad performance of both arrangements in terms of low outlet temperature and 
high corrosion rates. Further modifications of the blanket design will take into account 
this fact to improve the cooling. We have proposed and study a SCLL blanket with two 
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different arrangements for the First Wall - Blanket cooling system for the HiPER 
reactor: IFWB and SFWB. We have compared them in terms of power cycle efficiency, 
out-off-normal situations and cooling and corrosion. The SFWB is superior in all of 
these fields and it is chosen for further studies as the advantageous option. However 
the SFWB still has to be modified to improve the cooling and corrosion performance. 
 
 The engineering design of fission chambers as on-line radiation detectors for 
IFMIF is being performed in the framework of the IFMIF-EVEDA works. In this work the 
results of the experiments performed in the BR2 reactor during the phase-2 of the 
foreseen validation activities are addressed. Two detectors have been tested in a 
mixed neutron-gamma field with high neutron fluence and gamma absorbed dose 
rates, comparable with the expected values in the HFTM in IFMIF. The fission 
chambers were calibrated in three BR2 channels with different neutron-to-gamma 
ratio, and the long-term evolution of the signals was studied and compared with 
theoretical calculations. The evolution of the fissile deposit during the irradiation was 
calculated with the ACAB code providing information about the instantaneous fission 
rate and the isotopic composition, therefore a comparison between the expected 
neutron induced signal of the fission chamber with the experimental data can be 
performed. Fission rates have been calculated starting from the initial isotopic 
composition of the fissile deposit. [REF_SAFETY_1] 
 
 In the previous report, we addressed an uncertainty analysis to draw 
conclusions on the reliability of the tritium prediction under the potential impact of 
activation cross section uncertainties for the International Fusion Materials Irradiation 
Facility (IFMIF). We concluded that there is not sufficient experimental validation of 
the evaluated tritium production cross-sections, especially for iron and sodium. 
[REF_SAFETY_2]. This work has been extended to assess the uncertainties in 
measurements in Tritium activity in within lithium breeding blankets. In particular, it is 
important to assess the impact that the uncertainties inherent in the nuclear data have 
on the predicted values [REF_SAFETY_3], [REF_SAFETY_4]. By focusing on specific 
applications and finding specific deficiencies, such studies point to possible directions 
to improve nuclear data sources. We have reproduced the tritium prediction in a 
mock-up system (HCLL TBM mock-up LiPb) and their uncertainties due to nuclear data 
uncertainties in order to identify the reactions that have largest contributions to the 
total uncertainty [REF_SAFETY_5], [REF_SAFETY_6]. 
 
 An analysis of different uncertainty activation cross-section data libraries for 
DEMO neutron spectra was performed. This work is aimed to present the main 
differences of nuclear data uncertainties among three different nuclear data libraries: 
EAF-2007, EAF-2010 and SCALE-6.0. To take into account the neutron spectrum, the 
uncertainty data are collapsed to one-group. That is a simple way to see the 
differences among libraries for one application. Also, the neutron spectrum effect on 
different application can be observed. These comparisons are presented only for 
(n,fission), (n,gamma) and (n,p) reactions. In other works, target accuracies are 
presented for nuclear data uncertainties; here, these targets are compared with 
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uncertainties on the above libraries. The main results of these comparisons are that 
EAF-2010 has reduced their uncertainties for many isotopes from EAF-2007 for 
(n,gamma) and (n,fission) but not for (n,p); SCALE-6.0 gives lower uncertainties for 
(n,fission), but gives higher uncertainties for (n,p) reactions in all applications. For 
(n,gamma) reaction, the amount of isotopes which have higher uncertainties is quite 
similar to the amount of isotopes which have lower uncertainties when SCALE-6.0 and 
EAF-2010 are compared [REF_SAFETY_7], [REF_SAFETY_8] 
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